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T his special issue presents state-
of-the-art articles reporting on

the unique aspects of topology-based
approaches in robotics and the appli-
cation of recent theoretical advances in
computational geometry to the im-
portant robotics and path planning
problems.
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F R O M T H E E D I T O R ’ S D E S K

Let Your Voice Be Heard

Here we are again with a great issue on computational geometry
in path planning, which is guest edited by Marina Gavrilova,
Jorge Cortes, and Raymond Jarvis.

I invite you once again to visit http://wiki.ieee-ras.org and use our
Society Wiki to comment and express your opinions on the contribu-
tions of the position papers of Herman Bruyninckx on robotics software
as well as the position paper in this issue contributed by Wolfram Burgard

on probabilistic approaches to robotics navigation.
We hope this will become a forum for interesting
discussions, which we may partially publish in the
magazine.

We have the first multimedia attachments! Via
IEEE Xplore, you can download multimedia exten-
sions related to papers that appeared in the maga-
zine. We invite you, as an author, to contribute

videos with the final version of your accepted paper as well, so that the
video record of your work will be archived along with the paper.

In this issue, we will start a new series of tutorials on medical robotics
contributed by various of our esteemed colleagues from Johns Hopkins
University.

Last, but not least, I would like to take this occasion to invite you all
to express your vote in the upcoming Administrative Committee
(AdCom) elections as that is your chance to let your voice be heard
within the society. You will again be able to vote for your candidates
electronically.

I hope you will enjoy the issue!

Stefano Stramigioli
S.Stramigioli@ieee.org
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P R E S I D E N T ’ S M E S S A G E

The Commitment and the Reward

Around the time this issue goes to press, our flagship conference, the
IEEE International Conference on Robotics and Automation
(ICRA), will be taking place in Pasadena. The technical program

looks very promising, featuring three keynotes, 110 sessions, 23 workshops
and tutorials, and a
number of special
events including our
spring AdCom meet-
ing, which is to be
held in the middle of
the conference to fa-
vor members’ attend-
ance, the Women in
Robotics lunch, the
Graduates of Last De-
cade (GOLD) recep-
tion, and a student
party, a new initiative at
our conference.

I am writing this
column while enjoy-
ing a pleasant week
of family holiday ski-
ing on the Dolomiti
di Brenta in North-
eastern Italy. I very
much looked for-
ward to the Easter
break after a hectic
start of the new year
and my presidential
term. I knew already

from my predecessor Dick Volz about the kind of devotion and the amount
of time required of such a demanding societal commitment. Yet, the flow of
e-mails and telecons during these first three months, concerning, especially,
the appointments of volunteers on the various boards and standing commit-
tees, has been simply overwhelming. The reward for such an intensive com-
mitment has been that all the various activities and programs of our Society
are on track and a number of new initiatives are being pursued. Here are the
highlights from our Boards, and I would like to thank our six vice presidents—
an outstanding group to work with (see the masthead on the side).

Conference Activities Board (CAB)
The conference portfolio of the IEEE Robotics and Automation Society
(RAS) is getting even more complicated due to the increased number of
sponsored conferences and, consequently, the paperwork and finances
involved with each conference. The RAS finances now depend more on
conferences (surpluses plus IEEE Xplore returns) than on any other factor. To
manage the conference portfolio, the following steps are being considered:

OFFICERS

President: Bruno Siciliano,
Università di Napoli Federico II (Italy)

President-Elect: Kazuhiro Kosuge,
Tohoku University (Japan)

Past President: Richard A. Volz,
Texas A&M University (USA)

Founding President: George Saridis,
Rensselaer Polytechnic University (USA)

Vice President,
Publications Activities:

Peter Luh,
University of Connecticut (USA)

Vice President,
Conference Activities:

John Hollerbach,
University of Utah (USA)

Vice President,
Financial Activities:

Ian Walker,
Clemson University (USA)

Vice President,
Industrial Activities:

Alexander Zelinsky,
CSIRO (Australia)

Vice President,
Member Activities:

Alı́cia Casals,
Universidad Politécnica de Cataluña
(Spain)

Vice President,
Technical Activities:

Kenneth Goldberg,
University of California-Berkeley (USA)

Treasurer: Xiaoping Yun,
Naval Postgraduate School (USA)

Secretary: Frank Park,
Seoul National University (Korea)

IEEE Division X
Director:

William A. Gruver,
Simon Fraser University (Canada)

Editor-in-Chief, IEEE Trans. on Automation Science & Engineering
Nukala Viswanadham, Indian School of Business (India)

Editor-in-Chief, IEEE Transactions on Robotics
Alessandro De Luca, Università di Roma ‘‘La Sapienza’’ (Italy)

Editor-in-Chief, IEEE Robotics & Automation Magazine
Stefano Stramigioli, University of Twente (The Netherlands)

IEEE International Conference on Robotics and Automation

General Chair, ICRA 2008
Maja J. Mataric, University of Southern California (USA)

General Co-Chair, ICRA 2008
Paul Schenker, JPL (USA)

Program Chairs, ICRA 2008
Stefan Schaal and Gaurav Sukhatme, University of Southern

California (USA)

General Chair, ICRA 2009
Kazuhiro Kosuge, Tohoku University (Japan)

Program Chair, ICRA 2009
Katsushi Ikeuchi, University of Tokyo (Japan)

ADMINISTRATIVE COMMITTEE

Terms ending in 2008
Aude Billard EPFL (Switzerland)

Pierre Dupont Boston University (USA)
Hideki Hashimoto University of Tokyo (Japan)
Seth Hutchinson University of Illinois (USA)

Katasushi Ikeuchi University of Tokyo (Japan)
Kevin Lynch Northwestern University (USA)

Terms ending in 2009
Hajime Asama University of Tokyo (Japan)

Rüdiger Dillmann Universität Karlsruhe (Germany)
Toshio Fukuda Nagoya University (Japan)

Vijay Kumar University of Pennsylvania (USA)
Jean-Paul Laumond LAAS-CNRS (France)

Roland Siegwart ETHZ (Switzerland)

Terms ending in 2010
Peter Corke CSIRO (Australia)

Alessandro De Luca Università di Roma ‘‘La Sapienza’’
(Italy)

Lynne Parker University of Tennessee-Knoxville (USA)
Stefano Stramigioli University of Twente (The Netherlands)

Shigeki Sugano Waseda University (Japan)
Satoshi Tadokoro Tohoku University (Japan)
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u Previously, the meetings chair and the CAB treasurer
handled the bulk of conference management. Since more
assistance is required, the position of associate vice presi-
dent of CAB (Shigeki Sugano) has been recast to include
the responsibility of managing the conference portfolio.
Additional positions to assist the CAB treasurer (Yi Guo)
may be created.

u We are considering hiring an administrative assistant for
the Conference Board, to help with all the reporting and
financial details and to unburden Society volunteers.

u The timely closing of conferences and the prompt
posting of proceedings on IEEE Xplore has a big finan-
cial impact. We are considering requiring the assis-
tance of PaperPlaza to expedite proceedings’ posting.

u Of the many sponsored conferences, only ICRA is scruti-
nized closely in terms of its intellectual impact and opera-
tions. Given the RAS exposure to other sponsored
conferences, the Steering Committee for Technical Pro-
grams (SCTP) chaired by Vijay Kumar (associate vice
president of CAB) will begin to scrutinize them similarly.

Financial Activities Board (FAB)
RAS has budgeted the 2008 funds for an initiatives competi-
tion, for which proposals were solicited earlier this year. Six-
teen proposals were received, which have been reviewed and
evaluated by the proper boards, and these are being examined
by FAB concerning their financial implications. FAB is also
engaged in the preparation of the RAS budget for 2009 to
keep us on a good path financially and to make sure that all
financial activities flow smoothly.

Industrial Activities Board (IAB)
The annual event between our Society and the International Fed-
eration of Robotics (IFR), the Joint Forum on Innovation and
Entrepreneurship in Robotics and Automation (IERA), takes
place in Munich, Germany, on 11 June 2008. The collocation
with Robotik 2008, Germany’s largest robotics conference, and
Automatica 2008, the International Fair for Automation, consti-
tutes an excellent opportunity to tighten the relationship with
people from the industrial community. As in the previous editions
of the forum, the Invention and Entrepreneurship Award for out-
standing achievements in commercializing innovative robot and
automation technology will be presented. IAB is also looking
into streamlining its standardization and road-mapping activities,
and a bimonthly hookup is being organized.

Member Activities Board (MAB)
The local and student chapter leaders meet at ICRA during a
dedicated workshop, organized by the Student Activities

Committee, for discussing, coordinating, and exchanging ideas
at the chapter level. A series of scholarships have been arranged
to support the travel of student and local chapter officers for
attending this workshop.

Publications Activities Board (PAB)
The new IEEE Transactions on Haptics will be published semi-
annually with the first issue to be premiered this September. It
will address the science, technology, and applications associ-
ated with information acquisition and object manipulation
through touch. Haptic interactions relevant to this journal
include all aspects of manual exploration and manipulation by
humans and machines as well as the interactions between the
two, which are performed in real, virtual, teleoperated, or net-
worked environments. This new journal is cosponsored by our
Society (45%), the IEEE Computer Society (45%), and the
IEEE Consumer Electronics Society (10%). It is also techni-
cally cosponsored by the IEEE Engineering in Medicine and
Biology Society. The editor-in-chief is Prof. J. Edward Col-
gate of Northwestern University, and the Editorial Board has
been functional since November 2007. Please visit http://
www.computer.org/th for more information.

Technical Activities Board (TAB)
TAB is working on several new projects, which are as follows:

u a triennial comprehensive review of each technical
committee

u an online database for all Distinguished Lectures
u a new format for the GOLD event at ICRA and

IEEE/RSJ International Conference on Intelligent
Robots and Systems (IROS).

TAB is also studying new ways to present research milestones
in robotics and automation, e.g., an online graphical interface
for RAS best papers indexed by year and topic and linked to
IEEE Xplore.

The sum of these activities is a testimony to the hard work
and the spirit of initiative of our team of volunteers, who par-
ticipate in helping our Society to continue to evolve and
improve. We would welcome inputs from all our members.
Please send your comments to me, any of the officers, or our
Activities Coordinator Rosalyn Snyder. Contact information
for RAS officers and committee chairs can be obtained at
http://www.ieee-ras.org.

Bruno Siciliano
siciliano@ieee.org

RAS President 2008-2009
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F R O M T H E G U E S T E D I T O R S

Computational Geometry in Navigation and Path Planning

Marina Gavrilova, Jorge Cortes, and Raymond Jarvis

This special issue on computational geometry in navi-
gation and path planning presents a collection of state-
of-the-art articles reporting on the unique aspects of

topology-based approaches in robotics. This issue presents the
applications of computational geometry in obstacle avoidance,
path planning with minimum clearance, autonomous mobile
robot navigation, exploration of unknown polygonal environ-
ments, and it explores the practical relevance to the geographi-
cal information systems, mobile networks, risk avoidance,
security, games, and online system design. The six contribu-
tions carefully selected for this special issue are connected by a
common theme: the application of recent theoretical advances
in computational geometry to the important robot-
ics and path planning problems.

The article by Ichiro Suzuki and Paweł
_Zyli�nski presents a number of new ap-
proaches to capturing an evader in a con-
strained space. The authors provide
several new strategies for a group of
mobile robots on a three-dimensional
grid such as a randomized algorithm
for detecting an evader by one robot
having the same maximum speed as
the evader, a randomized algorithm
for capturing an evader using two or
more robots who can move slightly
faster than the evader, and a determin-
istic algorithm for capturing an evader
under specific constraints. The article
critically compares all the proposed algo-
rithms on their efficiency and robustness
and makes a unique contribution to the
areas of pursuit game design, randomized
algorithms, and mobile robot planning.

The article by David Rawlinson and Ray Jarvis
explores a challenging problem of teaching a robot to
navigate directly to goals in unfamiliar or unknown environ-
ments. Language allows people to exploit other people’s knowl-
edge in such situations, by transferring all necessary information
from one person to the other, whereas what means can assist
robots in doing the same is the question asked by this article.
The proposed solution directs an autonomous robot using effi-
cient and universal topological instructions that can be incre-
mentally interpreted by a moving robot that does not initially
have its own map of the environment. Many real-world experi-
ments featuring autonomous exploration and mapping led to

the remarkable conclusion that for this type of navigation, better
object recognition capabilities are more important than better
mapping capabilities.

Another approach to autonomous robot navigation is pre-
sented in the article by Chunlin Chen, Han-Xiong Li, and
Daoyi Dong. In this work, the authors present a control
method based on hierarchical Q-learning for mobile robot
navigation in unknown environments. Hybrid control here
refers to the integration of reactive control for local navigation
and deliberative control for global navigation. The environ-
ment is represented by grid-topological maps that are con-
structed online during the process of learning to achieve the

cooperative optimization of global and local naviga-
tion control. The navigation controls of the

mobile robots are implemented by extending
Q-learning to a hierarchical setting based on

the model of a hybrid Markov decision
process. The simulated and real experi-
mentation shows that the proposed ap-
proach is capable of optimizing global
navigation and avoiding the local min-
imum trap, so that the method works
well in unknown dynamic environ-
ments and can be utilized as an effec-
tive integrated control scheme for
navigation.

The article by Ellips Masehian and
Mohammad Reza Amin-Naseri is de-

voted to the problem of sensor-based
motion planning and proposes an ap-
proach based on the tabu search method

to resolve it. The online motion planner
presented in this article incorporates the ro-

bot’s sensory data into the intelligent decision-
making process guided by the tabu search technique.

The information from the environment is collected by
performing a visibility scan, and the distance from the new robot
location to the surrounding obstacles is computed by means of
its radial rangefinder sensor readings. The proposed method is
compared extensively with other offline and online techniques,
such as the potential fields, distance transform, and the general-
ized Voronoi diagram methods.

The article by Priyadarshi Bhattacharya and Marina
L. Gavrilova presents an efficient technique for computing a
shortest path for a mobile agent moving among polygonal
obstacles that will satisfy the specified clearance requirement.
The algorithm utilizes the properties of the Voronoi diagram to
obtain a path approximation and then proceeds to refine the pathDigital Object Identifier 10.1109/MRA.2008.921539
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through the corner-cutting technique. Extensive experimenta-
tion demonstrates that the method produces high-quality paths
that are near optimal with respect to the length and have the
required clearance from obstacles. The ease of implementation
makes it an attractive technique for a number of applications,
including real-time terrain visualization, risk avoidance, envi-
ronmental modeling, and motion planning.

The article by Subir Kumar Ghosh, Joel Wakeman Burdick,
Amitava Bhattacharya, and Sudeep Sarkar integrates some
constraints from visual processing and robot navigation into
the well-studied computational geometry problem of explor-
ing unknown polygonal environments with obstacles. The
authors propose online algorithms that can be used to explore
an unknown polygonal environment by a point robot. The
algorithms compute visibility polygons from a set of chosen
points on the path of a robot and use the reduction of the num-
ber of visibility polygons as a criterion for minimizing the cost
of robotic exploration, thus improving efficiency. In addition,
the article demonstrates that the presented exploration algo-
rithms for a point robot can be also treated as approximation

algorithms for the art gallery problem with an additional visi-
bility constraint.

We would like to extend our sincere appreciation to all the
authors who submitted their articles to the special issue and to
all the referees for their meticulous and valuable reviews. It is
our hope that this fine collection of articles presented in this
issue will be a valuable resource for all the readers of IEEE
Robotics and Automation Magazine and will stimulate further
research into the growing area of the applications of computa-
tional geometry methods in robotics and path planning.

This special issue presents

a collection of articles on

topology-based approaches

in robotics.
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P O S I T I O N

Probabilistic Approaches to Robot Navigation

By Wolfram Burgard

Perception and state estimation are still some of the key
problems in the area of robotics. Robots need to per-
ceive their environment and potentially update a model

of the environment or their own state to operate autonomously.
In the last decade, it has been proved that probabilistic techni-
ques are the most powerful tools for numerous state estimation
and perception problems including mapping, localization,
simultaneous localization and mapping (SLAM), tracking, and
many others.

The key advantages of probabilistic approaches are their
rigorous mathematical framework and the fact that the under-
lying equations can be derived from first principles. They even
form the basis for theoretic approaches to action planning,
which allows physical agents such as robots to act optimally
even under uncertainty. Although the mathematical founda-
tions of these approaches are well understood and many suc-
cessful applications have been developed, there still are open
issues for research, and I think that we should focus on these
aspects to drive the understanding of core robotics problems
and their potential solutions further. For example, real-world
applications often require the careful design of the underlying
models. Additionally, we need to understand what good
approximations are and what impact they might have. One of
the most important problems to date is the application of prob-
abilistic approaches to systems with high-dimensional state
spaces, whose sheer complexity prevents us from applying
standard methods. In the remainder of this article, I will point
out some of these aspects. I will also describe potential direc-
tions for future research.

Model Design
Probabilistic approaches typically rely on the recursive Bayesian
filtering scheme that requires the careful specification of the so-
called perception and transition models. In many approaches
found in the literature, these models have carefully been hand-
crafted. Although the resulting systems often show an impres-
sive robustness, we usually do not know what the underlying
assumptions are, why specific choices in the design of these
models have been done, and why they work so well. For exam-
ple, consider the situation in which a robot has to localize itself
based on camera images. One question that strikes me, in this
context, is why are majority of the approaches based on features
rather than on a direct comparison of the individual pixels. At
least in my opinion, one of the reasons for this is that pure
images are a high-dimensional input for which it is hard to
define a proper likelihood function and, additionally, the

dependencies between the individual pixels are unknown.
Most of the sensor models found in the literature, in fact,
assume that the individual features extracted in images or range
scans are independent—a fact that is rarely true especially when
the posterior itself can only be approximated.

One of the open problems in the context of model design
lies in the development of sound models that appropriately
take the different properties of the measurement devices into
account. One potential solution lies in the treatment of these
problems as optimization problems in which one seeks to learn
optimal model parameters based on the sensor data. We need
the appropriate techniques, especially for high-dimensional
measurement spaces, to learn about such models based on
relatively sparse input data.

High-Dimensional State Spaces
A further important aspect in the context of probabilistic
algorithms is the ability to deal with high-dimensional state
spaces. For example, problems such as multiobject tracking,
SLAM, and mapping involve high-dimensional state spaces.
As the size of the state space typically grows exponentially in
the number of dimensions, appropriate techniques are
needed to efficiently approximate the full posterior and
update it accordingly. Again, a typical approach to overcome
this curse of dimensionality is to make independent assump-
tions, e.g., to consider the marginal distributions instead of the
full posterior. Questions such as when are these assumptions
justified and what are the implications of these assumptions
have not been answered sufficiently in the past. These are
the real open questions, and answers to them will improve
definitely the robustness of probabilistic approaches and
robotic systems.

SLAM
People have repeatedly argued that the problem of SLAM is
solved. I believe that in the past years our community has
gained a fundamental understanding of the SLAM problem
and has developed a series of innovative solutions that can now
be applied to reliably build maps of even large-scale environ-
ments. However, I do not believe that the SLAM community
in the near future will encounter a novel breakthrough in core
technology. Rather, there will be advances in certain branches
of the SLAM problem, and those advances will be based on
probabilistic approaches. Potential fields and more innovative
solutions lie in the areas of dynamic environments, deformable
worlds, three-dimensional (3-D) representations, object-oriented

Digital Object Identifier 10.1109/MRA.2008.925681
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u Organized Session ‘‘Safety,
Security, and Rescue Ro-
bot Systems’’ at the Inter-
national Conference on
Instrumentation, Control,
and Information Technol-
ogy (SICE2008 in Tokyo)
technically cosponsored by
IEEE/RAS. Coorganizers
were Matsuno Fumitoshi,
TC cochair, Daniele Nardi,
TC cochair, and Richard
Voyles, TC cochair.

u Special Issue of Journal of
Advanced Robotics (sched-
uled for July 2009) on
‘‘Disaster Response Robot-
ics.’’ Guest coeditors are
Satoshi Tadokoro, TC emer-
itus chair; Matsuno Fumi-
toshi, TC cochair; Daniele
Nardi, TC cochair; Adam
Jacoff, NIST (USA).

The TC also aggressively up-
dated its membership list and has
been alerting members of activities
throughout the year. The current
membership list is 1,003 strong. A
succession list of cochairs is being
developed to keep the leadership fresh and involved. An exciting
new plan is being developed to migrate the SSRRTC to become
one of the first proposed TCs as the next stage in the life of this

vibrant TC. The TC is sustaining an annual international work-
shop, as well as numerous other activities, so it is well poised to
advance to a new level of permanence.

P O S I T I O N

representations, lifelong SLAM, and the integration of plan-
ning and SLAM.

My suggestion would be to focus on the aforementioned
problems rather than on tiny aspects of existing SLAM algo-
rithms. Instead of studying additional submapping approaches
in SLAM or more efficient variants of particle filters, the
robotics community requires techniques for real applications
such as the lifelong coexistence of robots with humans in

domestic homes, navigation through rain forests, or dealing
with objects and complex 3-D structures.

Summary
At least in my opinion, probabilistic techniques will continue
to be the most robust approach to state estimation problems.
They will serve as a powerful tool for understanding problems
and the approximation of their optimal solutions.

(continued from page 8)
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S O C I E T Y N E W S

Summer School on Robot Learning

By Paolo Fiorini and Erwin Prassler

The fourth IEEE Robotics and Automation Society/
International Federation of Robotics (RAS/IFR) Sum-
mer School of Robotics Science on robot learning was

held in Lazise (on the shores of the Lake of Garda), Italy, on
24–28 September 2007. The previous summer schools in-
cluded topics such as haptic interaction (Paris, France, 2006),
robot design (Tokyo, Japan, 2005), and human robot interac-
tion (Volterra, Italy, 2004). This series of events is made possible
through the cosponsorship of the RAS and the International
Foundation of Robotics Research (IFRR). The aim of the
school is to provide high-quality education in a specific topic
by inviting distinguished researchers in the field, who provide a
mixture of lectures and hands-on experiments.

This year’s venue was the medieval customs house (Dogana
Vecchia) in Lazise, which provided an excellent setting for the
school, with its little harbor, coffee shops, and restaurants, all
around the conference hall.

The full-day program started with the concepts on machine
learning (ML), presented by Ivan Bratko and Janez Demsar,
University of Ljubljana, Slovenia. In the afternoon, students
had the opportunity of testing ML algorithms on case studies
using the tool Hyper developed in Ljubljana.

In the morning of the second day, robotic learning (RL)
was introduced by Erwin Prassler of Bonn-Rhein-Sieg
University of Applied Sciences and by Ulrich Nehmzow of
University of Essex. Unlike previous summer schools, this
year, the hands-on experiments were organized around a com-
mon platform, the educational mobile robot Eddy, developed
at the University of Verona. Therefore, in the afternoon of the
second day, Monica Reggiani, University of Verona, gave a
presentation on the robot and led the students in some prelimi-
nary RL exercises.

Three specific RL paradigms were presented during the rest
of the week. Jan Peters of the Max-Planck Institute of Biologi-
cal Cybernetics, Germany, presented a lecture on policy learning.
Jun Tani of the RIKEN Brain Science Institute, Japan, discussed
supervised learning. The last lecture was given by Ulrich Nehm-
zow, who spoke on novelty detection.

Thursday afternoon and Friday morning were devoted to
the hands-on experiments. A set of specific exercises was devel-
oped and tested in advance on the mobile robot Eddy, thanks to
the lecturers’ collaboration. Furthermore, the software neces-
sary to run the experiments was made available on the Web page
of the school. The students could prepare the exercises before
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coming to Lazise, and during school, they practiced the lecture
material without delay.

An open call for student participation was issued in June 2007.
By the deadline, 40 applications were received. On the basis of an
analysis of student motivation, research experience, and recom-
mendations from their supervisors, a set of 35 students were
admitted to the school. The students were geographically diverse,
with three students from Japan, one from Australia, one from
Canada, and 29 from Europe (Austria, Belgium, Canada, Den-
mark, Estonia, France, Germany, Greece, Italy, Netherlands,
Spain, Sweden, and the United Kingdom). One admitted student
from China could not attend because of visa problems. Of the
admitted students, eight were women. The students’ backgrounds
covered mechanical engineering, computer science, and
mechatronics and topics such as psychology and philosophy.
Hence, the school provided a good mix of disciplines, national-
ities, and gender. The students were extremely active and
highly motivated.

On Wednesday afternoon, a public event was held to present
robotics learning to the local community and to expose the stu-
dents to topics that were not presented during the lectures. Thus,
Jun Tani and Ulrich Nehmzow presented additional aspects of
their research and Maarja Kruusmaa, Tallin University of Tech-
nology (Estonia), and R€udiger Dillmann, Universitat Karlsruhe
(Germany), discussed safety and learning and imitation learning.

On Wednesday evening, a bus tour to Verona was organized,
where the school social dinner took place.

Registration cost was kept at a reasonable level, thanks to the
financial sponsorship of the European project XPERO, whose
support we grateful acknowledge. In addition, students and
researchers of the ALTAIR laboratory of the University of Ver-
ona took care of arrangements, logistics, etc. Without their help,
the event would not have been possible. For additional informa-
tion visit: http://metropolis.sci.univr.it/summerschool07/.

Call for Nominations:
2008 AdCom Elections

Nominations of candidates for the 2008 Administrative

Committee (AdCom) elections must be submitted by
1 July 2008. Nominators (or self-nominations) should indi-

cate the position for which the nominee is being consid-

ered and the nominee’s agreement to serve if elected.

Six of the 18 elected members of the AdCom are elected

each year to serve a three-year term. All graduate student

members and higher-grade members of the Society are eli-

gible to vote.

Nominees will be considered by the Nominations Com-
mittee in consultation with the Advisory Committee. Peti-

tion candidates who acquire at least 121 signatures (2%

of 31 December 2007 RAS voting members) will auto-

matically be included on the ballot.

A slate of candidates will be announced prior to the

elections via the society Web page, e-newsletter, and

magazine. Society members may cast their ballots

electronically or through post. All members with valid

e-mail addresses will be sent electronic ballots, but re-
quest for paper ballots may also be made. All others will

be sent paper ballots by post. Those who receive paper

ballots will receive instructions with their ballots for cast-

ing their vote electronically if they choose.

Send in your nominations to the Society administrator

at r.g.snyder@ieee.org.

The aim of the school is to provide

high-quality education in a specific

topic by inviting distinguished

researchers in the field, who provide

a mixture of lectures and hands-on

experiments.
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T C S P O T L I G H T

Safety, Security, and Rescue Robotics

By Cochairs Daniele Nardi (nardi@dis.uniromal.it), Universita diRoma; Matsuno Fumitoshi (matsuno@hi.mce.uec.ac.jp),
University of Electro-Communications, Japan; and Richard Voyles (rvoyles@du.edu), University of Denver

The Technical Committee (TC) on Safety, Security, and
Rescue Robotics (SSRR) was organized in 2002 to
help stimulate and coordinate research and develop-

ment of robotics, automation, and intelligent devices and sys-
tems for civilian safety and rescue applications in the wake of
natural and man-made disasters such as tornadoes, earthquakes,
floods, fires, and explosions.

The SSRR TC has been extremely active this past year, as in
previous years. Recent organized activities include the following:

u IEEE International Conference on Intelligent Robots
and Systems (IROS) 2007 Workshop on Rescue Ro-
botics, organized by TC Emeritus Chair Satoshi Tado-
koro, Matsuno Fumitoshi, TC cochair, Hajime Asama,
University of Tokyo ( Japan), Koichi Osuka, Kobe Uni-
versity ( Japan), and Masahiko Onosato, Hokkaido
University ( Japan).

u Special issue on SSRR for Journal of Field Robotics ( JFR),
organized by Cochairs Richard Voyles and Howie Cho-
set. According to Sanjiv Singh, JFR editor, this issue has
three of the most downloaded articles in the history of
the journal.

u The Fifth IEEE International Workshop on SSRR
in Rome, Italy, 2007. Conference chair was Daniele
Nardi, TC cochair. Program cochairs were Richard
Voyles, TC cochair, Satoshi Tadokoro, TC emeritus
chair, and Anibal Ollero, University of Seville
(Spain).

u Planning for the Sixth IEEE International Workshop
on SSRR in Sendai, Japan, 2008 is underway. Confer-
ence chair is Satoshi Tadokoro, TC emeritus chair.
Discussion of the location for 2009 in the United
States (likely Denver, Colorado) has been initiated.

u Rescue Robotics Exercise 2007 was held in Rome,
Italy, to correspond with the International Workshop.
This was organized by Daniele Nardi, TC cochair, and
was held at the Istituto Superiore Antincendi (Italian
National Firefighter Training Center). This exercise
brought together robotics researchers, corporate devel-
opers, and emergency responders to demonstrate, oper-
ate, and critique robotic equipment and novel operator
interfaces intended for safety, security, and rescue ro-
botics applications. Approximately 50 researchers and
50 emergency responders attended.

u Rescue Robotics Camp 2007 was also held and organ-
ized by Daniele Nardi, TC cochair. This camp, intended

for robotics students and researchers, schooled partici-
pants on the needs and challenges of rescue robots and
the current state of the art of rescue technology. Ap-
proximately 50 young scientists and engineers attended
this important event for keeping the pipeline of re-
searchers full.

u Special issue of JFR on ‘‘Quantitative Performance
Evaluation of Robotic and Intelligent Systems’’ was
organized by Raj Madhavan, National Institute of
Standards and Technology (NIST) (USA).
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u Organized Session ‘‘Safety,
Security, and Rescue Ro-
bot Systems’’ at the Inter-
national Conference on
Instrumentation, Control,
and Information Technol-
ogy (SICE2008 in Tokyo)
technically cosponsored by
IEEE/RAS. Coorganizers
were Matsuno Fumitoshi,
TC cochair, Daniele Nardi,
TC cochair, and Richard
Voyles, TC cochair.

u Special Issue of Journal of
Advanced Robotics (sched-
uled for July 2009) on
‘‘Disaster Response Robot-
ics.’’ Guest coeditors are
Satoshi Tadokoro, TC emer-
itus chair; Matsuno Fumi-
toshi, TC cochair; Daniele
Nardi, TC cochair; Adam
Jacoff, NIST (USA).

The TC also aggressively up-
dated its membership list and has
been alerting members of activities
throughout the year. The current
membership list is 1,003 strong. A
succession list of cochairs is being
developed to keep the leadership fresh and involved. An exciting
new plan is being developed to migrate the SSRRTC to become
one of the first proposed TCs as the next stage in the life of this

vibrant TC. The TC is sustaining an annual international work-
shop, as well as numerous other activities, so it is well poised to
advance to a new level of permanence.

P O S I T I O N

representations, lifelong SLAM, and the integration of plan-
ning and SLAM.

My suggestion would be to focus on the aforementioned
problems rather than on tiny aspects of existing SLAM algo-
rithms. Instead of studying additional submapping approaches
in SLAM or more efficient variants of particle filters, the
robotics community requires techniques for real applications
such as the lifelong coexistence of robots with humans in

domestic homes, navigation through rain forests, or dealing
with objects and complex 3-D structures.

Summary
At least in my opinion, probabilistic techniques will continue
to be the most robust approach to state estimation problems.
They will serve as a powerful tool for understanding problems
and the approximation of their optimal solutions.

(continued from page 8)
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E D U C A T I O N

RoboticsCourseWare.org:
An Open Repository for Robotics Pedagogical Materials

By Aaron M. Dollar, Daniela Rus, Paolo Fiorini

During the latter part of 2007, with funding from the
IEEE Robotics and Automation Society’s ‘‘New Initia-
tives’’ program, we developed RoboticsCourseWare.org,

an open repository for robotics pedagogical materials. We cre-
ated this site primarily for providing a resource to faculty to
facilitate the creation of new robotics courses and the improve-
ment of existing ones. The repository is a free and open educa-
tional resource for faculty, students, and hobbyists throughout
the world. By providing easy access to teaching materials, we
hope to facilitate the introduction of robotics courses every-
where from large institutions with established robotics pro-
grams to small colleges, ultimately transforming robotics into a
core component of computer science and engineering aca-
demic programs.

We developed the repository based on feedback from
participants at the Robotics Education Workshop at the 2005
Robotics: Science and Systems Conference. More than 30
robotics faculty members from a wide range of institutions
and backgrounds met for a day of presentations and discus-
sions focusing on the key issues of integrating robotics in an
undergraduate curriculum. A key outcome of the meeting
was the general agreement as to the need for an open reposi-
tory of robotics course materials to enable, support, and coor-
dinate the teaching of robotics across universities. More on
the outcome of this workshop can be found in the March
2006 ‘‘Education’’ column of IEEE Robotics and Automation
Magazine.

Structure and Contents
RoboticsCourseWare.org is similar to MIT’s OpenCourseWare
(OCW) initiative, which has since expanded to more than 100
institutions worldwide (http://www.ocwconsortium.org). How-
ever, unlike the majority of OCW sites, our repository is subject
specific and contains materials from many universities.

The repository is searchable, browsable, and open for down-
loads. No registration or login is required for accessing the
posted materials. Materials are typically made available under
a Creative Commons License (http://creativecommons.org),
under which the end users are free to copy and distribute the
content, as well as adapt it for their own uses, provided proper
attribution is given and the material is not used for commer-
cial purposes.

In developing and populating the site, we have prioritized
providing materials in formats that can be easily modified and
reused. These materials are intended to cover the range of

primary areas of robotics pedagogy, including robot mechan-
ics, control, motion planning, vision, and localization, with
less emphasis on secondary areas and courses in which
robotics is used as platform to teach concepts in other aca-
demic areas.

As of the writing of this column, we have published materials
for four courses: Introduction to Autonomous Mobile Robots
(Roland Siegwart, EPFL); Robotics: Science and Systems
(Daniela Rus, Nick Roy, and Seth Teller, MIT); Introduction
to Robotics (Rob Wood, Harvard); Motion Planning and
Applications (David Hsu, National University of Singapore).
Materials available for these courses include lecture slides and
notes, course exercises, examinations, laboratory projects, code
repositories, videos, and other media.

We also created a user forum associated with the site to
allow the end users to communicate with each other. Among
other things, this capability will serve as a help forum for users
to assist each other with questions concerning the posted
course materials.

Contributions
We are actively seeking high-quality course materials for post-
ing on the site. Currently, we are limiting the scope of potential
contributions to university-level courses created by established
robotics researchers. Final published materials must conform to
the terms of an open-access license such as that described
earlier. Interested parties should contact one of the authors of
this article or send e-mail to submissions@roboticscoursware.org.
The editors will collaborate with potential contributors to
ensure that the published materials meet appropriate accessibil-
ity and quality standards, such as the removal of copyrighted
material.Digital Object Identifier 10.1109/MRA.2008.921536
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It is our ultimate hope that RoboticsCourseWare.org will
become a hub for robotics education that will expand to incor-
porate many additional resources. Along these lines, we encour-
age members of the robotics community who have developed
resources related to robotics pedagogy that may be of interest to
educators in higher education to contact us about the possibility
of cross-linking materials or other similar collaborations.

Aaron M. Dollar is with the Harvard/MIT Health Sciences &
Technology Biomechatronics Laboratory and the Massachusetts
Institute of Technology (MIT) Media Lab.

Daniela Rus is with MIT. She is a cochair of the Robotics
and Automation Society Education Committee.

Paolo Fiorini is with the University of Verona, Italy. He is
a cochair of the Robotics and Automation Society Educa-
tion Committee.

Address for Correspondence: Aaron M. Dollar, 20 Ames
Street, Room E15-421, Cambridge, MA 02139. E-mail:
adollar@mit.edu.
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Capturing an Evader
in a Building

Randomized and Deterministic Algorithms

for Mobile Robots

A
three-dimensional (3-D) grid Gn 3 n 3 n, n � 2, is the
set of points (vertices) with integer coordinates in
½0, n� 1�3 ½0, n� 1�3 ½0, n� 1� together with
their connecting edges, which is
viewed as a connected 3-D set [see

Figures 1 and 2(a)]. Alternatively, Gn 3 n 3 n can
be viewed as the union of 2n2 horizontal
line segments, called corridors, and n2

vertical line segments, called shafts (see
the ‘‘Preliminaries’’ section for a
formal definition).

We view Gn 3 n 3 n as represent-
ing a building and consider a
vision-based pursuit-evasion
problem in which a group of
mobile robots (pursuers) are
required to search for and cap-
ture an evader (intruder) hiding
in it. The robots and the
evader—all called players—are
represented by points that
move continuously along the
edges of Gn 3 n 3 n. (Two players
can be at the same point at one
time.) Any continuous move in
Gn 3 n 3 n is allowed within the
speed limit constraint, which is 1
for the evader without loss of gener-
ality, and a constant s for the robots.
The evader is considered captured if
there exists a time during the pursuit when
his position coincides with the position of
one of the robots.

The vision of the players is limited to a straight
line of sight (i.e., a shaft or a corridor): a player at a vertex can
see the corresponding shaft and corridors, whereas the one
located in the interior of an edge can see only the shaft or
corridor containing that edge. (A player does not block the

view of another.) A player is said to have a direction-detection
capability if he can see in which direction an opponent moves
(left, right, up, or down) when disappearing from the line of

sight. A distance-detection capability is one that allows
a player to know the distance between his current

location and that of an opponent in sight. In a
realistic scenario, the cost of the used

technology must be taken into account,
and thus, we assume that mobile robots

have no direction-detection capabil-
ity, and their distance-detection
capability is limited: they can only
detect whether or not an evader
in sight is within distance 1 of
their current positions. In con-
trast, we assume that the evader
may have both direction-
detection and exact distance-
detection capabilities. As for
communication, we assume that
the robots can communicate
with one another in real time
(without delay); they can also
initiate and start executing any
movement without delay. The

evader may know the algorithm of
the robots and their initial posi-

tions, but he does not know the out-
comes of their random choices, in case

they use a randomized algorithm.
The work presented in this article can be

viewed as an extension of a recent work on a
similar pursuit-evasion problem in a two-

dimensional (2-D) grid Gn 3 n [5]. The 2-D case was
discussed first by Sugihara and Suzuki [13] as a variant of the
well-known graph search problem [7], [8], [11], which is essentially
the same problem except that it is played in an arbitrary con-
nected graph by ‘‘blind’’ pursuers and an evader having an
unbounded speed. One of the results presented in [13] is a deter-
ministic algorithm for capturing an arbitrary evader having aDigital Object Identifier 10.1109/MRA.2008.921544
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maximum speed of 1, using four pursuers having a maximum
speed of s ¼ 1. The number of deterministic pursuers with
s ¼ 1 necessary to capture the evader was later reduced to
three [5]. Also presented in [5] are randomized capture algo-
rithms that use one or two pursuers having a maximum speed
of 1 or 1þ e for small e > 0. Studies have also been conducted
on the capabilities of a single pursuer having a much higher
speed. Dawes [4] shows that a single pursuer having a speed of
n can detect (i.e., see) an arbitrary evader in Gn 3 n, and Neu-
feld [9] improves the speed bound to d2ðn� 1Þ=3e þ 2. Dawes
also discusses a strategy for a pursuer having a speed of at least
(n� 1)=k, k � 1, capture the evader after locating him, assum-
ing a certain ‘‘weak’’ distance-detection capability for the pur-
suer. A variation in which all players have ‘‘full vision’’ and thus
know the positions of the others at all times in a 2-D grid has
been considered in [12].

Various discrete pursuit-evasion games in an arbitrary graph,
where the moves are restricted to discrete time steps and to the
vertices of the graph, have been considered in the literature under
the names of cops and robbers and hunter and rabbit with either full
vision on both parties [2], [3], [10] or limited vision [1], [6]. For
instance, it has been shown that under the assumption of no
vision, a single pursuer can catch an evader with a nonzero (1 over
a polynomial in n) probability of success on any connected graph
G having n vertices in expected O(n log (diam(G))) time units,
where diam(G) is the diameter of G [1]. If the players have ‘‘one-
edge visibility’’ (i.e., they can see each other and, hence, have
complete knowledge about each other’s location, if and only if
they occupy adjacent vertices), then two pursuers are always suffi-
cient to catch an evader with a nonzero (1 over a polynomial in n)
probability of success in any connected graph having n vertices in
expected O(n5( log n)2) time [6]. Obviously, with higher-vision
capabilities, the pursuers may be able to find the evader more
easily, but at the same time, the evader will more easily see the
pursuers and avoid a close encounter with them.

Our Results
We first present a randomized algorithm by which one mobile
robot with a maximum speed of s � 1 can locate an evader in
Gn 3 n 3 n in expected O(n2) time. Next, we focus on randomized
capturing strategies. In particular, we present a randomized algo-
rithm by which six robots having a maximum speed of s ¼ 1 can
capture an evader in O(n3) expected time; if s ¼ 1þ e, e > 0,

then five robots are enough. We then adopt the approach to use
f (n) � 6 robots and provide a randomized algorithm with an
expected capture time of O(n2=( f (n)(1� (1� 1

6n )b
f ðnÞ

4 c))). All the
aforementioned capturing strategies are based on forming a trap and
making it smaller while keeping the evader in it, until one of the
robots is close enough to the evader to start direct chasing, which
ends in a capture. Next, using the idea of hiding from an evader, we
provide a randomized algorithm by which two mobile robots hav-
ing a speed of s ¼ 1þ e, e > 0 can capture an evader in O(n5)
expected time (i.e., we only require the robots can move slightly
faster than the evader). Finally, we present a deterministic O(n3)-
time strategy that uses b(4n� 2)=3c þ 6 robots with a maximum
speed of s ¼ 1 (see Table 1 for a summaryof these results).

To our knowledge, the continuous 3-D pursuit-evasion
problem has not been discussed in the literature. Although
some of the techniques we use here are adopted from our work
on the 2-D case [5], modifications that are necessary to go from
2-D to 3-D are often quite complicated and nontrivial.

The rest of the article is organized as follows. In the next sec-
tion, we define Gn 3 n 3 n formally and introduce a useful strategy
called chasing. A randomized strategy for locating an evader by a
single robot is presented in the ‘‘Detecting an Intruder’’ section.
In the sections on capturing, we present randomized capturing
algorithms, one based on the use of a moving trap and another
based on hiding. Finally, a deterministic capturing algorithm
that also uses a moving trap is presented.

Preliminaries
Our pursuit-evasion game is played in a building represented
by the grid Gn 3 n 3 n, which is the union of the following 3n2

line segments [see Figure 2(a)]:
1) the line segment between (i, j, 0) and (i, j, n� 1) called

shaft (i, j ), 0 � i, j � n� 1
2) the line segment between (i, 0, k) and (i, n� 1, k),

called north-south corridor (i, k), 0 � i, k � n� 1; (we

(0, 0, 0)

(3, 3, 3)

Figure 1. A grid G4 3 4 3 4.

(a)

k

j

i

Shaft (i, j )
North-South Corridor (i, k )
East-West Corridor ( j, k)

(b)

k

XY-Layer k

Figure 2. (a) Shafts and corridors. (b) XY-layer k.
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use east, west, north, and south to refer to the þx, �x,
þy, and �y directions, respectively.)

3) the line segment between (0, j, k) and (n� 1, j, k),
called east-west corridor ( j, k), 0 � j, k � n� 1.

For a given k ¼ 0, . . . , n� 1, the line segments in 2) and 3)
constitute the XY-layer k [see Figure 2(b)]. Analogously, for a
given j ¼ 0, . . . , n� 1, the line segments 1) and 3) constitute
the XZ-layer j, while the line segments 1) and 2) constitute the
YZ-layer i for a given i ¼ 0, . . . , n� 1. According to the defi-
nition, we have 3n different layers.

In the rest of the article, we denote the robots by A, B, . . . , and
the evader by Z. We use shortest path L1-distances in Gn 3 n 3 n for
measuring distances between the robot(s) and evader; e.g., the dis-
tance between (0, 2=3, 0) and (1, 2=3, 1) is 8/3.

Chasing
The following scheme called chasing was found useful for the
robots to possibly capture the evader in the 2-D case [5], [13].
We adopt it here for the 3-D case.

We say that robot A with a maximum speed of s � 1 chases
evader Z if he continuously moves toward Z at a speed of s
after seeing Z within distance s. Note that chasing by a pur-
suer forces Z to continue to move forward to avoid an imme-
diate capture. Although during a chase A may not know
temporarily where Z is when Z disappears from the line of
sight at a vertex v, A will see Z again within distance 1 when
he reaches v, because A is within distance s of Z when Z
reaches v. (Recall that A has no direction-detection capabil-
ity.) Thus, if s ¼ 1, then the distance between the two remains
at most 1, and if s ¼ 1þ e, e > 0, then A catches up with Z
within s

e ¼ O(1) time.

Lemma 1: In Gn 3 n 3 n:
1) If s ¼ 1þ e, e > 0, then a single robot can capture Z

within s
e ¼ O(1) time after he starts chasing Z.

2) If s ¼ 1, then three robots can capture Z within O(n2) time
after one of them starts chasing Z.

For convenience, in the following, we shall say ‘‘the robots
start chasing Z’’ to mean ‘‘one of the robots starts chasing Z.’’

Proof: We already proved the first claim. For the second
claim, while A chases Z, we first let B and C form a moving tri-
angle formation with A as shown in Figure 3(a) so that B is west
of A at distance 1, and C is south of A at distance 1. (B and C
may get closer to A if A is near the grid boundary and hence,
the formation must be ‘‘compressed’’.) This can be accom-
plished in O(n) time if B and C regard their respective target
positions (relative to A’s position) as virtual evaders and
‘‘capture’’ them using the idea in an algorithm given in [12].
(Recall that the robots can communicate with each other with-
out delay, and thus, B and C know where their target positions
are at all times.) Once they form the triangle formation, it is easy
to see that the robots can stop maintaining the formation and
capture Z when, in O(n2) time, one of the following occurs:

u Z attempts to cross an edge westward (with A and B
on the east and west endpoints of the edge, respec-
tively), see Figure 3(b) for an illustration, or

Table 1. Summary of the main results.

Number of

Pursuers

Robot’s

Speed (s) Duration

Probability of

Locating

Expected Time

to Locate

Probability of

Capture

Expected Time

to Capture

1 1 O(n) 1
6n O(n2) – –

1 1 O(n) – – 1
6n O(n2)

2 1þ e O(n3) – – 1
n2 O(n5)

5 1þ e O(n2) – – 1
6n O(n3)

6 1 O(n2) – – 1
6n O(n3)

b4n�2
3 c þ 6 1 O(n3) – – 1 O(n3)

f (n) ¼ O(n) 1 O n2

fðnÞ

� �
– – 1� 1� 1

6n

� �bfðnÞ4 c
O

n2

fðnÞð1� ð1� 1
6nÞ
bfðnÞ4 cÞ

0
@

1
A

A

B, C

(a)

(b)

A

B, C

Z

Figure 3. (a) Robots A, B, and C are moving in a triangle
formation. (b) Robots A, B, and C capture Z when Z attempts
to cross an edge westward, with A and B on the east and
west endpoints of the edge, respectively.
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u Z attempts to cross an edge southward (with A and C
on the north and south endpoints of the edge,
respectively). n

Detecting an Intruder
Let us start with the task of detecting (i.e., seeing) an intruder
Z. Consider the following procedure (see Figure 4 for an illus-
tration). A similar procedure was used for the 2-D case in [5].

Procedure Locate
1) Robot A moves to vertex (0, 0, 0) from its current

location at maximum speed s. Time is reset to 0.
2) A selects a start time s 2 ½0, 4n� uniformly at random

and stays at (0, 0, 0) until time s.
3) At time s, uniformly at random, A selects one of the

three axis directions xþ, yþ, or zþ, and m 2 f0, n� 1g.
Depending on the axis direction selected:
u xþ: A starts moving from ð0, 0, 0Þ in direction xþ at

maximum speed s and at vertex (m, 0, 0) turns into
north-south corridor (m, 0) toward (m, n� 1, 0).

u yþ: A starts moving from (0, 0, 0) in direction yþ at
maximum speed s and at vertex (0, m, 0) turns into
shaft (m, 0) toward (m, 0, n� 1).

u zþ: A starts moving from (0, 0, 0) in direction zþ
at maximum speed s and at vertex (0, 0, m) turns
into east-west corridor (0, m) toward (n� 1, 0, m).

In the following, we show that the probability that A sees Z
by executing Locate is at least 1

6n. We need the following
notation. For a time interval T ¼ ½t1, t2�, t1 � t2, we denote by
jT j ¼ t2 � t1 the length of T . For any t3 � 0, T � t3 denotes
the interval ½t1 � t3, t2 � t3� obtained by shifting T early by t3.

Consider two time intervals, W ¼ ½0, 4n� and I ¼ ½2n, 4n� �
W . Fix a move of Z in W , and for each pair of 0 � i, j � n� 1,
let xi; j be the total time in I during which Z is in shaft (i, j ).
Similarly, yj,k, 0 � j, k � n� 1, denote the total time in I during
which Z is in the east-west corridor ( j, k), while zi,k, 0 � i,
k � n� 1, denote the total time in I during which Z is in the
north-south corridor (i, k). Obviously, we have

X
0�i�n�1
0�j�n�1

xi, j þ
X

0�j�n�1
0�k�n�1

yj, k þ
X

0�i�n�1
0�k�n�1

zi, k � jI j: ð1Þ

(At a vertex, Z is simultaneously in the shaft and the two corri-
dors passing through it.)

Now, for some fixed i and j, let J1, J2, . . . , Jl be the disjoint
maximal intervals in I in which Z is in shaft (i, j ) where
j J1j þ j J2j þ � � � þ j Jlj ¼ xi, j. Suppose in Step 3 A selects
direction þx (out of three possible choices) and m ¼ i (out of
n possible choices). Since it takes exactly iþj

s time units for A to
go from (0, 0, 0) to (i, j, 0), A will see Z in shaft (i, j ) at the
moment he reaches (i, j, 0) if A starts Step 3 at any time in any of
J1 � iþj

s , J2 � iþj
s , . . . , Jl � iþj

s . Since these intervals are pairwise
disjoint subintervals of W and A chooses the start time s uni-
formly randomly in W , the probability of the above event is

P
1�t�l j Jt �

iþj
s j

jW j ¼
P

1�t�l j Jtj
jW j ¼ xi;j

jW j :

Consequently, disregarding for now the possibility that A
may see Z before reaching the north-south corridor ði,0Þ or
after reaching the destination,

Prob(A sees Z in I in shaft (i, j ) from (i, j, 0)) ¼ 1

3n
� xij

jW j ,

and hence, the probability that A sees Z in I in any shaft from
the north-south corridor ði, 0Þ is

X
0�j�n�1

1

3n
� xij

jW j :

(If s ¼ 1, then A may see Z in multiple shafts while moving
along the north-south corridor (i, 0). However, for any given
move of Z , the set of starting times for A that make this possi-
ble has measure zero, and hence, the above equation always
holds.) Using a similar argument for axis directionsþy andþz
and summing all up, and also taking into account the possibil-
ity that A may see Z in other ways (before reaching the
selected corridor or shaft, after reaching the destination, or
outside I ), we obtain that the probability that A sees Z from a
vertex by executing Locate is at least 1

6n by (1). The next
lemma summarizes this result.

(a)

(m, 0, 0)x+

(b)

(0, m, 0)

y+

(c)

(0, 0, m)

z+

Figure 4. An illustration of procedure Locate.
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Lemma 2: In Gn 3 n 3 n, with probability at least 1
6n, a single robot

with a maximum speed of s � 1 can detect Z from a vertex within
O(n) time.

Consequently, by repeating procedure Locate, we obtain
the following theorem.

Theorem 3: Using a randomized algorithm, a single robot A
with a maximum speed of s � 1 can detect Z in Gn 3 n 3 n in O(n2)
expected time.

Capturing by Forming a Trap
The capturing strategies discussed in this section are based on con-
structing a moving trap for evader Z, which—taking into account
Lemma 1—aims to let one of the robots start chasing Z. The defi-
nition of a trap and its properties are given in the ‘‘Trap’’ section,
and the ‘‘Forming a Trap and Capturing’’ section is devoted to a
complete description of our capturing strategies using a trap. We
also use a trap in a deterministic capturing algorithm.

The use of a trap has been the basis of the deterministic
three-pursuer and four-pursuer algorithms for the 2-D case
presented in [5] and [13]. However, as we will see below,
extending the idea to the 3-D case is not straightforward: in
particular, the process of forming a trap can be quite compli-
cated, depending on the number of robots and their speed.

Trap
Suppose that four robots A, B, C, and D form a ‘‘star’’ formation
centered at vertex (i, j, 0) in the bottom layer z ¼ 0, by occupy-
ing vertices (i� 1, j, 0), (i, j � 1, 0), (iþ 1, j, 0), and (i, j þ 1, 0),
respectively. (Here and in the following, we assume that the star
formation will be suitably ‘‘collapsed’’ if i or j equals 0 or n� 1.
For instance, if (i, j, 0) ¼ (0, 1, 0), then A is at (0, 1, 0), and if
(i, j, 0) ¼ (0, 0, 0), then both A and B are at (0, 0, 0).) We let

TRAP(i, j, 0) ¼
¼ f(x, y, z)ji� 1 � x � iþ 1, j � 1 � y � j þ 1, z > 0g

be the region, called the trap, which lies above the star forma-
tion [see Figure 5(a)]. Using the operation described below,
the robots 1) keep Z inside the trap by translating the forma-
tion in the current layer, and at the same time, 2) make the trap
smaller by moving to upper layers with help from another

robot (or two, depending on the speed of the robots). At any
time during the operation, if Z appears within distance 1 of
any of the robots, then chasing starts immediately. (For suc-
cinctness of presentation, we do not mention all the possible
situations in which this close encounter occurs.)

Keeping Z in the Trap

Suppose that A sees Z (i.e., Z appears in the shaft (i� 1, j )
above A) at time t [see Figure 5(b)]. If Z is within distance 1
from A, then A starts chasing Z. If Z is at a distance greater
than 1, then the robots simultaneously move west over one
edge at speed 1 maintaining the formation, so that Z (having a
maximum speed of 1) will be in TRAP(i� 1, j ) at time t þ 1.
Similarly, if B, C, or D sees Z at time t, then the robots move
the trap south, east, or north, respectively, to keep Z inside the
trap at time t þ 1 (or chasing starts at t).

Moving the Formation to Upper Layers

Let p be the center of the moving star formation in the bottom
layer, and let p0 be the point in the second layer right above p. (Both
p and p0 are moving points.) While A, B, C, and D keep Z inside
the moving trap as explained earlier, robot E moves to the point in
the second layer right above A. At this moment, E starts to play the
role of A so that robots E, B, C, and D maintain the moving trap
and keep Z inside it. Robot A, which is now free, moves to the
point in the second layer right above B in a similar manner, so that
E, A, C, and D maintain the trap. Continuing in a similar manner,
B moves to the second layer right above C, and C moves to the
second layer right above D, so that the four robots E, A, B, and C
form a star formation centered at p0. D, which is now free, moves
to p to see whether Z is hiding in the edge between p and p0; if so,
then D starts chasing Z. (If p moves while D is moving toward it,
then Z must have become visible to one of the searchers in the star
formation, and hence, Z could not have been in the edge between
p and p0 when D attempted to move toward p.) Now E, A, B, and
C form a star formation in the second layer, with Z in

TRAPði, j, 1Þ ¼
¼ fðx, y, zÞji� 1 � x � iþ 1, j � 1 � y � j þ 1, z > 1g,

for some i and j. The robots then repeat the above operation
and move the formation to the third layer using robot D,

A
D

B
Cj

i

(a) (b)

Z

j

i

A
D

B
Cj

i

Z

Figure 5. (a) A trap ði, j, 0Þ. (b) Keeping Z in the trap.
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which is now free. By continuing in the same manner, the
robots can make the trap smaller and smaller while keeping Z
inside it. Thus, within O(n2) time, one of the robots reaches a
point within distance 1 of Z and starts chasing Z.

Lemma 4: In the situation described above, let A0 be the moving
point in the second layer right above A. Robot E with a maximum
speed of 1 can move to A0 in O(n) time, with a help from another robot
F. If E has a maximum speed of 1þ e, e > 0, then E can do so alone
in O(n) time without F.

Proof: Since the robots can communicate with each other
in real time, E knows where A0 is at all times. E regards A0 as a
virtual target in the second layer and captures it using a two-
robot capture algorithm for a 2-D grid Gn 3 n given in [12],
with help from another robot F (both with a maximum speed
of 1). Briefly, the algorithm mentioned above allows E to reach
A0 in O(n) time while keeping A0 in one of the quadrants given
by the two diagonals through E’s position, if F chases A0 and
forces it to continue to move forward. In the 3-D situation we
have, F cannot force A0 to move forward, and hence, we sim-
ply let F move toward A0. Then, within O(n) time, either A0

moves enough and gets caught by E, or F reaches A0. Further-
more, we can show that even if robot F does not exist, E alone
(even with a maximum speed of 1) can get within distance 2 of
A0 using a technique similar to the one outlined above. Once
this is done, and if E has a maximum speed of 1þ e, e > 0,
then E can catch up with A0 within O(1) time by simply fol-
lowing the trajectory of A0 at its maximum speed. n

By the argument outlined above, we obtain the following
theorem:

Theorem 5: In Gn 3 n 3 n:
1) Six robots with a maximum speed of 1 can start chasing Z

within O(n2) time, once four of them form a trap with Z
inside it.

2) Five robots with a maximum speed of 1þ e, e > 0, can
start chasing Z within O(n2) time, once four of them form a
trap with Z inside it.

Suppose that now there are f (n) robots, all having a maximum
speed of 1, for some function f (n) ¼ O(n) such that f (n) � 6.
(As a matter of fact, f (n) ( � 6) may be an arbitrary positive func-
tion. However, for succinctness of presentation, we assume
f (n) ¼ O(n). Otherwise, the total time to start chasing Z, after
forming a trap with Z in it, is Oðn2=f ðnÞ þ nÞ. In particular, it is
easy to see that n2 robots are enough to sweep the whole grid
from the bottom to the top and deterministically capture an
evader within O(n) time.) In this case, the total time to start chas-
ing Z, after forming a trap with Z in it, can be reduced to
Oðn2=f ðnÞÞ time. The idea is to form a star formation in
H( f (n)) consecutive layers (all vertically aligned) to maintain a
moving trap with Z inside it, and then move all formations
(except the top one) concurrently to the next cluster of H( f (n))
consecutive layers when making the trap smaller. We repeat this
until the trap is small enough and a chasing starts. To be specific,
we first use four robots to form a star formation in the bottom

layer, with Z in the trap, and then move the remaining f (n)� 4
robots, divided into bðf ðnÞ � 4Þ=2c pairs, to suitable positions in
upper layers so that we have vertically aligned star formations in
consecutive bðf ðnÞ � 4Þ=8c layers above the bottom layer. (We
use a pair of robots to move one robot to its destination, as dis-
cussed in the proof of Lemma 4.) Then, all pairs of robots, except
those forming the topmost star formation, move concurrently to
suitable positions in the upper layers to again form a stack of star
formations right above the current topmost star formation, after
making sure that Z is not hiding in the center shaft (of the star for-
mations) below the topmost formation (which requires only one
robot to move to the center of the bottom star formation and
move up along the shaft if Z is seen; if the robot fails to reach the
shaft because the star formation moves, then Z cannot be hiding
in the shaft). This move takes a total of O(n) time. The number of
times the stack of star formation must be moved to upper layers
before the trap becomes small enough for some robot to start
chasing Z is Oðn=f ðnÞÞ. Thus, a chasing starts within
Oðn2=f ðnÞÞ time after the formation of a trap.

Theorem 6: In Gn 3 n 3 n, for any function f (n) ¼ O(n) such
that f (n) � 6 (or f (n) � 5), f (n) robots with a maximum speed of 1
(or 1þ e, e > 0, respectively) can start chasing an evader within
Oðn2=f ðnÞÞ time, once four of them form a trap with the evader inside it.

Forming a Trap and Capturing
Taking into account the results in Theorems 5 and 6, all we
need is a strategy for the robots to form a trap with Z in it.

We use four robots having a maximum speed s � 1. By
Lemma 2, with probability at least 1

6n, the four robots, moving
together as one team, can see Z from a vertex, say v, within O(n)
time. The moment this happens, the robots spread into a star
formation centered at v to form a trap with Z in it. Consequently,
by Theorem 5 and Lemma 1, we obtain the following theorem.

Theorem 7: In Gn 3 n 3 n, using a randomized algorithm, six
(five) robots with a maximum speed of s � 1 (of s > 1, respectively)
can capture an evader in O(n3) expected time.

Furthermore, if f (n) ¼ O(n) robots are available, then by
dividing the robots into b f ðnÞ=4c independent teams, with

probability at least 1� (1� 1
6n )b

f ðnÞ
4 c, one team of robots locates

an evader from a vertex within O(n) time, and thus, by Theo-
rem 6 and Lemma 1, we obtain:

Theorem 8: In Gn 3 n 3 n, using a randomized algorithm,
f (n) � 6 robots with a maximum speed of s � 1 can capture an evader

in Oðn2=ðf ðnÞð1� ð1� 1
6nÞ
bf ðnÞ4 cÞÞÞ expected time.

Capturing by Hiding
Bearing in mind the purpose of minimizing the number of
mobile robots, we continue our presentation of capturing
techniques with a randomized strategy using only two robots
having the maximum speed s ¼ 1þ e, for arbitrary e > 0, with
an O(n5) expected time for a capture. (In the discussion below,
we assume e\1; however, it is easy to see that our approach
can easily be modified for arbitrary e > 0.)
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At first glance, to capture the evader, it seems natural for the
robots to first locate the evader and, then, attempt to capture it
right away. In this section, we present a strategy in which, sur-
prisingly, it is crucial for the robots to hide from the evader,
i.e., the overall strategy of the robots is to first ‘‘hide’’ and
‘‘guard’’ one of the layers and then advance it toward Z until Z
is forced to appear in a guarded layer. At that moment, with a
probability of at least 1

n2, the robot guarding the layer is within
distance of Z small enough to start chasing.

Hiding
The general idea for a robot, say A, to hide is to choose one of
the ‘‘distinguished’’ edges in a (XY-, XZ-, or YZ-) layer L uni-
formly at random, say edge e, and hide in the interior of e with-
out letting Z know which edge he is in. If subsequently Z
reaches layer L at some vertex v, then with a probability at least
1
n2, v will be an endpoint of e, and thus, A will be within distance
1 of Z , which will allow A to start chasing Z at that moment.

Formally, for k ¼ 0, 1, . . . , n� 1, let us define the set Hk
XY

of hiding points as follows (see Figure 6 for an illustration):

Hk
XY ¼

[n�1

j¼0

�
ðe
2

, j, kÞ
�
[
[n�1

j¼0

�
ði� e

2
, j, kÞ : i ¼ 1, . . . , n� 1

�
:

Observe that by the definition, we have jHk
XYj ¼ n2, and for

every vertex in XY-layer k, there exists a unique point in Hk
XY

at distance e
2\1 on the same east-west corridor. (Later, we use

the property that the hiding points cannot be seen along any
north-south corridor.) Analogously, we define the sets Hj

XZ

and Hi
YZ of hiding points, for j, i ¼ 0, . . . , n� 1, respectively.

Our hiding procedure requires that the robots first detect Z.
To achieve this, robots A and B repeatedly execute procedure
Locate by always moving together. By Lemma 2, they can see

Z from a vertex in expected O(n2) time. With loss of generality,
suppose that robots A and B are at vertex (i, j, k) and see Z in shaft
(i, j ) at time t at distance > 1 (an analogous approach can be
applied when they see Z either in north-south corridor (i, k) or in
east-west corridor ( j, k)). Then B moves straight toward Z to
force Z to leave shaft (i, j ), while A waits at (i, j, k). At the
moment Z disappears from shaft (i, j ), A uses the following proce-
dure Hide to hide in XY-layer k; when it is finished, we say that
XY-layer k is guarded by A (see Figure 7 for an illustration).

Procedure Hide
A chooses a point pH 2 Hk

XY in XY-layer k uniformly at ran-
dom, and immediately starts to move to pH at speed s along
one of the shortest paths (A can use any shortest path to pH).

Lemma 9: Suppose robot A, whose maximum speed is s > 1,
starts procedure Hide at vertex (i, j, k) at time t and hides in
XY-layer k. When Z reaches XY-layer k for the first time after t, A is
within distance 1 of Z with a probability of at least 1

n2.

Proof: There are only two possibilities for Z to gain some
knowledge about A’s hiding position pH. The first is to move
quickly to some shaft (i 0, j 0), i 0 6¼ i or j 0 6¼ j, no later than
when A would cross vertex (i 0, j 0, k), and see if A indeed
appears there. However, it is not possible for Z to do this
because A moves faster than Z: for every 0 � i 0, j 0 � n� 1, A
can reach (i 0, j 0, k) at time t þ (ji� i0j þ jj � j0j)=s\tþ
ji� i 0j þ jj � j 0j, while Z cannot reach shaft (i0, j0) at least until
t þ ji� i 0jþ jj � j 0j. The second possibility is to move quickly
to XY-layer k at some vertex (i 0, j 0, k) no later than when A
would cross either the north-south corridor (i 0, k) or the east-
west corridor (j 0, k) and see if A indeed appears there. How-
ever, with a probability of 1

n2, A has chosen the point in Hk
XY at

distance e
2 of (i 0, j 0, k) as pH and reaches there before Z reaches

(i 0, j 0, k) as discussed above. Thus, when Z enters XY-layer k
for the first time, with probability at least 1

n2, robot A is within
distance 1 of Z and starts chasing Z. n

Note that when Hide is completed, XY-layer k is guarded,
and the robots know on which side of the layer Z lies.

Capturing
Once a layer is guarded, the robots advance the guarded layer
toward Z, using procedure Traverse given below. First, we
need some definitions.

For XY-layer k, k ¼ 0, . . . , n� 1, define the (directed) tra-
versing path pk

XY as a zigzag path that starts at (0, 0, k) and visits
all vertices in the layer, by first going east to vertex
(n� 1, 0, k), then north to (n� 1, 1, k), then west to (0, 1, k),
and so on, as shown in Figure 8. Clearly, if n is even, then pk

XY
finishes at vertex (0, n� 1, k); otherwise, it finishes at vertex
(n� 1, n� 1, k). For two points p, q 2 pk

XY, we say that p
succeeds q, and q precedes p, if q appears before p in pk

XY (see Fig-
ure 8). Finally, for every vertex v in XY-layer k, except the last
one in pk

XY, we denote by succ(v) the next vertex along pk
XY.

Analogously, we define traversing paths pj
XZ and pi

YZ, for
j, i ¼ 0, . . . , n� 1, and the relevant successor relation.

XY-Layer k

Set Hk
XY

k

Figure 6. The set Hk
XY of hiding points.

XY-Layer k

A

p
H

k

Z

A

Shaft (i, j )

Figure 7. An illustration of procedure Hide.
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Without loss of generality, assume that at time t, robot A is
guarding XY-layer k at point pH ¼ (x, y, k) 2 Hk

XY, and Z lies
above the layer. Let (a, y, k) be the vertex at distance e

2 of pH,
where a is either xþ e

2 or x� e
2. From now on, for conven-

ience, we shall refer to an XY-layer as a floor. Of course, Z does
not know where pH is. Our next objective is to advance the
guarded floor from k to kþ 1 by either moving A to floor
kþ 1 without revealing to Z where A is, or hiding B in floor
kþ 1. We use the following procedure to achieve this, where
pB denotes the current position of B (Figure 9).

Procedure Traverse
1) B goes to vertex pB ¼ (0, 0, kþ 1) and stays there for

1 time unit. If pB ¼ (a, y, kþ 1), then A, currently at
pH ¼ (x, y, k), which is at distance e

2 of (a, y, k), moves
to (x, y, kþ 1) through shaft (a, y). (In this case, pH is
updated by pH :¼ (x, y, kþ 1).) For convenience, at
this moment, we reset time to t ¼ 0.

2) For l ¼ 0, 1, . . . , n2 � 1:
u In the time interval ½2l, 2l þ 1�, robot B, currently at

vertex pB, moves to vertex succ( pB) along path pkþ1
XY

at speed 1. (Thus, pB is updated by pB :¼ succ( pB).)
u In the time interval ½2l þ 1, 2l þ 2�, B stays at vertex

pB. Meanwhile, if pB ¼ (a, y, kþ 1), then A, cur-
rently at pH ¼ (x, y, k), which is at distance e

2 of
(a, y, k), moves to (x, y, kþ 1) through shaft (a, y) at
speed s (which takes exactly 1 time unit). (In this
case, pH is updated by pH ¼ (x, y, kþ 1).)

Termination Conditions

As soon as one of the following holds, the above iteration is
terminated, and the specified action is taken:

a) If A sees Z within distance 1, then A starts chasing Z.
b) Otherwise, if B sees Z within distance 1, then B starts

chasing Z.
c) Otherwise, if B sees Z above in some shaft, then B hides

in floor kþ 1 using Hide at some point in Hkþ1
XY .

d) Otherwise, if B, currently at pB, sees Z at some point
pZ succeeding pB on pkþ1

XY , then B starts moving toward
Z and forces Z to disappear from B’s line of sight at
some vertex (i 0, j 0, kþ 1). At the moment Z this hap-
pens, if A is still located at point pH in floor k, then B
tells A to move to floor kþ 1 via the closest shaft at
speed s. When A reaches floor kþ 1 within 1 time
unit, A is within distance 1 of Z with probability 1

n2 and
starts chasing Z. Traverse ends in failure if Z is not
within distance 1 of A when A reaches floor kþ 1, and
chasing does not start.

In Traverse, we attempt to advance the guarded floor from
k to kþ 1 by moving A from its hiding location pH in floor k to
the point in floor kþ 1 right above it. Since we do not want Z
to find out where A is hiding by seeing A while he is moving to
floor kþ 1, we first place B on the shaft A uses so that if Z
appears on that shaft, then B can hide in floor kþ 1 using Hide.
Since Z also gains some knowledge about A’s hiding position by
not seeing A in a shaft when A would be using it if he was hiding
near it, we let B visit every vertex on floor kþ 1 along pkþ1

XY and
stay there for 1 time unit, so that in case Z appears on the corre-
sponding shaft (to see whether or not A appears there), B can
immediately hide in floor kþ 1. Z may also gain some knowl-
edge about A’s position by seeing a potential hiding location p for
A on floor kþ 1 near a vertex that B has already visited and find-
ing out that A is or is not there. Recall that the hiding locations
cannot be seen along any north-south corridor. Thus, Z has to
enter an east-west corridor containing p and risk being seen by B
(B will then force Z to leave the corridor at a vertex and ask A to
come up to floor kþ 1, and when A reaches floor kþ 1, he will
be within distance 1 of Z with a probability of 1

n2) or encounter A
within distance 1 with a probability of at least 1

n2. The only
remaining possibility for Z to gain knowledge about A’s position

(a)

Floor k Is Guarded by A

k

k +1

B

A

Shaft (a, y )

(b)

k

k + 1

B

A

k

k +1

BA

Floor k + 1 Is Guarded by A

(c)

Figure 9. Procedure Traverse. (a) A is hiding at p 2 Hk
XY at distance e

2 of ða, y, kÞ and remains stationary until B reaches
ða, y, k þ 1Þ. (b) A moves along shaft ða, yÞ to floor k þ 1 while B stays at ða, y, k þ 1Þ for 1 time unit. (c) B continues his move
toward the endpoint of path pkþ1

XY .

XY-Layer k

Traversing Path pk
XY

q

p

k

Figure 8. Traversing path pk
XY. Point p succeeds point q on pk

XY.
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is to see a potential hiding location p for A on floor k near a shaft
that B has not visited (in floor kþ 1). Again, in this case, Z
encounters A within distance 1 with a probability of at least 1

n2

when he enters the east-west corridor containing p.

Lemma 10: Assume that Traverse is executed with A hiding
in floor k and Z lying above floor k. Then, within O(n2) time, either
chasing starts with probability at least 1

n2, or one of the robots hides in
floor kþ 1 with Z lying above that floor.

Proof: By assumption, Z has no knowledge about A’s position
whenTraverse is started. As explained above, chasing starts with
a probability of 1

n2 if Z attempts to gain any knowledge about A’s
hiding location (pH 2 Hk

XY or the point in floor kþ 1 right above
it). Thus, in the following, assume that Z gains no knowledge about
A’s hiding location during the execution of Traverse. Since B
visits every vertex in floor kþ 1 (unless chasing starts early), in order
for Z to be on or below floor kþ 1 at the end of Traverse, Z
must either 1) reach floor k through edge f(i, j, k), (i, j, kþ 1)g
before B reaches vertex (i, j, kþ 1) or 2) enter edge
f(i, j, k), (i, j, kþ 1)g through vertex ði, j, kþ 1Þ after B leaves
(i, j, kþ 1), for some 0 � i, j � n� 1. Since Z has no knowl-
edge about A’s hiding location, at the moment case 1) occurs for
the first time, A is within distance 1 of (i, j, k) and starts chasing
Z (condition a) with a probability of at least 1

n2. For the same rea-
son, at the moment case 2) occurs for the first time, A is within
distance 1 of ði, j, kþ 1Þ and starts chasing Z (condition a) with
a probability of at least 1

n2. This completes the proof. n

Clearly, it may happen that Z successfully escapes to the area
below floor k during the execution of Traversewithout A and
B knowing it. A and B will not notice this until they reach floor
n� 1. Then, of course, our capturing strategy ends in failure.

Theorem 11: In Gn 3 n 3 n, with probability at least 1
n2, two

robots with a maximum speed of s ¼ 1þ e can start chasing an arbi-
trary evader Z within O(n3) time. The expected time to capture Z by
repeating this process is O(n5).

Proof: Detecting Z takes O(n2) expected time by Theo-
rem 3. Once Z is found, at most n executions of procedure

Traverse in total O(n3) time allow the robots to guard floor
n� 1 with the area above the guarded floor being empty.
Thus, before this happens, Z must attempt to escape to the
area below a guarded floor. When that happens, by Lemma 10
chasing starts with a probability of at least 1

n2. A capture then
follows within O(1) time by Lemma 1. n

Deterministic Strategy Using
º(4n22)/3ß + 6 Robots
All the aforementioned strategies use randomized techniques,
which result in an expected time for successfully capturing an
evader. We conclude our study with a deterministic strategy that
uses bð4n� 2Þ=3c þ 6 robots. This seems to be quite a lot, but
we conjecture that at least nþ 1 robots are required even to
deterministically detect the evader in Gn 3 n 3 n. (In the 2-D case,
two robots are sufficient to detect the evader [13].) Similar to the
randomized algorithm described in the ‘‘Capturing by Forming
a Trap’’ section, our algorithm is based on forming a trap. Thus
all we need is to show how to form a trap in a deterministic man-
ner. The idea is to sweep floor 0 with the robots and maintain a
‘‘trap barrier’’ that allows the robots to form a trap as soon as Z
crosses the barrier. We shall discuss this in the following sections.

A Trap Barrier
We say that a set of robots, located at vertices of floor 0, forms
an east-west barrier if 1) for every north-south corridor, exactly
one of its vertices is occupied by a robot (or a group of them),
and, 2) for every i ¼ 0, . . . , n� 2, the distance between a robot
in the north-south corridor (i, 0) and a robot in the north-
south corridor (iþ 1, 0) is at most 2 (see Figure 10).

A barrier divides floor 0 and the grid above it into two (not
necessarily connected) regions called the northern and the south-
ern regions [see Figure 10(b) for an illustration]. We say that the
southern (or northern) region is clean if the robots know that
there is no evader in it; otherwise, it is contaminated.

The idea of our strategy is first to build a barrier with the
certainty that the southern region is clear, and then to advance
it to the north, thus increasing the clean southern region. If at
any time moment an evader wants to cross the barrier and
enter the clean region, the robots are able to form a trap.

Skewed 211-Barrier

Define a skewed 211-barrier as a barrier that is ordered from west
to east such that 1) the numbers of robots in the relevant
(unique) vertices, from west to east, are 3, 1, 1, 2, 1, 1, 2, 1, 1,
2, 1, . . . , 3, and, 2) for any single robot placed at vertex (i, j, 0),
there are at least two robots at one of the following vertices:
(i�1,j�1,0), (i�1,jþ1,0), (iþ1,j�1,0), (iþ1,jþ1,0). The
crucial property of a skewed 211-barrier is the following lemma.

Lemma 12: Suppose that evader Z crosses a skewed 211-barrier
above vertex (i, j, 0). Then, the robot(s) located at (i, j, 0), with help
from the robots in its neighborhood, is (are) able to form a trap with Z
inside it within one unit time.

Proof: The claim follows by a simple enumeration of possi-
ble configurations (details are omitted). n

Floor 0

(a) (b)

The Northern Region

The Southern Region

Figure 10. A barrier and the relevant southern and northern
regions.
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Forming and Advancing a Trap Barrier
The first step of our deterministic capturing strategy is to place
bð4n� 2Þ=3c þ 4 robots in floor 0 in the following manner,
which clearly results in a skewed 211-barrier (we use the
remaining two robots later):

u three robots at vertex (0, 0, 0)
u one robot at vertex (1, 1, 0) and at vertex (2, 0, 0)
u two robots at vertex (3, 1, 0)
u one robot at vertex (4, 0, 0) and at vertex (5, 1, 0)

..

.

u three robots at vertex (n� 1, 0, 0) if n is even, or at
vertex (n� 1, 1, 0) otherwise.

Of course, at this moment, both the southern and northern
regions are contaminated. However, by repeating the follow-
ing procedure Clear(i ) bn2c times for i ¼ 1, 2, . . . ,bn2c, within
O(n2) time, either the southern region becomes clear or a trap
is formed with Z in it.

Procedure ClearðiÞ
Another robot R goes to vertex (2i� 1, 0, 0) and then moves up
along shaft (2i� 1, 0) at a speed of 1 to vertex (2i� 1, 0, n� 1)
(Figure 11).

Termination Conditions

As soon as one of the following holds, the above procedure is
terminated, and the specified action is taken:

a) If one of the robots sees Z within distance 1, then he
starts chasing Z.

b) If Z crosses the barrier, a trap is formed.
It is easy to see that when procedure Clear(i ) is executed

for i ¼ 1, 2, . . . ,bn2c, in order to avoid being chased by R (con-
dition a), Z (if it is in the southern region) is forced to cross the
barrier above one of the vertices in the barrier, which immedi-
ately results in the formation of a trap by Lemma 12 (condition
b). As Clear(i ) takes O(n) time, the overall time to confirm
the clearance of the southern region, to form a trap, or to start
chasing otherwise, is O(n2).

So suppose that up to
now neither a trap has been
formed nor chasing has
started. All we need is to
show how to advance our
skewed 211-barrier to the
north and increase the
size of the clear southern
region.

Our advancing strategy
is based on a local flipping
of the barrier. Consider the
initial skewed 211-barrier.
Let us use two robots R1

and R2 (currently not
forming the barrier) and,
for every i ¼ 0, 1, 2, . . . ,
bðnþ 1Þ=2c, execute the
following procedure Flip(i )
(Figure 12).

Procedure Flip(i )
1) R1 goes to vertex (2i, 1, 0), while R2 goes to (2i, 2, 0).
2) R2 remains at (2i, 1, 0), and R1 moves up along shaft

(2i, 1) at a speed of 1 to vertex (2i, 1, n� 1).
3) One of the robots occupying (2i, 0, 0), say R, remains

stationary, and all other robots (if any) occupying
(2i, 0, 0) go straight to (2i, 2, 0) in 2 time units. Then,
we exchange the roles or names of robots R and R2.

Termination Conditions

As soon as one of the following holds, the above procedure is
terminated and the specified action is taken:

a) If one of the robots sees Z within distance 1, then he
starts chasing Z.

b) If Z crosses the barrier, a trap is formed.
c) If Z appears above R2, a trap is formed.

Lemma 13: Assume that Flip(i ) is executed with Z hiding
in the northern region, for i ¼ 0, 1, . . . ,bðnþ 1Þ=2c. Then,
within O(n2) time, either chasing starts, a trap is formed with Z in
it, or a new skewed 211-barrier is maintained with a larger clean
southern region.

R

3

1

1

2

3

Floor 0

R

Figure 11. An illustration of procedure Clear for i ¼ 1.
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3
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1
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3
End of C (0)
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(b)

3

1

1

2

3

R1

R2

Step 1

R1 Moved up
Along Shaft (2, 1)

Step 2

3

1

1

2

3

R2
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3

1

1

2

3
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R2

Figure 12. An illustration of procedure Flip: (a) i ¼ 0, (b) i ¼ 1.
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Proof: Consider the execution of Flip for i ¼ 0 [see Fig-
ure 12(a)]. Clearly, if during Step 1 or 2 evader Z tries to cross the
current barrier, a trap is formed (condition b). Next, observe that
robots at vertices (0, 0, 0), (0, 2, 0), and (1, 1, 0) form a local trap
(possibly empty), and thus, by moving robot R1 along shaft (0, 1)
during Step 2, evader Z is either trapped or chasing starts (condi-
tions a–c). Consequently, if none of the above happens, at the end
of Step 2, Z must lie in the northern region, but not in the local
trap. Finally, notice that during Step 3, the local trap is main-
tained, and any attempt of Z to cross the barrier to the east to the
local trap results in forming a new trap, now with Z in it (it fol-
lows because this section of the 211-barrier has not changed). It is
also easy to see that the new barrier is a skewed 211-barrier. Con-
sequently, the assertion of the lemma follows for i ¼ 0.

Consider now the case i ¼ 1 [see Figure 12(b)]. Again, if
during Step 1 or 2, evader Z tries to cross the current barrier, a
trap is formed (condition b). Next, observe that robots at verti-
ces (1, 1, 0), (2, 2, 0), (3, 1, 0), and (2, 0, 0) form a local trap
(possibly empty), and thus, by moving robot R1 along shaft
(2, 1) during Step 2, evader Z is either trapped or chasing starts
(conditions a–c). Therefore again, if none of the above hap-
pens, at the end of Step 2, Z must lie in the northern region,
but not in the local trap. Step 3 is not executed, as there is only
one robot at (2, 0, 0), i.e., we only rename robots. Finally, it is
easy to see that the new barrier is the skewed 211-barrier as
well, and, thus, the assertion of the lemma follows for i ¼ 1.

Clearly, by similar arguments and a simple induction argu-
ment, one can prove the assertion of the lemma for every
i ¼ 0, 1, . . . ,bðnþ 1Þ=2c.

Observe that when procedure Flip(i ) is finished for all i, the
new barrier is a ‘‘flipped’’ copy of the previous barrier along the
east-west corridor (1, 0). It is easy to see that the flipping operation
can be applied successively along the east-west corridors
(2, 0), (3, 0), . . . . Consequently, the clean southern region
becomes larger and larger, and hence, eventually either chasing
starts or evader Z is trapped. Clearly, this must happen within
O(n3) time, as this is the time for completing the entire flipping
process. And, if chasing has started, then by Lemma 1, a capture
occurs within O(n3) time. Otherwise, by an argument similar to
those in the ‘‘Capturing by Forming a Trap’’ section, once Z is
trapped, the linear number of robots allows us to start chasing
within O(n) time, which then again results in a capture within
O(n3) time. Consequently, we obtain the following theorem. n

Theorem 14: In Gn 3 n 3 n, using a deterministic algorithm,
bð4n� 2Þ=3c þ 6 robots with a maximum speed of s ¼ 1 can cap-
ture in a building an arbitrary evader within O(n3) time.

Conclusions
We have presented a number of randomized and deterministic
algorithms for capturing an evader in a 3-D grid Gn 3 n 3 n. As
noted earlier, the algorithms for the 3-D case turned out to be
more complicated than those for the 2-D case.

For future research, we need to establish a conjectured lower
bound of nþ 1 on the number of robots having a maximum
speed of 1 necessary to detect an evader. Another interesting
problem is to detect an evader deterministically using O(1)

robots having a much larger speed s, such as s ¼ H(n) for the
case of a single robot in a 2-D grid Gn 3 n [4], [9].
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Ways to Tell Robots
Where to Go

Directing Autonomous Robots Using

Topological Instructions

W
e often need to navigate directly to goals in
unfamiliar or unknown places. Language
allows us to exploit the knowledge of others

by transferring all the necessary
information from one person to

another. What if robots could do the same?
Most modern robots must explore and
map before goal-directed navigation
can occur, because they cannot navi-
gate using the maps in peoples’
heads. This article presents our
attempts to direct an autonomous
robot using efficient and uni-
versal topological instructions,
which can be incrementally in-
terpreted by a moving robot
that does not have its own map
initially. Many real-world experi-
ments are included, featuring
autonomous exploration and
mapping. Surprisingly, we con-
clude and show that for this type
of navigation, abilities in object
recognition are more important
than better mapping.

Human-Robot
Collaboration
on Navigation

Map First, Achieve Goals Later
A robot’s ability to sense and map its environ-
ment has always been the most limiting factor in
autonomous navigation. Research has rightly focused
on improved numerical methods for the integration of data from
many noisy sensors [1]. The output has been increasingly accurate
[2], detailed [3]–[5], and large-scale [6] geometric models of the
environment. In other words, better maps have been generated.

Nevertheless, we usually have a very good idea of where we
want our robots to go and how to get there. If only this could
be explained to robots, the mapping stage could be bypassed.

We could use the maps in our heads to plan a route
for the robot to execute. Previously, human-robot

collaboration on navigation had been limited
to three scenarios.

Most often, the robot’s programmer
defines an exploration policy that

determines how the robot should
make decisions during exploration.
For example, ‘‘follow the left wall’’
is a simple exploration policy. Pol-
icies often optimize the accuracy
[7], utility [8], or coverage [9] of
the robot’s map. This is great
if the objective is mapping, but
if the objective is navigation to a
goal, comprehensive exploration
and mapping is wasteful.

Other human-robot cooper-
ative scenarios require humans
to interpret the robot’s internal
map, usually to identify interest-
ing places and order the robot to

navigate to these goals. Annota-
tion can occur offline post-mapping

[10] or online during handheld
exploration, where the operator

guides the robot as it explores [11].
Human annotation cannot occur before the

robot’s map exists, because the human is doing
all the interpretation work. If the robot could

interpret humans’ internal maps, it could be instructed
on how to reach a goal before it does any mapping.

Directed Navigation in Unknown Environments
We envisage a fourth scenario in which humans plan a route using
the information already available in their memory by imagining
or looking at the environment and deciding which route theDigital Object Identifier 10.1109/MRA.2008.921538
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robot should follow. The robot begins the navigation task near
the human director. The director gives the robot a series of
instructions before it begins to navigate. Once the robot has
begun its mission, it is fully autonomous. No further intervention
is allowed. Except for the instructions, the robot is given no infor-
mation about its environment. We call this directed navigation.

This scenario is analogous to many real-world situations. For
example, being lost in a strange city you could systematically
explore until you find your hotel or you could ask someone for
directions. Although some helpful people will show you the
way, usually you have to follow such directions independently.

Navigational Directions in Natural Language
The problem of transforming human knowledge into useful
navigational information (and vice versa) spans several active
research fields beyond robotics, including natural language
processing and human-computer interaction. Levit and Roy
[12] have tried to develop an autonomous interpretation of
human navigational language, ignoring many robotic prob-
lems such as symbol grounding and obstacle avoidance. Park
and Kender [13] did consider some of these aspects, in an
attempt to autonomously construct and interpret topological
directions, but they limited their research to artificial environ-
ments with only sparse monolithic features.

An interesting article by Setalaphruk et al. [14] begins with
the observation that although humans’ topological knowledge
is good, their distance estimation is poor. They developed a
simulated robot, which uses a geometrically inaccurate but
topologically correct sketch floor map to navigate. The map is
provided in advance by a human.

The interpretation of human topological directions has also
impacted the Humanoid Research Project at the National Insti-
tute of Advanced Industrial Science and Technology (AIST).
Their robot, HRP-2, is intended to function as a domestic assist-
ant [15]. To fulfill this role, HRP-2 must interpret human instruc-
tions, not necessarily navigational but of a topological type similar
to those used in navigation; i.e., relationships between objects
rather than geometric descriptions. The researchers at AIST call
this type of instruction high-level teleoperation.

Finally, Wang et al. [11] created a variably autonomous tele-
operated robot that explores under human guidance. Human
input can be high level (topological landmark goals in a com-
plete map given to the robot) or low level (motion commands).
Their robot can choose to ignore low-level commands that it
perceives to be dangerous.

These works illustrate the various ways people think with
regard to navigational problems and the sort of information a
person could easily provide to a robot navigator. We tend not to
describe a journey in terms of vectors and do not have the infor-
mation available to do so accurately. Instead, we tend to describe
a journey in terms of landmarks and the actions triggered by
those landmarks, such as ‘‘turn left at the end of the road. . . .’’

Challenges in This Scenario
So, the robot must accept topological directions and not geo-
metric ones for the convenience of the human director.
Instead of ‘‘move N meters at bearing h radians,’’ the robot’s
instructions will be of the form ‘‘do <action> [at or until]
<landmark>’’ (see Figure 1). The robot will not be provided
with a conventional map in advance. It must construct a map
while executing the instructions. This section describes the
problems that must be overcome for this type of navigation to
succeed. Many of the traditional challenges to autonomous
navigation are exaggerated by these conditions.

To date, the most closely related works are the robot deliv-
ery tasks of the 1994–1995 International Joint Conferences on
Artificial Intelligence (IJCAI) robot competitions [16], where
robots navigated in an artificial office environment using topo-
logical directions such as ‘‘exit room and turn first right.’’ The
most successful team in 1995 was CAIR-2 [17], which relied
on distinctive visual markers over doorways to associate topo-
logical concepts with their real-world equivalents. Although
the environment was simplified, a number of challenges were
tackled including human-robot interaction and robot detec-
tion of instruction error or impossibility.

Surprisingly, since 1995 similar work on topological direc-
tion has not been published. This may reflect a change in
emphases in robotics, which are toward unpredictable, implicit

(a) (b) (c)

Trial 20, 21

Trial 10, 14Trial 15, 16, 17

Trial 9, 11, 12

Trial 7, 8, 13

Trial 4, 5, 6

Trial 1, 2, 3 Start
EndStart

Start

Figure 1. Routes taken by the robot in the laboratory as directed by the author. Starting from the author’s desk, the robot was
directed to all other students’ desks by a variety of routes. The robot was given topological instructions but no map. In two
trials, (c) the robot performed a figure-8 route back to the author’s desk. The following is a typical instruction sequence: ‘‘go
<this way> until junction. At next junction, turn left. Then, take second exit clockwise at next junction. . . . ’’
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topological partitioning [16], [18], [19], improved geometric
mapping via simultaneous localization and mapping (SLAM)
[2], and new problems, which are, consequently, solvable. The
IJCAI task changed in 1996, omitting autonomous topologi-
cally directed navigation before robot exploration.

Analogy to Topological Maps
A topological map is usually represented as a graph. Vertices
represent landmarks or landmark locations. Typically, an edge
between two vertices indicates that it is possible to travel
directly between them. So, a series of topological navigational
instructions are similar to an incomplete topological map. The
big difference is that while most real-world topological map-
ping systems are geometric or topological hybrids, in this
scenario, topological instructions are provided without the
underlying geometric data.

Incremental Topological Interpretation
To execute a series of topological instructions, a robot must
simultaneously avoid obstacles, plan motion toward the next
landmark (in accordance with the current instruction), map its
surroundings, detect topological landmarks, and localize itself
topologically within the instructions and internal mappings. It
must produce both geometric and topological models of its
environment, just in time, by detecting and avoiding obstacles
before it hits them and modeling topological landmarks accu-
rately before they are reached, using only the information gath-
ered by sensors during the approach. Landmarks relevant to
instructions must be identified and others ignored (Figure 2).

While following the instructions, landmarks must not be
missed. Movement between any pair of landmarks is conducted
without any foreknowledge of the environment between those
landmarks, and, in our experiments, often without knowing in
what direction or how far apart the landmarks are. Most exist-
ing autonomous mapping systems generate topology offline,
postexploration, or are inaccurate until mapping is nearly com-
plete [20]–[22] because of a lack of geometric data.

Finally, in the proposed scenario, instructions will be in a
form that humans could verbally transmit to a robot, which lim-
its the amount of information that can be conveyed about land-
marks. Only abstract landmarks can be described. The robot
must translate these abstract concepts into concrete entities in
the world, which is a classic example of the symbol-grounding
problem.

Choosing a Suitable Topology
The topology in which the instructions are based is crucial to
both the viability of autonomous, incremental interpretation
and the generation of correct instructions by a person. The
topology is defined by the choice and range of landmarks that
the robot will recognize (e.g., doors and junctions) and the
relationships that will be permitted between them.

Minimizing the number of different landmark types reduces
the burden on the robot, as it must reliably perceive them all.
However, the set of landmarks chosen must occur throughout
the environment; e.g., instructions based on traffic lights would
be of no use in the jungle.

There are many tradeoffs to be made in choosing landmarks.
They must be frequent enough so that whenever a behavior
change is required, there is a landmark present to trigger it.
Landmarks should not be more frequent than necessary, as this
would complicate the directions and increase the chance of
human or robot error. Therefore, the simplest structural fea-
tures, such as corners and edges often used in hybrid mappings
[6], [10], are unsuitable as topological landmarks. We would
struggle to correctly enumerate the huge number of such fea-
tures in any typical scene. Certainly, we would not be able to
describe these geometric relationships with useful accuracy.

Navigating the Generalized Voronoi Diagram
Mathematically speaking, the generalized Voronoi diagram
(GVD) is the locus of points in a plane that are equidistant to
two or more feature points. More intuitively, the GVD can be
imagined as a particular skeleton of the background space that

(a) (b) (c) (d)

Figure 2. An example of an egocentric modeling of obstacles and topology from our experiments. The robot is always at the
center of these rolling windows. Here, it approaches a four-way junction. Despite having only very limited obstacle information,
the robot’s estimate of local topology is very accurate. In fact, the topology only needs to be accurate at the center of the
window, where the robot makes decisions. (a) Floor plan of the area (not given to robot). (b) Occupancy probability; white pixels
are most likely to be occupied. (c) Thresholded, dilated obstacles (white) and free space (black). (d) Topological graph overlaid on
distance from edges (paths) in a gray scale.
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is defined by these features. When applied to navigation, GVD
features often represent obstacles, making the GVD a skeleton
of the free space between obstacles. The skeleton may be more
simply represented as a generalized Voronoi graph (GVG) in
which every endpoint and meet-point of the GVD’s skeletal
lines becomes a vertex. Choset and Nagatani published a series
of detailed works describing the application of the GVD and
GVG to autonomous navigation [21], [23].

Properties of the GVD
The GVD has many useful properties, but further processing is
required to extract useful topological features and avoid some
problems, as illustrated in Figure 3(a) and (b). In these graphics,
black dots are obstacles, and a pair of concentric blue circles
denote the robot and the limits of its sensor range. The true
GVD is very complex, including both black and red lines.

The robot must model the GVD using only the obstacles it
can detect with its sensors. This is particularly difficult when
the robot moves from a corridor environment [Figure 3(a)] to
an open space [Figure 3(b)]. The robot cannot detect obstacles
on both sides of this place due to its width. Instead, it chooses
to follow the left wall. In Figure 3(b), a single new obstacle has
radically altered the graph and created a new junction. To
avoid erratic behaviour in chambers like this that are slightly
too wide for centreline-following, the wall-following distance
can be set to overlay the centreline graph when obstacles
appear at the limit of sensor range. This makes the behavior
constant despite changes in the perceived topology.

The navigationally relevant meet points of the GVD skele-
ton are called junctions and are used as landmarks for topologi-
cal instructions. Few meet points are useful. Many represent
narrow gaps between obstacles (often merely sensing artefacts)
that the robot cannot pass through. The red lines in Figure 3
are irrelevant parts of the GVD. Junctions, however, conven-
iently occur only when navigational decisions need to be made
(i.e., at ideal frequency) and are universal (i.e., junctions occur
in any configuration of obstacles). This is a neat inversion of
the problem of choosing landmarks, mapping the impact of
obstacles on the robot’s choices, rather than the myriad shapes
of the obstacles themselves. The few black lines in Figure 3(a)
and (b) represent this pruned graph of junctions.

Being gross features defined by many data points, junctions
are also reliably detected by the robot’s sensors. Most junctions
are also local features that could be modeled on approach,
making it possible to follow a topological map of junctions
without completing geometric mapping first. The GVD is also
an optimally safe path for the robot to follow, maximizing dis-
tances from obstacles.

Related Work
In navigation studies, the GVD is most commonly used in
hybrid maps that contain topological and geometric data in
parallel models. Typically, the GVD is computed from global
occupancy data [23]–[25], and the key contribution of the
GVD is efficient topological planning (the detailed geometric
model provides robust localization). Choset and Nagatani
were influential pioneers of this approach [21], [23].

The GVD may be computed using geometric methods [26],
but such accuracy and cost is usually excessive. The alternatives are
discretizing the obstacles’ perimeters and discretizing space (i.e., a
raster, image, or grid system). Discretizing space makes sense when
constructing the GVD from popular grid-based occupancy maps
[4], [5]. Hybrid maps have been effectively demonstrated in some
very difficult conditions such as mine exploration [26].

Pruning the GVD

When used for navigation, the GVD must be heavily pruned
to remove irrelevant edges [red lines in Figure 3(a)]. This
includes spurs formed by perturbations in obstacle outlines and
edges between obstacles that are too close for the robot to pass
between. Edges that should be pruned cannot be identified by
neighborhood functions in grid-based GVD models. Most com-
monly, analysis of edge endpoints and cycles (finding weak meet-
points) is used to identify redundant edges [24], [25]. This can be
complex and computationally expensive. Instead, two methods
exist that directly generate an ideal graph of useful junctions. The
first, recently published by Ko et al., [22] uses morphological
thinning on free space. In the second, the authors have reported
an alternative method that also produces a perfectly pruned GVD
directly [27]. This linear-complexity method dilates obstacles by
the radius of the robot (to eliminate spurious edges) before assign-
ing a different label to the pixels of each obstacle. A modified

(a) (b) (c) (d)

Figure 3. The problems encountered when trying to model a GVD-based topology using typical range sensors (sonar or laser)
and our proposed solutions. (a) The true GVD is very complex, including both black and red lines. However, the red lines are
irrelevant and should be pruned. (b) The benefit of coastal navigation. (c) and (d) GVD approximation via a custom DT. The
labels of obstacles a, b, and c are propagated along with distance from these obstacles and stored as two separate images.
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distance transform (DT) propagates each obstacle’s unique label
with increasing distance (see Figure 3). A simple 3 3 3 neigh-
borhood operation then gives the GVD. If a pixel has two
different labels in its neighborhood, it lies on an edge. Neighbor-
hoods with three different labels occur only at GVD junctions.
The example in Figure 3(c) and (d) shows the images part-way
through the first of two passes needed to compute the DT.

Local or Global Hybrid Maps

Recently, a few researchers have moved toward global topo-
logical maps annotated with only local geometric maps of im-
portant places. Probably, these were inspired by Kuipers’
spatial-semantic hierarchy, which describes how robust topolog-
ical mapping and navigation can result from a set of comple-
mentary behaviors including local homing and edge traversal
[28]. Other local or global hybrids arise from the simple expen-
diency that detailed structural data is needed for localization,
and localization is most critical where decisions are needed [6],
[10], [25], [29].

Local Topological Perception

Many authors have demonstrated the computation of the GVD
after constructing a global map. A few have shown the construc-
tion of Voronoi-based topological models on the fly [20]–[22].
These tend to depict inaccurate topology, which in existing
applications is not a significant problem. However, in our
scenario, the robot must determine an accurate topology using
only local geometric data that it accumulates while approaching
a junction or following an edge. A few authors [notably Kuipers’
[30] and Beeson’s [31] local perceptual mapping (LPM)] have
tried to dispense with global geometric data and, instead, have
maintained a scrolling window of occupancy data in which
the topology is modeled. However, since these authors use geo-
metric data to distinguish places from each other, as well as for
topological modeling, a much larger window is required. The
limits of the local context are defined by the structure of local
free space. In contrast, in this work, the local map is a fixed-size
window that is always centered on the robot (we call this an ego-
centric map). The dimensions of the window are defined with
respect to the robot’s sensing capabilities, physical size, and mod-
eled topology. In this way, we can ensure that the robot will
always be able to correctly model local topology in the window
(for a more detailed discussion, see [27]).

Modeling the topology using only local geometric data is
more difficult when compared with that using global geomet-
ric data. Modeling topology on an approach is harder still,
because there is no opportunity to correct initial mistakes. To
generate consistent and smooth robot motion while modeling
the topology and the obstacles in a fixed-size window, the
topology must be designed carefully to be stable as new
obstacles roll into the window. Critically, the GVD-derived
topology must be modified to handle transitions to and from
the open spaces larger than the range of the robot’s sensors.

The Extended GVD

Although the GVD is a useful structure for navigation in enclosed
spaces such as corridors and rooms, it is less useful in large open

spaces where shortcuts are safe. However, an incrementally per-
ceived GVD has another more severe problem in open spaces
due to the limited range of contemporary laser and sonar sensors.
In most mobile robots, sensor data is used to correct odometric
error and keep the robot on course via fixed reference points in
the world. When moving through a large space, with no obstacles
in view, odometry must instead be used without corrective feed-
back. Worse still, when transitioning from open to obstructed
space, the GVD can be radically altered by the detection of a soli-
tary point obstacle. A pruned GVD topology is robust to changes
in obstacle shape but is drastically altered by the appearance of a
solitary obstacle in an open space. When using an egocentric map
(which is a must for topologically directed navigation), this prob-
lem is exacerbated because distant obstacles that might stabilize
the GVD are quickly forgotten.

The most common solution to this problem, which is also
adopted in our work [27], is coastal navigation; i.e., following
one wall around the boundary of large open spaces (Figure 3).
Constant observation of obstacles makes navigation more repli-
cable and geometric estimation more accurate. The technique
is named after the practice of early seafarers, who hugged the
coasts for fear of being lost at sea. This approach was also used
with local (egocentric) maps as in [31]. It is worth mentioning
that refusing to cross large open spaces can leave a robot
stranded on an island of obstacles.

Explicit Topologically Directed Navigation
In an earlier article [27], we detailed a method of directing our
robot around the laboratory via a series of topological instruc-
tions that defined the robot’s intended action at each junction.
The article describes a GVD-derived topology of spatial affor-
dances, in which junctions are defined by the physical capabil-
ities of the navigating robot. Similar to the extended GVD,
our topology follows walls in open spaces to ensure robust
edge transition so that all features can be modeled egocentri-
cally. The specified wall-following distance is calculated to
maximize the stability of the egocentrically modeled topology
even when obstacle detection is intermittent (see Figure 3).

In [27], the system was tested thoroughly in our laboratory,
a realistic, cluttered indoor location (see Figure 1). Here, we
present additional results in a mix of environments. In over 25
trials, the robot was instructed to navigate from the author’s
desk to all accessible nearby locations: a garden outside the
building, to the other end of the building, to a road bordering
the building, and the length of the upper floor of the building.
The robot was also ordered to return to the author’s desk from
these locations. These environments were not modified to suit
the robot. Figure 4 shows the paths of the robot in some of
these trials, and the positions where junctions were detected.

Topological Instructions
For these trials, the instructions provided were of two types. The
first specified the angle at which the robot should try to depart a
junction relative to the direction in which it approached. Preci-
sion was limited to 90� intervals; i.e., left, forward, or right. The
robot selected and followed the edge that most closely matched
the specified angle in its egocentric representation.
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The second type of instruction allowed more accurate deter-
mination of the edge that the robot should follow by avoiding
angle estimation. Instead, edges were counted clockwise or anti-
clockwise from the edge on which the robot approached the
junction. For example, 1ACW means ‘‘take the first edge anti-
clockwise from the approach edge.’’ Examples of the navigation
achieved using both types of instruction can be seen in Figure 4.
Both methods were successful in the test environments, but
enumeration of edges is preferable for accurate navigation, espe-
cially where two edges have similar bearing on a junction.

Metatopology of Behavior Change
Although our robot was able to accurately and incrementally
perceive junctions during navigation, longer journeys are
problematic using explicit topological directions because the
topology of the environment is hard to remember accurately
and may change during the robot’s movement. For example,
doors may open and close.

We can imagine a more efficient and robust method of
instructing the robot by relying on the fact that, generally, con-
tinuing in the same direction is most often the correct choice.
Ideally, the human instructor should not have to specify the robot’s
behavior at all junctions and, instead, describe only junctions
where the robot’s behavior will be unusual. The robot should by
default move straight over all junctions, unless some other action is
specified. If the robot is commanded to turn right or left, it will
afterward revert to traveling straight over all junctions.

Note that straight over is only a local definition: the direction
in which the robot was traveling within its egocentric window.
We assume that neither the robot nor the human director can
accurately measure the direction of travel over long distances.

Note that the topology modeled by the robot is unchanged.
It uses the GVD-derived topology of spatial affordances to
describe the places at which navigational decisions must be
made (junctions). However, the robot is now instructed on a
metatopology, which is a graph of only the junctions in which
behavior differs from default during a particular navigation task.
This is similar to the concept of a layered hierarchial GVD [23].

This policy is convenient for the director, because it simpli-
fies the instructions. It is more likely to be accurate because
changes in topology between the few significant junctions do
not affect navigation. Similarly, errors in the robot’s ability to
detect junctions are less likely to be important. (However,
errors at significant junctions are irrecoverable.)

It is interesting that when giving directions, we habitually omit
possible turnings and tend to specify only changes in behavior,
such as ‘‘follow the road until the bus stop, then go left.’’ This
compresses the necessary instructions like a run-length-encoding:
‘‘do something many times, until landmark.’’ For most routes, this
policy is very efficient; theoretically, the shortest path is always a
straight line. Generally, extra turnings will only lengthen a route.

Since our robot already has the ability to select and traverse
specific edges at a junction, it remains to define how the robot
should interpret the default instruction to travel straight over a
junction. This is easily achieved by ordering the robot to traverse
the edge closest to 180� away from the edge along which it
arrived at a junction. Since the robot continues to traverse only
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Figure 4. Three examples of explicit topologically directed
navigation in which the robot was given a series of
instructions dictating how it should behave at each junction.
(a) A figure-8 route around the laboratory. (b) The robot was
given the instruction ‘‘F,F,F,F,L,R,F’’ to go from the author’s
desk to the garden. The same results were achieved with
‘‘F,F,F,1CW,1CW,1ACW,1ACW.’’ (c) From the author’s desk to
the printer room.
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the edges of its egocentrically modeled topology, it does not
need accurate defaults nor will it crash trying to follow a path
that does not exist.

Topologically Teleoperated Demonstration
To show how efficient this policy could be, our robot was tele-
operated across the School of Engineering at Monash Univer-
sity. The longest possible route was selected, with a small loop
at the end. In the trials described previously and later, the robot
was given no assistance beyond the initial set of topological
instructions. Here, instead, the robot was accompanied by an
operator who gave one of two instructions at any time: ‘‘turn
left at the next junction’’ or ‘‘turn right at the next junction.’’
Figure 5 shows the robot’s route and where the robot was
when the instructions were issued. Despite crossing 32 junc-
tions, only five instructions were needed (excluding ‘‘start’’).
Similar efficiency could be expected in many environments. In
the map shown, any room could be reached from any other
using less than five instructions.

The authors suggest the term topologically teleoperated to
describe this method of controlling the robot. It places very
low demands on the operator and could have applications in
scenarios where full teleoperation is difficult because of envi-
ronmental conditions or the remoteness of the operator. For
example, in a smoky building, the robot’s interpretation of
sensor data might be better than that of its operator, yet the
operator would still be necessary for gross guidance. This sys-
tem allows both parties to cooperate effectively.

Recognizing Junctions by Appearance
In later experiments, a panoramic camera was added to the robot,
enabling it to recognize junctions previously visited. This allowed
the robot to construct a topological map during exploration and
to recognize places where specific navigational actions were nec-
essary. As discussed previously, the convenience of directing a
robot is greatly increased by needing intervention only when
exceptional behavior is required. However, convenience is
reduced if the operator has to
accompany or remotely su-
pervise the robot. If there was
a way to identify, in advance,
the junctions where turns
should be made, the robot
could again operate in a fully
autonomous manner.

Characteristics of
Panoramic Images
at GVD Junctions
We chose to use a panoramic
camera to identify important
junctions by their appearance.
Vertices of a GVD-derived
topology are finely localized
in the ground plane. This means
that, barring rotation, we can
expect images captured on two

successive visits to a single junction to be very similar and easily
matched. The greater the precision with which the robot posi-
tions itself for image capture, the easier the image-matching
process will be.

Recognizing junctions by comparing panoramic images
not only allows the construction of a topological map and the
subsequent fully autonomous navigation within that map, as a
conventional robot can do, it also allows operators to preemp-
tively capture images at strategic locations to later direct an
exploring robot. For example, capturing a few images with the
camera on a tripod prior to comprehensive policy-based
exploration could then mark the limits of the area to be
explored. Dangerous areas could be excised from exploration,
which is not possible using geometric constraints unless the
environment is measured to start with, in which case the robot
might as well be given a map.

Matching Unwarped Panoramic

Images of GVD Junctions

Since our experiments include places with variable, outdoor
lighting conditions, the accuracy of GVD junction localization
contributes significantly to the feasibility of the visual match-
ing problem. GVD-derived topologies have few vertices and
little aliasing. Many authors have exploited these properties,
using panoramic images of GVD junctions to produce topo-
logical maps [32]. However, no one has examined the feasibil-
ity of topological mapping with panoramic images using only
local geometric models to detect and localize junctions.

The literature provides many techniques for matching
panoramic images. The solution used in our work was chosen
under the assumption that accurate localization of junctions
eliminates all geometric distortions between images except the
rotation of the robot (i.e., the camera is identically placed
for capturing all the images). For a high level of image discrim-
ination, a two-stage approach was adopted. First, the
Euclidean distance between pairs of thumbnail-sized,
unwarped, normalized panoramic images was used to filter
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Figure 5. Topologically directed teleoperation. The robot was instructed to travel straight over
any junction unless given special instructions. On a handful of occasions, the robot was instructed
to turn (left or right) at the next junction. Red circles denote these instructions. The position of the
circle indicates the position of the robot when each instruction was issued. (b) The topological
model produced by the robot during navigation, which shows all detected junctions.
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the majority of false matches and recover a rough estimate of
the rotation x between the pairs. x was then used in a second
filter stage to accelerate the matching of scale-invariant feature
transform (SIFT) key points [33] detected in full-size unwarped
images. Key points were compared only with the possible cor-
responding key points within a small window predicted by x,
and Figure 6 shows some examples.

Results with Image Recognition
The robot was required to complete two types of fully autono-
mous navigation tasks to test the robot’s ability to recognize,
firstly, that it had arrived at a junction, and secondly, which
junction it had reached. First, the robot completed an exhaus-
tive exploration of the lab. Second, a few images of critical
junctions (visual landmarks marked V in Figure 7) were man-
ually captured and provided to the robot along with metatopo-
logical directions (see Figure 7). Using these, the robot
navigated from the author’s desk to the garden and back four
times using the same two visual landmarks. It navigated to the
printer room and back using one visual landmark. It also
explored the upper floor of the building twice, requiring only
one landmark to turn at a critical point (see Figure 7). The
robot was able to build coherent and increasingly comprehen-
sive maps over a number of journeys by visually recognizing
the junctions that it had previously encountered.

The robot was able to construct topological maps of these
journeys. More interestingly, because it captured images at all
junctions, it was able to combine maps of earlier and current
explorations at the first common junction. This means that as
soon as the robot intersects an earlier path it is able to exploit its
existing knowledge. Figure 7(c) shows a topological map of the
upper floor constructed from four passes through the building.

Figures 4, 5, and 7 use both the robot’s onboard odometry
and loop closure via visual junction recognition to augment the
presented topological graphs. The robot added this information
during navigation. Although in these trials the robot navigated
without advance geometric knowledge of its environment, the
augmented graphs are useful in more conventional modes of
navigation, including unguided exploration and autonomous
generation of topological instructions based on the geometric
positioning of vertices.

(a) (b)

(c) (d)

Figure 6. Matching images from different visits to locations in and around our laboratory. Dots with blue tails indicate
correspondences between the top and bottom unwarped panoramic images. The robot autonomously chose where to capture
each image. The robot’s camera was also taken to places it had not explored and was used to capture images with the given
instructions. When the robot reached places matching a supplied image, it knew that it had to perform a specific behavior such
as turning left or right. The precision with which junctions are defined greatly assists the image-matching problem.

Algorithm 1 Preprocess red, green, blue (RGB) Image I

1 N ¼ NormalizeðIÞ
2 U ¼ UnwarpðNÞ
3 T ¼ ShrinkðNÞ
4 G ¼ GrayscaleðUÞ
5 K ¼ SIFT Key pointsðGÞ

Algorithm 2 Similar (RGB Images I1, I2)

d¼ Euclidean distance between RGB thumbnails
x¼ Estimated horizontal offset between unwarped images
n¼Number of SIFT feature correspondences
1 d; x ¼ CompareThumbnailsðT1;T2Þ;
2 if d � t1 then
3 return false
4 end if
5 n ¼ MatchFeaturesðK1;K2; xÞ
6 if n � t2 then
7 return true
8 end if
9 return false
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Conclusions: Toward Navigation
by Visual Object Recognition
We defined a GVD-derived topology that can be perceived
easily and accurately by robots and humans. It functions as a
language by which navigational concepts can be transferred
from humans’ internal representations to a robot. The topol-
ogy is ideally suited to navigation, as it is relevant to all envi-
ronments and is minimally complex. The topology can be
modeled correctly using only egocentric data essential for
incrementally interpreting topological directions and crucial
for directed navigation without prior digital mapping. It does
not require people to estimate distances or angles accurately.
Instead, instructions can be generated simply by remembering
the environment. This form of navigation has not previously
been demonstrated in realistic environments and might allow
robots to function usefully in unfamiliar environments without
first mapping exhaustively.

Subsequently, we tried to address problems in larger envi-
ronments where the topology may change during navigation,
making directions inaccurate, or the directions may be wrong
simply due to peoples’ inability to remember places correctly.
It would be preferable to build a language for directing robots
around constructs such as ‘‘after you have passed <object>’’
and ‘‘at the junction where there is a <object>.’’ Instructions
would still be based in the underlying topology of junctions
but omitting junctions where no special behavior is required.
A metatopology such as this maximizes convenience and reli-
ability, but there is no easy way to identify critical junctions in
isolation. For many everyday navigation tasks in realistic envi-
ronments, changes in overall direction are rarely needed.

By equipping the robot with a panoramic camera, it was possi-
ble not only to produce topological maps conventionally (by vis-
ually recognizing junctions) but also to make the robot follow a
specific route prior to mapping, using manually captured images
as landmarks. In another experiment, the robot was accompanied
and topologically teleoperated. Both these modes could have
immediate practical uses, which are mentioned already.

In the introductory paragraph, we suggested that better ob-
ject recognition skills may have more to offer navigating robots
than do more accurate methods of geometric mapping. We
support this claim by showing that our robot can navigate

directly to goals with only high-level topological instructions
and collecting any necessary geometric data along the way.
The hard task is recognizing when to change behavior, which
is unsurprising. Local navigation problems such as obstacle
avoidance are well addressed in the literature, and, for much of
the journey, little intelligence is needed. Only occasionally, at
junctions, do errors become important and are quickly com-
pounded if the wrong path is followed.

Better geometric mapping postpones errors at junctions
by minimizing cumulative error, but it does not eliminate
them. A key deficiency is the paucity of the structural (obsta-
cle) data used, necessitating continuously accurate localiza-
tion. In contrast, visual recognition of the appearance of
scenes or objects at junctions instantly provides high confi-
dence, simply because more data is available, without the
need for accuracy between landmarks. This approach is well
suited to existing vision sensors and techniques and was used
successfully in our work.

The system presented here requires the robot to perceive a
small vocabulary of high-level concepts, such as junctions and
edges, of the topology. If the robot had a larger vocabulary of
abstract objects (landmark objects such as chairs and trees), it
would be possible to direct it using more efficient and intuitive
metatopological instructions, such as describing places using
language, without having to supply photographs in advance. In
effect, simply adding object recognition to the existing system
would offer major improvements in utility and convenience.

In some ways, following topological instructions is similar
to following a topological plan in a conventional hybrid map.
However, having only instructions makes the problem much
harder because so much geometric and topological information
is missing. Much of this data is not available to people or cannot
be communicated verbally. Without it, the robot must interpret
and respond to new topology as it is encountered. Compared
with traditional explore-map-plan-navigate methods, in which
the human must interpret the robot’s map to specify goals,
topological direction transfers work from humans to robots,
requiring mutual perception of the same topology.

In future work, we would like to explicitly model uncer-
tainty in the robot’s progression through its instructions
and consider whether it is possible to bring the concept of a
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Figure 7. Topological mapping and topologically directed exploration. (a) Visual landmarks needed to replicate earlier
experiments that directed the robot to and from the garden outside and down the corridor. (b) Topological map generated by
one trip to the printer room (and back). (c) Topological map of a building (actually the result of four journeys back and forth). A
visual landmark was needed at the corner of this L-shaped route and at both ends to stop each run.
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junction closer to human norms. We would also like to
integrate object recognition abilities and use these to direct
the robot.
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Topological, goal-directed navigation, Voronoi, panoramic vision.
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Hybrid Control for
Robot Navigation

A Hierarchical Q-Learning Algorithm

A
utonomous mobile robots have been widely studied

and applied not only as a test bed to academically
demonstrate the achievement of artificial intel-
ligence but also as an essential com-
ponent of industrial and home

automation. Mobile robots have many poten-
tial applications in routine or dangerous
tasks such as delivery of supplies in hos-
pitals, cleaning of offices, and opera-
tions in a nuclear plant. One of the
fundamental and critical research
areas in mobile robotics is naviga-
tion, which generally includes
local navigation and global nav-
igation [1], [2]. Local naviga-
tion, often called reactive
control, learns or plans the
local paths using the current
sensory inputs without prior
complete knowledge of the
environment. Global naviga-
tion, often called deliberate
control, learns or plans the
global paths based on a relatively
abstract and complete knowl-
edge about the environment.

Local navigation is the funda-
mental ability for mobile robots, and
several reactive control approaches [3]–
[5] have been proposed and implemented
for such local navigation tasks as obstacle
avoidance, wall following, point-to-point
moving, etc. For example, both the potential
field method and the virtual force field method [3] are
early reactive control methods to navigate in a local environ-
ment. Occupancy maps have been built using sonar sensors to
model the environment, which has led to a series of localization
and path-planning methods [4]. In the mid 1990s, behavior-

based control architecture was proposed and gained a lot of
attention. A typical example is subsumption architecture [5],
where the stimulus-action pairs are defined for the decision and

control rules of a robot after a proper coordination.
Various soft-computing and machine-learning

methods also have been applied to reactive con-
trol, such as fuzzy logic, neural network,

evolutionary computation, reinforcement
learning (RL), etc. [6]–[9].

Although reactive control for local
navigation can adapt to dynamic
environments and be easily imple-
mented, it is vulnerable to local
minimum traps because of no
prior information on the envi-
ronment. Hence, many research-
ers aim at solving this problem.
Deliberate control is usually used
to carry out high-level planning
using model-based methods.
Hybrid control architecture,
which combines reactive and
deliberate control, gains the
advantage from both worlds, i.e.,
the local and global optimization,

and it has received considerable
attention in the research area of

mobile robotics [1], [2]. When we
turn our attention to the issue of

hybrid control for robot navigation, three
problems should be regarded as critical

and be carefully studied to guarantee a good
performance.

1) Control architecture: Although hybrid control is
mostly adopted for robot navigation, the practical
design and its performance is determined by the real-
ization of behaviors and models of the sensors and
environments.

2) Learning and control algorithm: After the control archi-
tecture and detailed structure are designed, the secondDigital Object Identifier 10.1109/MRA.2008.921541
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important problem is what kind of learning and con-
trol algorithm should be proposed and applied to the
robot navigation system to drive the robot work effec-
tively and efficiently.

3) Behaviors design: As the model of the environment has
been chosen and constructed, robot behaviors have to
be designed according to the sensor information and
control architecture.

In this article, hybrid control architecture is conceived via
combining reactive and deliberate control using a hierarchical
Q-learning (HQL) algorithm. This control approach can be
specified as follows. First, the grid-topological maps are con-
structed and maintained online to provide a model of the envi-
ronment, and then, hybrid control architecture is proposed
based on the grid-topological maps. Second, a novel HQL
algorithm is presented based on the hybrid Markov decision
process (MDP), which works as an integrated learning and
control algorithm for the proposed hybrid control architec-
ture. Third, a mobile robot ATU is introduced and a target
identification method using a multi-ultrasonic sensor system is
presented for the identification of landmarks or features of the
environment. Finally, detailed behaviors for reactive control
and deliberate control are designed based on the presented
hybrid control architecture and the configurations of ATU. To
verify the performance of the presented methods, an example
of indoor navigation is demonstrated via both simulated and
real experiments.

Hybrid Control Using HQL Method
In this section, hybrid control architecture is introduced
based on the grid-topological representation. Then, a novel
HQL algorithm is presented and applied to hybrid control
architecture.

Grid-Based Map and Topological Map
The grid-based map and the topological map are two funda-
mental paradigms for modeling indoor robot environments.
The grid-based approaches [4] represent environments with
evenly spaced grids, and each grid cell may indicate whether
the corresponding region of the environment is free or occu-
pied space. The topological approaches [10] represent the

environments with graphs, where nodes correspond to distinct
situations, places, or landmarks. The nodes are connected by
arcs if there is a direct path between them. Both these
approaches for robot mapping hold orthogonal strengths and
weaknesses [11]. For example, the occupancy grids are easy to
construct and to maintain in large-scale environments but suf-
fer from enormous space and time complexity. The topologi-
cal approaches permit fast planning and provide more natural
interfaces for human instructions (such as ‘‘go through the
corridor to place A’’), but they have difficulties in recognizing
different places geometrically even in static environments,
which makes it unfeasible to construct large-scale maps
because of the uncertainty of sensor information and qualita-
tive reasoning. Hence, it is natural to integrate the two para-
digms, i.e., the grid-topological approach, to achieve a good
performance of robot navigation. The approach adopted in
this article is based on the grid-topological representation.

The grid-based maps considered here are discrete, two-
dimensional occupancy grids. Each grid cell (x, y) in the map
has related value POcc(x, y) 2 ½0, 1� that measures the subjec-
tive belief that the cell is occupied. The values POcc(x, y) are
updated based on the sensor information such as the data from
a multi-ultrasonic sensor system. Suppose the threshold value
is d 2 (0, 1), then there is the criterion of POcc(x, y) for the
decision whether cell(x, y) is occupied

POcc(x, y) < d, cell(x, y) is Empty

POcc(x, y) > d, cell(x, y) is Occupied

POcc(x, y) ¼ d, cell(x, y) is Unknown:

8><
>:

(1)

Figure 1(a) shows how the probability of grid-cell occu-
pancy is determined through perception. A mobile robot with
a range of sensors such as sonar sensors, infrared light sensors,
or cameras can perceive the circumstance around it while
moving in an unknown environment and memorize by updat-
ing the grid-based maps. A typical navigation task in a grid-
based world is described in Figure 1(b), which shows how the
mobile robots work with a well-built grid-based map.

The topological maps are abstract maps and can be built on
top of the grid-based maps. Unlike the approaches of Thrun
[11], which extract the topological map from the grid-based

map using region decomposition, we
directly use Voronoi diagram [11] to
extract the topological structures
from the grid or metric map, which
maintains the qualitative space infor-
mation of the states and the relations
between these states. As shown in
Figure 2, the procedure for topolog-
ical map building is as follows:

1) Show free space: Set a proper
threshold value d 2 (0, 1) and
show free space C and
unreachable space �C [black
cells in Figure 2(a)].

2) Voronoi graph: For any cell in
free space p ¼ (x, y) 2 C,

Unknown

Occupied

Not Occupied

Robot

(a) (b)

Figure 1. Grid-based approach: (a) grid-cell occupancy detection using range sensors,
and (b) a typical navigation task in a grid-based world.
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there are points in �C,
called basis points, that
are nearest to p. If there
are more than one basis
point for p, p is defined as
a Voronoi point and all of
these Voronoi points con-
stitute a Voronoi graph,
which is shown as the
dashed line in Figure 2(b).

3) Extract topological nodes:
Extract the Voronoi points
that have more than two adjacent Voronoi points and
mark them as nodes, such as V1, V2, . . . , V9 in Figure
2(b); those nodes in the same free region are regarded
as one, such as node V5 in Figure 2(b).

4) Connect the nodes with arcs: Connect all the nodes that
are reachable with corresponding arcs, and then the
topological map [Figure 2(c)] is constructed and may
be written as M : fNodes, Arcsg, where
Nodes : fVi, i ¼ 1, 2, . . . ng
Arcs : f(Vi, Actioni, Vj), i, j ¼ 1, 2, . . . ng, Actioni is the
qualitative action that moves from node Vi to Vj.

The topological maps can be updated and expanded by the
information about the environment that the robot gains while
navigating. The map updating procedure works as follows:

1) check for the state with approximate equidistant obstacles
in more than two directions

2) choose adjacent states for further affirmation, then
mark it as a landmark state, and match it with all the
nodes Vi in the topological map M ; 1) if it matches,
denote it by li, li 2 V ; 2) if it does not match, denote
it by lnþ1, and put it into map M as a new node Vnþ1

with a new arc (Vi�1, Actioni�1, Vnþ1).
In the process of navigation, besides the methods based on the

grid model, the topological maps may also be updated and
expanded by the information of the typical environment features
that the robot identifies. Various approaches [2], [12] may be applied
to recognize different regions using different sensors. In our re-
search, the target identification methods based on a multi-ultrasonic
sensor system are adopted to help for further affirmation, where
typical environments (e.g., door, corner, and wall) are recognized
by sensor fusion. This kind of information can help the robot to
build the environment map and make localization. The next section
will introduce the details of the target identification methods.

Hierarchical Control Architecture
On the basis of the grid-topological model of the environment,
hybrid control architecture is proposed that mainly consists of
two control levels: reactive control on the grid-based map and
deliberate control on the topological map. The coordination
between the two levels is guaranteed by the reasoning and infor-
mation transmission between the grid and topological maps,
and the implementation of this hybrid control structure is based
on the HQL control algorithms, which will be introduced in
the next section. Supposing that the qualitative action Actioni

in the topological map corresponds to an action sequence

fai1, ai2 . . . aimg in the grid-based map, we have the following
two lemmas [11], which are used to guarantee the existence of a
deterministic path between the two connected nodes in a topo-
logical map and a counterpart path in the grid-based map.

Lemma 1: In the topological map, if two nodes Vi and Vj are con-
nected, there exist deterministic qualitative actions Actioni to move
robot from Vi to Vj.

Lemma 2: Each path in the topological map has a counterpart in
the grid-based map.

Figure 3 shows the overall navigation architecture that con-
sists of the reactive control system, deliberate control system,
and the actuator-sensor system. The reactive control system,
which is accomplished based on the grid map [Figure 2(a)], sup-
ports the functions of obstacle avoidance, subgoal implementa-
tion, and emergency handling. The deliberate control system,
which is based on the topological map [Figure 2(c)], plans to
achieve the global goal and to coordinate from the upper control
level. The whole learning and control architecture is imple-
mented using the HQL algorithm that integrates the multiple
control levels and holds a good performance.

HQL Method
Proper learning and control algorithm is the key to guarantee
the performance of robot navigation. In this section, the main
idea of HQL is presented based on the model of hybrid MDP.
For a more detailed analysis about HQL, see [13].

Topological

Vn

Grid-Based

S

G

Reactive Control System

Actuators and Sensors

Deliberate Control System

Figure 3. Hybrid navigation control architecture.

V8

V7
V1 V2 V4

V5

(a) (b) (c)

V6

V8
V9

V3

V2

V4V1 V6

V5

V7

V3

Figure 2. Construction of topological map: (a) grid-based map, (b) mask distinctive region
states in the Voronoi diagram, and (c) topological map.
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Q-learning is one of the most widely used RL algorithms in
many areas [14], [15], especially in robot motion control and nav-
igation. One-step Q-learning is the basic Q-learning algorithm,
in which the key formula to modify the Q values is as follows:

Q(st, at) (1� g)Q(st, at)þ g(rtþ1 þ c maxa0Q(stþ1, a
0), (2)

where Q(st, at) is the value function of state-action pair at the
moment t, g is the learning rate, c is a discount factor, and rtþ1

is the reward received when taking action at at state st.
The standard Q-learning learns on a very large flat state-action

space [14]. When the Q-learning algorithms are applied to auton-
omous mobile robots, there are too many limitations. For exam-
ple, the curse of dimensionality occurs because of the expansion of
state-action space, the environments have to be modeled as MDPs
and the tasks are mainly confined to the reactive ones. Obviously,
it is impractical and insufficient for real mobile robots because the
environments are too complex to be observed exactly. Many tasks
are not simple, and deliberate control is also necessary. To solve
these problems, some researchers in the area of machine learning
and robotics have tried different approaches, which can be classi-
fied into two categories: modular methods [16], [17] and hierarch-
ical RL methods [18].

The modular methods [16], [17] are the most straightforward
approach for the complex tasks that divide the problem into
modules according to different functions. That is, divide-and-
conquer policy is applied with subagents, and the subagents solve
the conflicting desires through negotiation. In hierarchical RL,
hierarchical mainly emphasizes the temporal abstraction. Barto
and Mahadevan [18] reviewed several related approaches to

temporal abstraction and hierarchical control that had been
developed in machine learning. According to their research,
there are mainly three approaches to the hierarchical RL: 1) the
options formalism [19], 2) the hierarchies of abstract machines
approach [20], and 3) MAXQ value function decomposition
framework [21]. All these approaches rely on the theory of semi-
Markov decision processes (SMDP) to provide a formal basis and
use a simple type of abstraction called macro. In fact, the hierarch-
ical approaches to RL generalize the macro idea to closed-loop
policies, which are sometimes called options, skills, behaviors, or
temporally extended actions. The hierarchical RL methods will
be good candidates to the proposed hybrid navigation architec-
ture. But, most of the existing methods emphasize the decom-
position of tasks and lack a mechanism to guarantee the
coordination of different parts and learning levels. Hence, in
this article, we propose to formulate the abstraction in a hier-
archical RL framework from the point of view of quantita-
tive-qualitative operation and present an integrated learning
algorithm for hybrid control to coordinate different control
levels and speed up the learning process.

The standard framework of RL is based on discrete-time,
finite MDP [15]. But, when it is expanded to a hierarchical one,
the upper-level learning should be modeled as SMDP. The
HQL is based on a hybrid MDP that combines the MDP and
SMDP for lower level and upper level, respectively. There are
some definitions and propositions for the framework of HQL.

Definition 1 (MDP): MDP consists of five factors fS, AðiÞ,
pijðaÞ, rði;aÞ, V , i, j 2 S, a 2 AðiÞg, where S is state space; AðiÞ is
action space for state i; pijðaÞ is probability for state transition from state
i to state j with the action a; r is reward function,
r:C! ½�1, þ1�, where C ¼ fði, aÞj i 2 S, a 2 AðiÞg; V is
criterion function or objective function.

In qualitative algebra, the quantitative-qualitative issues are
regarded as different angles of view on respective levels [22],
[23]. Hence, we can look upon the grid-based map and topo-
logical map as quantitative and qualitative representations,
respectively. The high-level (qualitative) representation may
be defined on the abstracting of the low-level (quantitative)
representation. As shown in Figure 4, SMDP may be con-
structed by the qualitative abstraction from MDP, where qsi is
defined as the qualitative abstraction of a group of local states
in a certain region and qai is the counterpart of qualitative
action corresponding to the sequential actions in this region.

Definition 2 (SMDP): SMDP is composed of six factors fS,
AðiÞ, pijðaÞ, Tð�ji;a;jÞ, rðu;i;a;j;tÞ, V , i, j 2 S, a 2 AðiÞg, where S is state
space; AðiÞ is action space for state i; pijðaÞ is probability for state transi-
tion from state i to state j with the action a; the time of transition from
state i to jis a nonnegative stochastic variable Tð�ji;a;jÞ; if the transition
time is t, the reward is rðu;i;a;j;tÞ in the time of ½0, u�(u � t).

The policy in an SMDP is defined as Qp ¼ fqpig:
QS 3 [i2S QAðiÞ ! ½0, 1�. Under the policy Qp, the qualita-

tive state value function (with the state transition time s) is
V qp
ðqsÞ ¼ Efrtþ1 þ crtþ2 þ c2rtþ3 þ � � � þ cs�1rtþs þ � � �g.

Q State
SMDP

Q Action

State

Time

MDP
Action

Qualitative Abstraction

qa1

qs1

s1

qs2

s2

qs3

s3
s4

qa3qa2

a1

a3 a4

sn

an

a2

Figure 4. Sketch of qualitative abstraction from MDP to SMDP.

Hybrid control architecture, which

combines reactive and deliberate

control, gains advantage from both

worlds, i.e., local and global

optimization.
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Proposition 1: Under the policy Qp, if u ¼ t, let

rðu;i;qa;j;tÞ ¼ rði;qaÞ ¼ rtþ1 þ crtþ2 þ c2rtþ3 þ � � � þ cs�1rtþs

P(qs0jqs, qa) ¼ csP(qs0, sjqs, qa)

the SMDP:

fQS, QAðiÞ, pijðqaÞ, Tð�ji;a;jÞ, rðu;i;qa;j;tÞ, V , i, j 2 QS, qa 2 QAðiÞg

is equivalent to the MDP:

fQS, QAðiÞ, pijðqaÞ, rði;qaÞ, V , i, j 2 QS, qa 2 QAðiÞg:

Proof (Sketch): Both the MDP and SMDP consist of 1) a
set of states, 2) a set of actions, 3) probabilities for state transi-
tions, and 4) a well-defined reward function for the state transi-
tion. The difference between them is that an SMDP uses a time
variable u to explore the state transition embedded within an
MDP. If the cumulated rewards of state transition are defined as

rðu;i;qa;j;tÞ ¼ rði;qaÞ ¼ rtþ1 þ crtþ2 þ c2rtþ3 þ � � � þ cs�1rtþs;

the probability is P(qs0jqs, qa) ¼ csP(qs0, sjqs, qa), and the five-
factors fQS, QAðiÞ, pijðqaÞ, rði;qaÞ, Vg is an MDP.

From Proposition 1, we know that the SMDP of the quali-
tative environment model remains the characteristics of
MDPs, and under certain conditions, the techniques such as
dynamic programming, and RL can also be adopted to solve
the related problems.

The qualitative state-action value function is

Qqp
ðqs;qaÞ ¼ Efrðqs;qaÞ þ csrðqs0;qa0Þ . . .g (3)

Q�ðqs;qaÞ ¼ ½rðqs;qaÞ þ
X
qs0

P(qs0jqs, qa) max
qa2QAs

Q�ðqs0;qa0Þ�: (4)

Let g be the learning rate; accordingly, the one-step updating
rule for the qualitative state-action value function is

Q(qs,qa) (1�g)Q(qs,qa)þg(rðqs;qaÞþcsmax
qa0

Q(qs0,qa0)): (5)

Learning in a high-level
abstract space can speed
up computing remarkably
because of the dramatic
reduction of state-action
space. But, the qualitative
abstracting of the origin
problem always loses some
information, and we can
get only a suboptimal pol-
icy and imprecise control
sequences by the learning
and planning in a qualita-
tive space. Hence, in the
hybrid navigation control,
it is necessary to optimize
the learning process by
taking utmost advantage

of local precise information. The combination of the qualita-
tive reasoning and quantitative computing [23] is a good
candidate, which is also the motivation of the HQL based on
hybrid MDP. n

Definition 3 (Hybrid MDP) SMDP:
fQS, QAði0 0Þ, pi0 0j0 0ðqaÞ, Tð�ji0 0;a;j0 0Þ, rðu;i0 0;qa;j0 0;tÞ, V , i00, j00 2 QS,

qa 2 QAði0 0Þg is the qualitative abstraction of MDP:
fS, Aði0Þ, pi0 j0ðaÞ, rði0;aÞ, V , i0, j0 2 S, a 2 Aði0Þg, let
1) HS ¼ QS [ S, landmark state l 2 HS;QS; S
2) HA ¼ QA [ A

3) P ¼ fpijg, where pij ¼
pi0j0ðaÞ if i ¼ i0; j ¼ j0

pi00 j00ðqaÞ if i ¼ i00; j ¼ j00

0 otherwise

8<
:

4) R ¼ rðu;i00;qa;j00;tÞ if i00 2 QS
rði0;aÞ if i0 2 S

�

5) Hp ¼ p [Qp, p ¼ fpig, Qp ¼ fqpjg, where pi is for
quantitative state si 2 S, and qpj is for qualitative state
qsj 2 QS.

The five-factors fHS, HA, P, R, Vg is defined as a hybrid
MDP on the state universe of HS.

Definition 3 shows a hybrid formulation of the complex
problems with abstraction, where a landmark state is the key to
connect the different representation levels. In the HQL algo-
rithm, the Q values of landmarks Q(l, a) are updated using the
qualitative Q values with a decreasing learning step amn

for the
nth updating, a 2 ½0, 1) and m > 1. According to the earlier
discussion, the HQL algorithm based on the hybrid MDP
fHS, HA, P, R, Vg is described as Algorithm 1, and the dia-
gram of this algorithm is shown in Figure 5.

Bertsekas and Tsitsiklis [24] have proved the convergence
of Q-learning. As for HQL algorithm, it is based on hybrid
MDP fHS, HA, P, R, Vg and has no essential difference from
the view of convergence according to Proposition 1. If the
agent uses a discount factor c, such that 0 � c < 1, and

lim
T!1

XT

k¼1

gk ¼ 1; lim
T!1

XT

k¼1

g2
k <1 (6)

Algorithm 1 HQL Algorithm

1) Initialize Q(hs, ha) arbitrarily
2) Repeat (for each episode):

a) Initialize hs
b) Repeat (for each step of episode):

I) Choose ha from hs using policy derived from Q (e.g., e-greedy)
II) Take action ha, observe R, hs0

i) Qk(hs, ha) Qk�1(hs, ha)þ gk½R þ c maxa0 Qk�1(hs0, ha0)�Qk�1(hs, ha)�
ii) If hs 2 Qs, update the Q value for corresponding landmark state l and

action a Q(l, a) ¼ (1� a)Q(l, a)þ aQ(hs, ha), a 2 A, a 2 ½0, 1) a ¼ am,
m > 1 is a scalar constant

iii) hs hs0

Until S is terminal
Until the learning process ends
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for all hs and ha, Qkðhs; haÞ will converge to the optimal state-
action value function Q� as k!1, with probability 1. For a
detailed proof, refer to [13].

Target Identification and Behavior Design
The sketch of the overall hybrid controller using HQL is shown
in Figure 6. Besides the integral hybrid control architecture and
algorithms, the method for environment recognition and behav-
iors for multiple control levels have to be designed to accomplish
the navigation task. In this section, first, the robot model and its
sensor system are described. Second, a target identification meth-
od is proposed for the environment recognition based on a multi-
ultrasonic sensor system, which is the key technique for the
upper-level planning and reasoning. Finally, the qualitative and
quantitative behaviors are realized for the deliberate and reactive
controls, respectively, based on the grid-topological map.

Robot Model and Sensor Arrangements
The robot model is based on a mobile platform called ATU
[Figure 7(a)], which we have made for the experimental
research of navigation using multi-ultrasonic sensors. It is a
two-wheel driven robot with 18 sonar sensors, and some of its
specifications are as follows:

u Dimensions: Base d ¼ 50 cm, height ¼ 1 m, weight ¼
15 kg

u Can-bus modules: SJA1000 at PeliCAN mode,
PCA82C200

u Motor control modules: two dc motors (maxon
RE36) with two shaft encoders

u Multisonar sensor modules: 18 sonar sensors (EFR-
40RSC)
u Resonance frequency: 40 kHz
u Sensitivity range: 0.2–5 m
u Diversity angle: �15–15�

u Microcontrollers: 80c196kc accompanied with ROMs
and RAMs.

There are also some other sensors such as the charge
coupled device camera, infrared light sensors and photosensi-
tive sensors, which could be equipped to the robot conven-
iently when necessary because of the open architecture of
ATU based on CAN-bus.

The robot model in a world reference frame is shown in
Figure 7(b). di is the distance between the robot and obstacles,
which can be obtained from the sonar data. dg is the distance to
the goal, and /g is the angle between the direction of the goal
and the orientation of the robot.

The arrangement of the multi-ultrasonic sensor system is
two layered [Figure 8(a)], and its planform is shown in Figure
8(b), where the 18 sonar sensors can be grouped into six, which
can provide two kinds of distance information for the environ-
ment perception and behavior control, i.e., the distance infor-
mation of 18 directions fd1, d2, . . . , d18g and the compact
distance information of six directions fD1, D2, . . . , D6g.

Target Identification Based on Multiultrasonic
Sensor System
Besides the environment perception, the multi-ultrasonic sen-
sor system can be used for the target identification in an indoor
environment. In this article, different environment features are
classified, and a multi-ultrasonic sensor system is used to
provide relative time-of-flight (TOF) information [4].
According to the TOF information, different decisions are
made through Dempster-Shafer [25] evidential reasoning and
further active detection. After preprocessing of the sonar data,
we have the TOF information about the obstacles around the
robot: fd1, d2, . . . , d18g. According to the arrangement as
shown in Figure 8(a), three adjacent sonar sensors on the same
ring (the upper ring or the lower ring) can be selected dynami-

cally, i.e., Sl, Sc , Sr (left,
center, right), whose TOF
information is (dl, dr , dc) as
shown in Figure 8(c).
According to the features of
the indoor environment,
we define four simple pro-
totype environments:

u plane: walls and large
planes

u corner: corners in a
room

u door: doors or nar-
row corridors

u cylinder: cylinders or
small obstacles.

Therefore, we can get the
characteristic curves of the
TOF information (dl, dr , dc)
for the selected sonar sen-
sors (Figure 9). There are a
cluster of characteristic curves
for any of the four defined

Environment

Reward: R hs = st

ha = at

hs = qst Then Update the Q Value of Landmark State
Q (l,a) = (1–α )Q(l,a) + αQ (hs, ha)

Qk (hs,ha) ← Qk–1(hs,ha) + ηk [R + γ max Qk–1(hs´,há  ) – Qk–1(hs,ha)]

ha = qat

State: St

State: St

HQL Algorithm

Action: at + 1

Q a1 a2 at qa1 qa2

Delay

qat

at

ε – greedy

s1
s2

st

qs1
qs2

qst

amax = argmax Q(s, a)

á  

a

Figure 5. Diagram of HQL algorithm.
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prototype environments because of the
different view points of the robot. Hence,
the TOF characteristic curves are deter-
mined by the relations of the distance val-
ues (dl, dr , dc) instead of the absolute
values of them. The values of (dl, dr , dc)
correspond to the points that are at the
same curve in Figure 9 for each measure-
ment. In the proposed approach, the
parameters of the TOF characteristic
curves are set according to the configura-
tion of the mobile robot platform ATU,
and related target identification method is
designed and implemented. The main
idea of this method is that the probability of the target type is
given by the characteristic curves using fuzz logic, and then,
sensor fusion is accomplished using Dempster-Shafer theory.

For all the prototypes (plane, corner, door, and cylinder),
the basic probabilities are m(p), m(cn), m(d), and m(cl). These
probabilities are defined using the membership function of
Bell fuzzy sets [26] shown in Figure 10:

m(p) ¼ exp½�((Dl � 0:1)=0:1)2� (7)

m(cn) ¼ exp½�((Dl þ 0:1)=0:1)2� (8)

m(d) ¼
exp½�((Dl þ 1)2)0:1� when Dl > �1

exp½�((Dl þ 1)2)5� when Dl � �1

(
(9)

m(cl) ¼
exp½�((Dl � 1)2)0:1� when Dl < 1

exp½�((Dl � 1)2)5� when Dl � 1,

(
(10)

where Dl ¼ (dl þ dr )=2� dc, dl, dc , and dr are the distance data
of the dynamically selected sonar sensors Sl, Sc , and Sr , respec-
tively. The parameters for these Bell fuzzy sets are defined
empirically based on the performance of sonar sensor EFR-
40RSC and the TOF curves (Figure 9). According to equa-
tions (7)–(10), let d > 0 be a pointed distance value and Max
be the maximum range of the sonar sensors, we know that

type ¼

Plane Dl 2 (0, d)

Corner Dl 2 (� d, 0)

Door Dl 2 (�Max, � d)

Cylinder Dl 2 (d, Max):

8>>><
>>>:

The probability of unknown objects is defined as m(u):

m(u) ¼ max (0, 1� m(p)� m(cn)� m(d)� m(cl)): (11)

The Dempster-Shafer theory is applied to the fusion of the
TOF information for the same target. Then, we have

m(p) ¼ k½mi(p)mj(p)þ mi(p)mj(u)þ mi(u)mj(p)�
m(cn) ¼ k½mi(cn)mj(cn)þ mi(cn)mj(u)þ mi(u)mj(cn)�
m(d) ¼ k½mi(d)mj(d)þ mi(d)mj(u)þ mi(u)mj(d)�
m(cl) ¼ k½mi(cl)mj(cl)þ mi(cl)mj(u)þ mi(u)mj(cl)�, ð12Þ

where

k�1 ¼mi(p)mj(p)þ mi(cn)mj(cn)þ mi(d)mj(d)þ mi(cl)mj(cl)

þ mi(u)mj(p)þ mi(u)mj(cn)þ mi(u)mj(d)þ mi(u)mj(cl)

þ mi(p)mj(u)þ mi(cn)mj(u)þ mi(d)mj(u)þ mi(cl)mj(u)

þ mi(u)mj(u):
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Action

Grid-Topological
Map Building

Σ: Hybrid Control System
Environment
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Behaviors Hybrid

Coordinator
Quantitative
Behaviors

Hybrid Control Using HQL
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etc.
Robot Motors

Reactive Control
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Information
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Figure 6. Hybrid controller based on HQL.
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Figure 8. The multi-ultrasonic sensor system: (a) arrangement, (b) planform, and (c) the
TOF information of the three neighbor sonar sensors selected for target identification.
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After the sensor fusion on all the data collected, the decision of
the target is given as

type ¼ arg max (m(type)), (13)

where type 2 fp, cn, d, clg is the prototype of the environment.
Equation (13) means to select the type whose probability
m(type) is maximum as the output. This target identification
method takes the most advantage of the acquired limited sen-
sor data and provides an effective approach of environment
recognition to help for the searching of landmarks or subgoals.

Qualitative Behaviors over Topological Map
According to Lemma 1, for the connected nodes Vi and Vj in the
topological map, there exists deterministic qualitative action

Actioni or action sequence
fActionig to move the robot
from Vi to Vj. So, we define
qualitative state set QS as
the set of topological nodes
{Vi, i ¼ 1, 2 . . . n}, qualita-
tive action set QA as the set
of arcs in the topological
map, and the elements of QA
as the abstract actions such
as ‘‘go-along-the-corridor,’’
‘‘cross-the-door,’’ etc.

Quantitative Behaviors
over Grid-Based Map
According to Lemma 2, the
subdivisions of global naviga-
tion in a local environment are
mainly implemented by the
reactive behaviors. In a grid
world, the state set S is the set
of all the grid cells and the
action set A is {forward one
step, backward one step, turn
left 45�, and turn right 45�},
which indicates that the move-
ment of the robot is composed

of translating and turning. To make it easier for engineering
implementation, we make a transition from grid cell state to range
information state according to the distance data and design three
kinds of behaviors: obstacle avoidance dynamically, turning to
subgoal, and action coordination.

Obstacle Avoidance

The distance information for obstacle avoidance is gained by
detecting the environment with sonar sensors d1, d2, . . . , d18,
which is usually represented as D1, D2, . . . , D6 when grouped
into six. A threshold value d ¼ 0:15 m is set as the safe dis-
tance. The maximum sensing range of the sonar sensor is
L ¼ 5 m. Then the obstacle-avoidance behavior is trained
using Q-learning within the range d 	 L, and the continuous
states are partitioned by fuzzification. When the distance
between the robot and the obstacle is less than d, this behavior
is regarded as a failure and receives a penalty.

Turning to Subgoal

As for the behavior of turning to subgoal, the state is transformed to
(dg, hg), where dg is the distance between the robot and the subgoal
and hg 2 (� p, p) is the angle between the orientation of the robot
and the direction of the subgoal. The fuzzy logic is adopted to dis-
cretize the state (dg, hg). The action set is the same as that of obsta-
cle-avoidance behavior, and the immediate reward is defined as

reward ¼ �a 3 dg � b 3 hg, (14)

where a and b are parameters to be set. Equation (14) indicates
that the nearer the robot is going toward the subgoal, the big-
ger is the reward.
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Action Coordination

The behavior of action coordination makes decisions between
the outputs of the behaviors of obstacle avoidance and turning
to subgoal, which works with the aim of getting to the subgoal
safely and quickly. Because the subgoals are the source of
attracting the robot and the obstacles are the source of repuls-
ing the robot, we have the following definitions to measure
the repulsing effect and the attracting effect.

The repulsing effect of the obstacles is

Erep ¼ k�1 max
i

(v=di); (15)

the attracting effect of the subgoal is

Eatt ¼ k�2v
�( cos /g þ 1)=dg; (16)

the composition effect of the repulsing and attracting effects is

E ¼ Eatt � Erep, (17)

where k1; k2 are coefficients, v is the velocity of the robot, and
di is the sonar data from every directions. Suppose we execute
the output of obstacle avoidance and turning to subgoal, and
the variety of composition effects are dEa and dEg, respectively.
We will make the decision

p(t) ¼ w�a f (DEa)� w�g f (DEg)
> 0 obstacle avoidance
< 0 turning to subgoal,

�

(18)

where wg;wg > 0 are weights, and f (x) can be defined as a pos-
itive monotone function (e.g., fðxÞ ¼ ex).

Experiments and Results
To demonstrate the feasibility and effectiveness of the proposed
approach, a variety of experiments are carried out by computer
simulation and real mobile robot ATU, respectively.

Computer Simulation
A simulation environment is built up with the setting of
600 3 400 (grid representation). The topological information
can be acquired using the algorithm introduced earlier in this
article. The parameter setting for the learning algorithms is as

follows: exploration policy e� greedy, e ¼ 0:1, discounted
factor c ¼ 0:9, learning rate g ¼ 0:01, all the Q values are ini-
tialized as 0. Other configurations such as the membership
function for environment recognition, and action coordina-
tion method, are carried out as discussed earlier.

Figure 11 shows the experimental results of navigation in a
local environment with a U-shaped local minimum. Figure
11(b) presents the actual path to the goal after learning, which
shows good performance to avoid being trapped in the
U-shaped local minimum.

Figure 12 shows the experimental results of navigation in a
large area that is a typical indoor environment. Figure 12(a) is
the navigating result in a neat indoor environment, and the
goal is set in a different room that is far from the initial state of
the robot. Figure 12(b) is the same environment but with
many obstacles. The results indicate that the robot navigates to
the global goal without being trapped in a local minimum
through learning. Hybrid control using HQL makes the
mobile robot competent to navigate in a large unknown
dynamic environment. The HQL algorithm also speeds up the

U-Shape Local-Minimum

(a) (b)

Goal Obstacle Robot

Figure 11. Navigating in a local environment: (a) local
environment with U-shape and (b) robot performance.
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Robot Door 1
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Figure 12. Navigating in a large-scale environment: (a) near
indoor environment and (b) clutter indoor environment with
obstacles.
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learning process because of its intrinsic structure that takes the
most advantage of different levels.

Figure 12 shows that the planning in the high level leads to
the nonoptimal local control, and all the results are suboptimal
instead of optimal paths. However, the proper high-level plan-
ning is necessary to fulfill complex tasks especially in large-scale
environments. Our aim is to design good learning algorithms
and controllers to approximate the global optimal result.

Real Experiments
The proposed methods are further tested on the real mobile
robot ATU, whose hardware configuration has been presented

earlier. The navigation environment is our laboratory, which
consists of an experimental room and an office as shown in
Figures 13 and 14, respectively.

Figure 13 shows the navigating results to find a candle in a
local environment with obstacles. The sensors used to detect
the candle are temperature-sensitive sensors whose detecting
range is rather small (within 0.5 m). So, the robot has been set
the rough direction of the candle. From the results, we can see
that, after learning, the robot moves round the obstacle (a big
paper box) and finds the candle successfully.

Figure 14 shows a more complex experiment, in which the
mobile robot learns to reach the goal through a corridor with
some obstacles and the goal is set in a different room far from
the initial state of the robot. After a period of time of explora-
tion and learning, the robot acquires the ability to navigate in
this environment and moves to the goal through the corridor
without bouncing into the obstacles.

Conclusions
This article proposes a hybrid control approach using HQL.
Hybrid control has shown to be a more robust and flexible solu-
tion to provide a suitable degree of reactivity and deliberation in
a mobile robot. The HQL algorithm presents an integrated con-
trol scheme to combine the reactive and deliberate navigation,
where different control levels are coordinated to gain effective-
ness and efficiency. In this article, a grid-topological map-
building method is introduced with online updating techniques,
which provides a proper representation of the environment. The
geometrical (quantitative) and topological (qualitative) naviga-
tions have been proved to be two of the effective approaches for
robot navigation [12], [27]–[30], although both of them have
advantages and disadvantages. So, the more practical solution is
an integration of geometrical and topological navigation, which
is the strategy that we take in this article. Finally, the simulation
and real experiments based on an autonomous mobile robot
ATU demonstrate the effectiveness of the proposed hybrid con-
trol architecture using HQL.
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Sensor-Based Robot
Motion Planning

A Tabu Search Approach

P
lanning robot motions in unknown environments has
been an attractive research theme for many roboticists
during the past two decades. The class of motion plan-
ners dealing with this kind of problem is
known as online, sensor-based, local, a pos-

teriori, real-time, or reactive motion planners.
Among the first works on online motion

planning is Lumelsky’s Bug algorithm
presented for a point robot to move
from a source point to a destination
point, using touch sensing in a planar
terrain populated with arbitrarily
shaped obstacles [1]. Cox and Yap
developed algorithms to navigate
a rod to a destination position in
planar polygonal terrains [2]. A
survey on early online path plan-
ning works is provided in [3].
Another noteworthy approach
for real-time planning is Khatib’s
potential fields (PFs) method, in
which a point robot is directed
by the forces in a field of poten-
tials exerted by repulsive obstacles
and the attractive goal [4].

Aiming to take advantage of
the properties of roadmaps con-
structed usually in the offline mode,
some researchers have tried to utilize
the distance transform approach to build
them incrementally. In [5], an algorithm is
proposed for the navigation of a circular
robot in unknown terrains by iteratively visit-
ing the vertices of the Voronoi diagram. Choset
developed an incremental method to construct the hierarchical
generalized Voronoi graph (HGVG) [6], which exploits some
bridge edges (called GVG2) to maintain the connectivity of the
GVG in high dimensions. Also, another method is proposed in

[7] for online motion planning through incremental construc-
tion of medial axis.

Other works such as [8] have tried to guide the motions of
the robot along the edges of the visibility graph of a
workspace of convex polygons in online mode. In

[9], an algorithm is presented in which the
visibility graph of the workspace is incre-

mentally constructed by integrating the
information of the paths traversed so

far, and then, a globally optimal path
is planned after the graph comple-
tion, as in offline mode.

In addition to the classic motion-
planning approaches, other optimi-
zation methods generally known
as heuristics have been increas-
ingly employed for planning and
optimizing robot motions. Heu-
ristic algorithms do not guarantee
to find a solution, but if they do,
they are likely to do so much
faster than the competing com-
plete methods.

Some well-known metaheur-
istics such as genetic algorithms

(GAs) and simulated annealing
(SA) have found applications in

robot motion planning. In [10], the
path planning problem is expressed as

an optimization problem and solved with
a GA. It is done by building a path planner

for a planar arm with 2 degrees of freedom, and
then for a holonomic mobile robot. In [11], the

path planning for vehicles is formulated as an optimiza-
tion problem; the goal is to choose a path connecting initial and
final points that crosses the least number of obstacles (with the
eventual goal of zero crossings) in configuration space. A GA is
devised in which the population is a set of paths. The SA
approach is widely used in combination with the artificial
potential field approach to escape from local minima, as in [12].Digital Object Identifier 10.1109/MRA.2008.921543
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The Tabu Search
The tabu search (TS) method is another well-known metaheuris-
tic technique first introduced by Fred Glover in 1989 [13]. TS is a
powerful algorithmic approach that has been applied with great
success to a large variety of difficult combinatorial optimization
problem areas, such as assignment, scheduling, routing, TSP, etc.

TS has three phases: preliminary search, intensification, and
diversification. During the first of these three steps, TS is similar
to some other optimization methods in that whatever point x
in the input space the robot is currently at, it evaluates the crite-
rion function f ðxÞ at all the neighbors N of x and finds the new
point x0 that is best in N . Repeating this idea creates the possi-
bility of endlessly cycling back and forth between x and x0 (a local
minimum). To avoid this, TS differs from many other methods
in that the robot moves to x0 even if it is worse than x.

TS keeps track of performed moves and labels the recent
moves as tabu moves, meaning that the search shall not revisit
these points. The set of tabu moves is called tabu list (which is
actually a push-down stack of s elements managed in a first-in/
first-out manner), and its size is called tabu size. So that, for
instance, once the move x! x0 has been made, the reverse
move x0 ! x is forbidden for at least the next s moves. Of
course, when a tabu move has a cost lower than an aspiration
level, it can be selected regardless of its tabuness. In addition to
this tabu list, which is a recency-based short-term memory, we
might introduce a frequency-based memory that operates on a
much longer horizon (e.g., the last 50 iterations) and penalize
the most frequently visited moves.

In the second (intensification) part of the search, it 1) starts
with the best solution found so far (which is always stored
throughout the entire algorithm), 2) clears the tabu list, and 3)
proceeds as in the preliminary search for a specified number of
moves. Finally, in the diversification phase, the tabu list is
cleared again, and the s most frequent moves of the run so far
are set to be tabu. Then, it chooses a random x to move to and
proceeds as in the preliminary search phase for a specified
number of iterations. The intensification phase focuses on the
promising regions discovered during preliminary search,
whereas the diversification phase forces exploration of com-
pletely new regions [14].

In this article, we introduce a TS-based robot motion-
planning algorithm, which is in fact the first of its kind, as we
did not find any prior instance in the literature. One reason
might be that a straightforward way for defining tabu and non-
tabu moves is via discretizing the C-space, for which some
approaches like PFs have been introduced long ago. Neverthe-
less, because of our different approach in defining neighbor-
hoods, employing TS has been possible and effective.

The Motion Planner’s Components
The new online motion planner presented in this article incor-
porates the robot’s sensory data into the intelligence induced
from the TS technique.

Before dealing with the major components of the motion
planner, we define a move: a move is a motion from the cur-
rent point x to another point inside the free C-space (Cfree)
with a step size equal to the radius of the current point’s locally

maximal disc (LMD)—which is the largest disc centered
around x and completely contained in Cfree—and a direction
along one of its radial sensors (Figure 1).

The outline of the algorithm is as follows. Beginning from
the start point, the robot performs a visibility scan to find visi-
ble obstacle vertices and decides to move toward an obstacle
vertex it finds most promising according to a cost criterion.
Upon making the move, backward directions are labeled as
tabu and excluded from the set of next promising directions.
The visibility scan and its ensuing operations are repeated for
the new location, and the robot continues to navigate the envi-
ronment until it sees the goal point. If at any stage the robot is
trapped in a local minimum, it takes a random and relatively
large step toward unexplored areas of the search space and con-
tinues its search in that area. The algorithm’s main components
are described later.

Perception Component
The perception component is responsible for acquiring infor-
mation from the environment and processing those data to
determine the appropriate moves for the robot at each itera-
tion. This is done by 1) performing a visibility scan and
2) detecting the visible obstacle vertices.

Upon arriving at a new point in the workspace, the robot first
determines its distance to the surrounding obstacles by means of
its radial range-finder sensor readings, which yields a list of candi-
date moves. Suppose that a circular mobile robot with radius
Rrob and S range-sensors situated equidistantly on its perimeter
is centered at point c. Each sensor projects a ray ri (i ¼ 1, . . . , S,
counterclockwise) to find out its distance qi from the nearest
visible obstacle point xi along the i-th direction (Figure 1).

Taking the metric D(xi, xc) for the Euclidean distance of
points xi and xc , we have qi ¼ D(xc , xiÞ � Rrob, where xc is
the coordinate of the robot center’s current position in the
workspace. A representation of qi ’s versus ray angles is depicted
in Figure 2(a).
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Figure 1. The visibility scan of the environment from the
robot’s location at point c.
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In order for the robot to avoid getting trapped in obstacles’
concave regions and bypass any blocking obstacle, it should
move toward the tangent rays of the obstacle’s boundaries. A
ray ri is tangent to an obstacle if in a neighborhood U of xi the
interior of the obstacle lies entirely on a single side of the line ri.
Otherwise, the robot’s motion toward the middle of the obsta-
cle will lead to collision. This strategy stipulates the robot to
distinguish the obstacle’s outermost vertices, or in a broader
sense (if the obstacles are not polygons), the regions adjacent to
tangent rays, as viewed from the robot’s vantage point.

For determining the tangent rays, a difference function is
applied for successive adjacent rays to calculate the ray differ-
ence variables, as

q̂i ¼ qiþ1 � qi: (1)

Figure 2(b) shows the difference variables of the Figure 2(a).
The sharp peaks (both positive and negative) imply abrupt and
large differences in successive ray magnitudes, and so indicate
the points where sweeping rays leave or meet a convex con-
tour on the obstacle boundary. These peaks are detected by
applying a notch filter to the plot. If no peaks are found, then
the algorithm shifts to the diversification mode in which a ran-
dom step is taken by the robot.

Cost Evaluation Component
After determining visible obstacles’ extreme vertices, the cost
evaluation component associates a value to each tangent ray as
a measure for the cost of reaching the goal via the direction of
that ray. The criterion by which the cost is specified is a com-
pound function. It incorporates two basic functions related to
each ray: 1) distance function and 2) neighborhood function.

The distance function fD(ri) aims to estimate the length of
the path connecting the robot center’s current configuration
to the goal configuration and is defined by

fD(ri) ¼ k1 �D(xc , xi)þ k2 �D(xi, xg): (2)

The first part of (2) is deterministic and is calculated in the
perception component. The second term is a heuristic esti-
mation for the length of the free path connecting the ri’s
endpoint xi and the goal point xg. The weighted linear com-
bination of these two terms (with k1 and k2 as weights) pro-
vides a heuristic criterion widely used in the A* search
technique. The thick dotted lines in Figure 1 show the dis-
tances involved in building the cost function: the lines origi-
nated from the robot’s configuration show the tangent rays,
i.e., the perceived obstacle vertices, and the lines to the point
g present rough estimations for the distance of the vertices to
the goal point, as in the A* search.

The neighborhood function fN (ri) measures the degree of
change in the magnitudes of neighboring rays occurring at ri
and is expressed as

fN (ri) ¼ a �maxfq̂i, q̂i�1g, (3)

where a is a tuning parameter. A large value of fN (ri) implies
that the obstacle (vertex) adjacent to ri has a relatively large free
space behind it and will possibly lead the robot to a key posi-
tion in the configuration space, hence offering a better maneu-
verability for it. Small amounts of fN (ri) indicate cramped
areas, narrow passages, or obstacle borders, which generally
have lesser priority for navigation.

The overall cost evaluation criterion C(ri) is minimizing
a blend of the distance and neighborhood functions accord-
ing to

C(ri) ¼ Pi � fD(ri)
b � fN (ri)

�c, (4)

in which b and c are scalars and Pi is defined as

Pi ¼
e if ri has the direction of the last move

v if ri points to a visited vertex

t if ri is a tabu direction.

8<
:

(5)

Through its reducing effect, the parameter e < 1 encourages
the robot to continue its navigation along a direction selected
in the past few iterations and to be not diverted frequently by
every new vertex that appears in its scope. The parameter v
increases the cost of a ray pointing to a previously visited ver-
tex, whereas the parameter t imposes a penalty for directions
that are designated as tabu ones. The suggested values for these
parameters are shown in Table 3.
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Figure 2. (a) The magnitudes of rays emitted from the robot’s
position in Figure 1, which was acquired by range sensors.
(b) By applying a difference function, obstacle vertices are
identified by sharp peaks. Insignificant peaks are omitted by
using a notch filter (dashed horizontal lines at 60.9).
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After evaluating all rays, the motion planner is able to select
the most promising goal-oriented direction to move along,
which corresponds to the ray associated with the lowest cost.

Note that since the neighborhood function fN (ri) has a
negative exponent in (4), its large values (corresponding to
tangent rays) reduce the overall cost dramatically. It follows
that the probability of selecting obstacle vertices as next prom-
ising destinations is much higher than that of the ordinary rays
(which point to obstacle borders), and, therefore, the robot is
naturally being attracted to vertices. On the other hand, the
distance function fD(ri) in (4) increases the probability of select-
ing near-to-goal destinations through its positive exponent. In
other words, the designed cost evaluation function leads to
locally optimal (i.e., shortest) navigations, just as the visibility
graph does in offline mode, and, thus, the robot’s performance
improves significantly.

Aspiration and Desperation Levels
The aspiration level is a level set to accept a very good move, even
if it is tabu. This is an established concept in TS, proposed by
Glover. Now, we make the TS metaheuristic more flexible and
powerful by introducing a new concept called desperation level.

The desperation level is a level (of cost) beyond which a non-
tabu move having higher cost values (for minimization problems)
or lower cost values (for maximization problems) is rejected and
included in the tabu list. It is somehow a counterpart and comple-
mentary concept for the aspiration level. The relation of these
levels with regard to the tabu or nontabu moves is depicted in
Figure 3. The gray sections of the diagram (i.e., II and IV) repre-
sent unacceptable moves, since they are either tabu—with costs
not better than the aspiration level—or nontabu, but with costs
higher than the desperation level.

In our planning context, it frequently happens that there
are no nearby nontabu obstacle vertices. Instead, there are
some remote vertices with high costs beyond the desperation
level. Excluding such vertices from the moves list will make
the list empty and limit the search space, which in turn will
activate the diversification component and will cause the robot
to take a random step toward unexplored areas of the space.

The Short-Term Tabu List
The notion of a tabu list is critical and fundamental to this
approach. The attribute by which we set up tabu lists is the
direction of the rays emanated from the robot.

In each iteration, tabu moves are identified based on the
robot’s direction. A tabu envelope (TE) variable is specified to
set the range of tabu directions. It is laid out symmetrically
around the reverse of the robot’s direction, covering all rays
within a 6TE/2 deviation. For instance, in Figure 4, the
robot’s initial direction is 50�. By setting TE ¼ 90�, all the
directions included in the area (pþ 50�) 6 45� (i.e., 185–275�)
are characterized as tabu moves (the gray sector).

For setting up the short-term tabu list, if its size (STLS) is
set to k, then the tabu directions of the last k iterations are
appended to form the total set of tabu moves. We found k ¼ 2
to be the best size, although k ¼ 1 is also possible, but it leads
to more fluctuations in the robot’s motion.

The Long-Term Tabu List
Aside from the short-term tabu list discussed earlier, we set a
long-term tabu list by keeping a record of the already visited
(i.e., almost touched) vertices. If the robot happens to head for
a visited vertex, then since it has been at that location during
earlier iterations, it should avoid the point and concentrate on
other vertices in view. This is done by a simple checking of the
long-term tabu list, with a size of LTLS. The long-term tabu
list may also contain a set of nonvertex points that are proven
to be ineffective and misleading in directing the robot toward
the goal.

Diversification Component
This component is evoked when there are no admissible non-
tabu directions. This situation occurs when 1) all the vertices in
scope have been previously visited and marked as tabu (i.e., are
in tabu list), 2) all nontabu moves have a cost value higher than
the desperation level, or 3) the robot is entrapped in a dead end.

The robot will then take a large step with a random direc-
tion selected from among rays with big magnitudes (compare
with the concept of the diversification phase discussed earlier).
The short-term tabu list is cleared after this step, but the long-
term tabu list is retained. This action will most likely guide the

Figure 4. A short list of tabu moves is constructed by
appending the tabu envelopes of the last two iterations.
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Desperation
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Tabu Nontabu
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Figure 3. The aspiration and desperation levels for a
minimization problem. Region IV represents moves considered
unacceptable, although nontabu.
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robot toward new and unexplored areas of the searching space.
Consequently, all the elements of the short-term tabu list, as
well as some older elements of the long-term tabu list, will be
eliminated.

In fact, the diversification component provides the plan-
ner’s probabilistic-completeness property. That is, given suffi-
cient time, the algorithm will eventually reach the goal if there
is a valid path. The random steps guarantee that the robot will
explore all areas of the workspace.

Safety Component
When the robot approaches an obstacle border closer than a
preset safety radius Rs, it should take a reflective step away from
the obstacle to maintain its safety. This is similar to the behav-
ior of a light beam when reflected from a surface. The reflec-
tive step in Figure 5(a) directs the robot toward a safer location
via a relatively large and outward movement. It also effectively
helps the robot to turn around obstacle vertices and sharp cor-
ners [Figure 5(b)].

The length of the reflective step is set to a few times the
radius of the LMD, and its direction is determined by a sum-
mation of the robot’s direction vector and the obstacle border’s
normal vector.

Goal Connection Component
If the goal point lies within the sights of the robot, then
through a goal connecting operation, the robot’s location is
connected to the goal point via a straight line. The robot then
has to follow that line and terminate its search.

Algorithm Steps
By integrating the aforementioned components in a single
architecture, the TS-based online motion planner follows
these steps to produce a goal-driven trajectory:
Step 1: The goal connection component checks whether

the goal is visible: if it is visible, the current point is
connected directly to the goal, and the algorithm is
terminated. Otherwise, go to Step 2.

Step 2: The robot activates the perception component,
including the visibility scan and the discovery of
surrounding obstacles’ vertices.

Step 3: The cost evaluation component evaluates the cost
of all directions based on a criterion.

Step 4: Update the short-term tabu list (based on the tabu
envelopes of the last two moves) as well as the
long-term tabu list (based on visited obstacle verti-
ces or misleading configurations).

Step 5: If an obstacle border is closer than the safety radius,
the robot takes a reflective step away from the obstacle
border and goes to Step 1. Otherwise, go to Step 6.

Step 6: Construct a list of nontabu directions by excluding
tabu moves from the set of all moves and consider-
ing the aspiration and desperation levels. If the non-
tabu list is not empty, select a direction with the
lowest cost among the nontabu moves. Otherwise,
activate the diversification component and take a
large step along a random direction. Go to Step 1.

Experimentation
The algorithm was run for several problems ranging from sim-
ple convex to highly concave polygons and mazes and suc-
ceeded in performing effectively. Some of the simulations are
shown in Figure 6(a)–(h). The running times were within a
few seconds using a 2.16 GHz Intel Duo processor.

The robot navigates faster in sparse and uncluttered areas
and more cautiously in cluttered and near-to-obstacle regions.
The sharp angles in the trajectories are due to the reflective
steps. The effect of the diversification component can be seen
in Figure 6(h), where the upper-left large step is the random
move made after backtracking, hoping for exploring new areas.

To test the efficiency of the proposed method and compare
it with other approaches, we designed and solved a number of
test problems. The results are shown in Table 1. Compared
with global optimum solutions, the paths produced by the TS-
based planner had 9.25% average error. Large errors generally
occurred in maze-like problems. Because of the vertex attrac-
tion fact imposed by the adopted cost function, the planner has
a tendency to follow short paths inherited from the visibility
graph roadmap (which produces the shortest path in offline
mode). Therefore, as an online method, the path quality is
quite satisfactory, especially when compared with other offline
methods like A* grid search, PF, or Voronoi diagrams methods

(Table 1 and Figure 7). Be-
cause grid-based methods
(like PF and A*) examine the
neighboring cells of grid points,
the resulting path is rough
and can only have vertical,
horizontal, and diagonal lo-
cal directions.

Since online methods ac-
quire their knowledge of en-
vironment by sensors and plan
their path locally, it would be
incorrect to compare the pro-
cessing times of offline and
online methods. However,
compared with the average
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Figure 5. (a) The reflective step guarantees that the robot will keep a safe distance from the
obstacles. (b) The reflective step enables vertex surmounting.
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processing time of 7.46 s for the A* search and 3.08 s for the
PF method (calculated for the 15 problems), the TS-based
algorithm performed convincingly well.

We also compared the performance of the proposed new
planner with that of an online distance transform method, the
incremental construction of generalized Voronoi diagram
(GVD). This method builds the GVD incrementally using the
information acquired by its sensors [6], [7]. Overall, the path
lengths of the TS-based method are shorter (about 25% less in
our experiments) than that of the GVD method. This is due to
the nature of the Voronoi diagram that keeps the maximum
clearance from the obstacles, whereas the TS-based planner is

attracted to obstacle vertices and thus emulates the visibility
graph, which provides the shortest path. Problem 13 in Table 1
was solved by the GVD online method in 24.3 s through 243
iterations and with 24 sensors and a path length of 75.06
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Figure 6. Some experiments: (a)–(d) convex and concave obstacles, (e)–(g) maze-like obstacles, (h) a random move is made
following the activation of the diversification component.
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[Figure 7(c)]. The TS-based algorithm’s solution is shown in
Table 1 and Figure 6(e). Other problems were also compared
and gave more or less the same results.

To evaluate the performance of the TS-based planner
against one more online motion planner, we selected the
sensor-based rapidly exploring random tree (SRT) method
[15], which is an online version of LaValle’s rapidly exploring

random tree (RRT) method [16]. The SRT-Star method was
run for the 15 benchmark problems, and the results are sum-
marized in Table 2.

As its name implies, the SRT method builds a rooted tree
from the start point, and at each iteration, by generating neigh-
boring nodes, it extends its branches randomly but toward pre-
viously unexplored areas of the C-space. When encountering

Table 1. A comparison of the path lengths generated by different methods.

Problem

Number

of Convex

Obstacles

Work-

Space

Size

TS-Based Online Planner Path Lengths by Offline Methods
TS-Based

Path

Length

Error %

Number

of Sensors

Number of

Iterations

CPU

Time (s)

Path

Length

A*

Searchab

Potential

Fieldsac

Voronoi

Diagramd

Visibility

Graphe

1 1 [10 3 10] 24 7 0.24 10.42 10.61 13.31 14.07 10.33 0.87

2 2 [10 3 10] 24 31 1.37 14.08 14.18 21.74 19.90 13.72 2.62

3 4 [10 3 10] 36 60 4.11 18.85 21.53 24.67 27.71 18.01 4.66

4 5 [15 3 10] 16 36 1.65 14.94 18.27 20.85 21.92 13.92 7.33

5 5 [15 3 10] 16 47 4.09 21.49 22.26 28.77 33.01 19.12 12.39

6 6 [10 3 10] 18 79 7.00 22.64 23.21 27.22 26.82 18.96 19.41

7 7 [15 3 10] 24 40 2.54 17.77 19.53 23.79 26.66 16.95 4.84

8 8 [10 3 10] 24 41 4.20 18.09 18.06 18.81 20.37 15.38 17.62

9 8 [15 3 10] 36 46 5.31 15.74 17.75 21.95 20.47 15.18 3.69

10 7 [10 3 10] 36 83 9.79 25.54 26.25 34.51 31.84 23.73 7.63

11 11 [15 3 10] 20 53 7.36 19.24 18.48 21.94 24.35 16.36 17.60

12 16 [15 3 10] 36 29 10.10 14.07 13.55 18.58 17.40 13.93 1.01

13 11 [13 3 24] 20 183 14.06 64.67 54.50 64.90 74.61 53.60 20.65

14 12 [9 3 10] 24 52 4.62 13.04 19.11 18.46 16.31 12.26 6.36

15 16 [13 3 24] 40 97 23.86 32.43 31.71 36.31 39.46 28.90 12.20

Average 59 6.68 21.53 21.93 26.39 27.66 19.36 9.25

aAfter graduating the workspace with 1/10 of the unit length.
bWith a best-first search strategy and Euclidean distance heuristic.
cWith filling-up local minima.
dSearched by the Dijkstra’s method.
eOptimal solution.

(a) (b) (c) (d)

Figure 7. The problem 13 in Table 1 is solved by (a) PF approach in 3.1 s, (b) A* search in 41.5 s, (c) online distance transform
(GVD) builder in 24.3 s, and (d) sensor-based RRT planner in 14.4 s.
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a dead end, it backtracks to its parent node and repeats the
procedure, until filling the whole C-space. SRT is essentially
developed for workspace exploration, and not for goal reach-
ing. So, we modified it slightly to terminate the search if the
goal point is viewed by sensors. A sample output for the prob-
lem 13 is illustrated in Figure 7(d).

We observed that SRT fails to reach the goal at some runs,
despite calibrating its parameters carefully. This is because it is
a resolution- and probabilistic-complete method. Since the
time and path length vary greatly because of the SRT’s highly
stochastic nature, we did several experiments for providing
sufficient valid data for our comparison. The failure rate (%),
average number of iterations, as well as the mean and standard
deviation of the results are also included in Table 2. The last
two columns show relative time and path lengths of the
TS-based and SRT planners. In both aspects, values less than 1
show the TS-based planner’s fine performance.

Parameter Setting and Tuning
As a metaheuristic approach, the TS technique requires proper
setting of its parameters.

A key parameter is the number of sensors: it is assumed that
the robot has a circular perimeter equipped with a sensor ring.
Practically, the number of sensors is less than 30 or 40. How-
ever, for our theoretical investigations and simulations, we
selected different sensor numbers such as 12, 18, 24, 36, 40,
60, 72, 90, 120, 180, 240, and 360. The larger is the number of
sensors, the more exact is the perception of the environment.
On the other hand, large sensor numbers require high compu-
tational time and memory.

In the case that the mobile robot (or its sensor) has the abil-
ity to rotate about a central axis, then the number of radial sen-
sors becomes less critical, since a disc-shaped robot, for
instance, can multiply its environmental perception by i times

(i ¼ 2, 3, . . . ) via rotating about its center with increments of
2p=(S 3 i ) degrees. A sensitivity analysis for the number of
sensors can help users determine the proper degrees of rota-
tion, as well as the hardware requirements for the robot’s suc-
cessful motion planning and navigation. The SRT method
proved to be less sensitive to the number of sensors.

A summary of the parameters used in the algorithm, together
with our suggested values for them, is presented in Table 3.
These values are set through extensive tests and evaluations.

The exploration procedure would be successful if these
parameters are set properly suitable for the workspace under
navigation. To reduce the risk of improper parameter setting for
unknown environments, and to make the planner even more
intelligent, we propose a number of rules and guidelines associ-
ated with each parameter, such that as the exploration goes on,
the robot can adapt itself to different situations by learning more
and more about the environment. Thus, it can adopt strategies
for reaching the goal, avoiding local minima, and tuning its
parameters automatically. We have discussed the effects of tun-
ing each parameter in Table 3. This automatic adaptation makes
the TS-based planner very efficient and powerful.

Table 2. Results of solving the test problems with SRT.

Problem

Average

Number of

Iterations

Average

Number of

Nodes

CPU Time Path Length

Failure

Rate (%)

TS Time

Versus SRT

Time

TS Path

Versus SRT

PathAverage

Standard

Deviation Average

Standard

Deviation

1 28.6 23.7 0.94 0.38 32.92 9.74 0.0 0.25 0.32

2 34.9 27.3 1.20 0.23 37.72 5.63 8.3 1.15 0.37

3 67.8 58.5 3.43 0.53 55.74 6.67 9.1 1.20 0.34

4 119.8 84.8 5.46 2.73 81.60 23.18 0.0 0.27 0.18

5 127.4 94.7 7.21 2.32 90.48 19.18 23.1 0.57 0.24

6 78.5 65.0 3.97 0.84 61.94 8.10 9.1 1.76 0.37

7 147.2 98.8 8.84 3.28 93.84 22.16 9.1 0.29 0.19

8 81.9 58.1 4.49 1.04 54.35 9.02 37.5 0.94 0.33

9 121.8 86.8 10.02 5.48 82.74 24.22 8.3 0.53 0.19

10 71.3 60.6 5.22 0.99 56.52 6.94 50.0 1.88 0.45

11 109.0 77.2 8.48 2.79 72.41 16.87 16.6 0.87 0.27

12 105.4 77.9 18.74 7.89 74.73 23.82 0.0 0.54 0.19

13 254.6 203.7 18.39 8.37 183.60 26.21 65.5 0.76 0.35

14 57.9 45.2 3.28 1.51 41.36 15.16 36.8 1.41 0.32

15 249.7 177.3 38.86 17.97 170.60 45.92 7.1 0.61 0.19

Total average 9.24 3.76 79.37 17.52 18.7 0.72 0.27

The tabu search method, which is a

well-known metaheuristic

technique for solving difficult

combinatorial optimization

problems, is being applied in robot

motion planning for the first time.
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Discussion
Two very important issues of a path planning algorithm are its
time complexity and completeness.

For determining the time complexity of the algorithm, we
should first estimate the number of iterations required to
accomplish the path planning task by establishing an upper
bound for it. The worst condition occurs when the robot takes
smallest possible steps all the time. This happens if the robot
moves along the obstacle borders with a minimum clearance,
determined by the value of the safety radius, while visiting all

the obstacles in the workspace. Suppose that there are m dis-
joint obstacles that are arranged in a regular array. Taking the
overall number of obstacle vertices as n, the total number of
obstacle edges would also be n, and the total border length
would be finite times n, plus the distances of interobstacle
traversals, which is finite times m. Since m < n, the upper
bound of the maximum number of iterations is in O(n). Even
if this length is navigated with the smallest possible step size
(Rs), because of the constant number of computations in
each iteration, the time complexity of the algorithm would
still be in O(n).

Unlike distance transform planners (which explore the me-
dial axis of the C-space thoroughly), the TS-based planner does
not benefit from a similar connected graph, and so it is not com-
plete. However, because of the large diversifying steps taken on
a random basis, the robot can explore all unexplored areas given
sufficient time, and so is probabilistically complete, which means
it is guaranteed to reach the goal within a long time.

Conclusions
The new online motion planner developed in this article is
based on the tabu search metaheuristic. Various components

Table 3. Parameters used in the motion planner.

Symbol Description Suggested Range Conditions for an Increase Conditions for a Decrease

TE Tabu envelope [p/2,p] The workspace is uncluttered

and straight motions would

work well

There are many narrow

passageways

STLS Short tabu list size 1 or 2 Must not exceed 2 Cannot find enough vertices

LTLS Long tabu list size [5, 20], integer The number of vertices is large,

or the goal is far from cur-

rent location

Otherwise

AL Aspiration level [0.2, 0.8] Frequent turn-backs are

required

A look-forward approach is

selected

DL Desperation level [5, 15] Exploring a semiclosed area Escaping an area by random

moves

k1, k2 Distance function

coefficients

(0, 1] k1/k2 > 1: more predictive than

realistic, for conventional

areas

k1/k2 < 1: more realistic than

predictive, for unpredictable

areas

a Neighborhood function

coefficient

(0, 1] Exploring vast free areas

located behind obstacles

Focusing on reaching the goal

via narrow openings and

passages

b Total cost function

coefficient

(0, 3] Moving away from the goal

before approaching it (e.g.,

when getting out of a cul-de-

sac)

A more goal-oriented, ‘‘greedy’’

action is required

c Total cost function

coefficient

(0, 3] Exploring vast free areas

located behind obstacles

Focusing on reaching the goal

via narrow openings and

passages

e Straight move incentive [0.35, 1] Reacting to (and approach)

new obstacles

The trajectory fluctuates much

and is not smooth

v Vertex revisiting penalty [6, 10] Cannot find the goal and want

to take more random steps

Reexploring a previsited area

t Tabu direction penalty [4, 8] Exploring unvisited areas Intensifying exploring an area

RS Safety radius [1.1,1.5] 3 Rrob More safety is required Otherwise

Rf Reflective step length [4, 8] 3 RS Taking more risk of collision A wall-following behavior is

required

The aspiration level is a level of

cost set to accept very good moves

even if they are tabu, whereas the

desperation level is a level of

cost beyond which nontabu moves

are rejected.
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of the classic TS have been remodeled and integrated in a sin-
gle algorithm to craft a motion planner capable of solving vari-
eties of exploration and goal-finding problems. By employing
different combinations of a number of parameters, the planner
can react intelligently and promptly to the new situations it
faces during the robotic navigation. The presented explana-
tions on the parameters’ definitions and attributes can help
researchers in applying this algorithm to their real-world
experiments and applications.

The newly defined concept of desperation level also enriches
the still-evolving TS discipline, and together with the aspiration
level and the diversification step, it enables the robot particularly
to escape from local minima. Numerous experiments and
comparisons with offline and online methods showed the algo-
rithm’s success and efficiency in coping with different problems,
from simple polygons to highly concave obstacles.

Considering the online and sensor-based nature of the
presented model, it is believed that it can be applied to
dynamic environments (with moving obstacles) as well. In that
case, the neighborhood and distance functions must be modi-
fied to accommodate some predictive information about the
velocity vectors of each obstacle.

Keywords

Robot motion planning, sensor-based navigation, tabu search
metaheuristic.
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Roadmap-Based
Path Planning

Using the Voronoi Diagram

for a Clearance-Based Shortest Path

T
he path-planning problem was originally studied
extensively in robotics, and, through this research, it
has gained more relevance in areas such as computer
graphics, simulations, geographic infor-
mation systems (GIS), very-large-scale

integration (VLSI) design, and games. Path
planning still remains one of the core
problems in modern robotic applica-
tions, such as the design of autono-
mous vehicles and perceptive
systems [31], [39]. The basic path-
planning problem is concerned
with finding a good-quality path
from a source point to a destina-
tion point that does not result
in collision with any obstacles.
Depending on the amount of
the information available about
the environment, which can be
completely or partially known
or unknown, the approaches to
path planning vary consider-
ably. Also, the definition of a
good-quality path usually de-
pends on the type of a mobile
device (a robot) and the environ-
ment (space), which has fostered
the development of a rich variety of
path-planning algorithms, each cater-
ing to a particular set of needs. Latombe
[28] provides a comprehensive survey of
different path-planning algorithms.

Computational geometry plays a special
role in path-planning developments. Extensive
methodologies that rely on geometric representation of the
space, reveal topological properties of the agents (robots and/
or obstacles), and allow the efficient dynamic position tracking
and updates have been brought forward from computational

geometry to solve a specific set of path-planning problems.
Such problems usually have a well-defined and deterministic
set of objectives, regular geometric space representation, and

specific functions that discribe robotic movements.
The problems also include planning a path and opti-

mizing it (based on selected criteria such as the
length, the smoothness, the cost, etc.) [7],

solving problems involving evolutionary
algorithms and swarm intelligence [2],

and studying the behavior of a net-
work of mobile robot agents [17].

The traditional computational
geometry-based approaches to path
planning can be classified into
three basic categories: the cell
decomposition method [35], the
roadmap method [1], and the
potential field method [40]. If
robots are represented by polyg-
onal objects, an approach based
on the Minkowski sum is often
used [24]. Both the cell decom-
position and the roadmap meth-
ods along with the Minkowski
sum method have their roots in

computational geometry.
The cell decomposition method

uses nonoverlapping cells to represent
the free-space (Cf ) connectivity. The

decomposition can be exact or approx-
imate. An exact decomposition divides

Cf exactly [4]. An approximation scheme
Kambhampati discretizes Cf with cells. It de-

composes the free space recursively, stopping when a
cell is entirely in Cf or entirely inside an obstacle. Otherwise,
the cell is further divided. Because of memory and time con-
straints, the recursive process stops when a certain degree of
accuracy has been reached. The cell decomposition method,
although simple to implement, seldom yields high-quality
paths. The exact cell decomposition technique is faster than theDigital Object Identifier 10.1109/MRA.2008.921540
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approximate one, but the path obtained is not optimal. The
approximate cell decomposition can yield near-optimal paths
by increasing the grid resolution, but the computation time will
increase drastically. There is also the known problem of digiti-
zation bias associated with using a grid. This stems from the fact
that while searching for the shortest path in a grid, the grid dis-
tance is measured and not the Euclidean distance.

The roadmap method attempts to capture the free-space
connectivity with a graph. This approach has several varia-
tions. The probabilistic roadmap method (PRM) [1], [23] rep-
resents the free-space connectivity with a graph whose vertices
are generated randomly in free space and connected to the
k-nearest neighboring vertices such that the connecting edges
do not cross any obstacle. To expedite the graph creation,
several sampling-based methods such as Ariadne’s Clew algo-
rithm [33], expansive space planner [20], random walk planner
[11], rapidly exploring random tree [26], [27] have been pro-
posed. For algorithmic details, refer to [29]. Some of the other
popular roadmap-based approaches are based on computational
geometry structures such as the visibility graph for the shortest
path and the Voronoi diagram for a maximum clearance path.

The idea behind the potential field method is to assign a
function similar to the electrostatic potential to each obstacle
and then derive the topological structure of the free space in the
form of minimum potential valleys. The robot is pulled toward
the goal configuration as it generates a strong attractive force. In
contrast, the obstacles generate a repulsive force to keep the
robot from colliding with them. The path from the start to the
goal can be found by following the direction of the steepest
descent of the potential toward the goal [9]. The strength of this
approach is that path planning can be done in real time by con-
sidering only the obstacles close to the robot. Information on
the locations of all obstacles is not required beforehand. How-
ever, as only local properties are used in planning, the robot may
get stuck at local minima and never reach the goal.

In this article, we chose the roadmap approach and utilized the
Voronoi diagram to obtain a path that is a close approximation of
the shortest path satisfying the required clearance value set by the
user. A Voronoi diagram (a fundamental computational geometry
structure) is defined as the partitioning of a plane with n points
(generators) into convex polygons such that each polygon contains
exactly one generator and every point in a given polygon is closer
to its generator than to any other. For a more formal definition
and properties, refer to [3]. The Voronoi diagram and its dual
structure, the Delaunay triangulation, have been used in a wide
variety of applications such as collision detection [14], extraction
of crust and skeleton [16], swarm intelligence optimization [2],
cluster analysis [7], and mobile robot agent network [17]. The Vor-
onoi diagram is also a well-known roadmap in the path-planning
literature, which has edges that provide a maximum clearance path
among a set of disjoint polygonal obstacles. However, a path
obtained directly from the Voronoi diagram may be far from opti-
mal. It usually has many unnecessary turns, and the length of the
path may be undesirably long at regions where the obstacles are far
apart. In fact, it is worth noting that minimizing the path length
and maximizing the clearance seemingly contradict each other, as
increasing the clearance results in a longer path whereas reducing

the path length necessarily reduces the clearance from obstacles.
We thought that it would be highly beneficial for many applica-
tions if an algorithm could be developed that would accept the
minimum clearance required as an input parameter and produce a
path that would be shortest while satisfying the minimum clear-
ance requirement. The shortest path problem on its own can be
viewed as only a special case when we set the clearance required to
zero. The practical usefulness of this kind of an algorithm is appa-
rent for many applications, including marine GIS, ship route plan-
ning, VLSI design, oil drill path planning, etc.

Figure 1 illustrates the output of the proposed algorithm on a
spatial dataset. Figure 1(a) is the path obtained directly from the
Voronoi diagram. Figure 1(b) shows the shortest path obtained
with Cmin ¼ 0. Figure 1(c) shows the final optimal path with a
user specified clearance value of two units (�20 m).

The advantage of the proposed technique versus alternative
path-planning methods is in its simplicity, versatility, and effi-
ciency. For example, for planning the path for translational
robots of varied dimensions, it has the capability to set the
minimum clearance to a proportional value and the algorithm
will find an optimal path for that minimum clearance, if one
exists. The reported path is of more practical value because it is
optimal with respect to both length and clearance. A high-
quality approximation of the shortest path can also be obtained
by the developed algorithm in much less time than by the pop-
ular and very well-performing visibility graph approach when
we set Cmin ¼ 0. To prove this claim, we experimentally com-
pared the lengths of the paths obtained by these techniques and
presented results in the experimental section.

In the next section, we provide an extensive literature review.
An outline of the proposed algorithm is provided, followed by the
detailed description of Voronoi based methodology. Later, a com-
prehensive analysis of experimental results is provided. Finally, the
last section draws conclusions and outlines future work.

Literature Review
As established in the previous section, the planning algorithms
vary in the nature of the desired path and the information on

(a)

S S S

(b) (c) (d)

T TT

Figure 1. Shortest path and path with a minimum clearance.
The figure depicts a part of the South American coastline from
the ESRI world low-resolution layer: (a) shortest path from
Voronoi-diagram-based roadmap, (b) shortest path using
proposed algorithm (Cmin ¼ 0), (c) clearance based path using
proposed algorithm (Cmin ¼ 2), and (d) zoomed path.
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the environment. Recently, path planning in dynamic and com-
plex environments has received considerable attention from
researchers. In a dynamic environment, obstacles are allowed to
move, and so, the environment can change dramatically over a
period of time. An adaptive path-planning technique that takes
cue from the previous situation can be found in [5]. In [10], the
authors use an adaptive mesh for dynamic path planning based
on a combination of graph- and grid-based representation of
the environment. The PRM is very promising for dynamic path
planning, as a big advantage of the PRM is that its complexity
depends mostly on the difficulty of the path and to a much lesser
extent on the global complexity of the environment or the
dimension of the configuration space [36]. A recent algorithm
based on the PRM for a dynamic environment can be found in
[6]. However, in general, PRM-based approaches, being proba-
bilistic in nature, do not meet any optimality criteria.

There has been research on planning algorithms coordinat-
ing motion of multiple robots [37]. The idea of this article is to
perceive multiple robots as a single composite robot and then
to determine a roadmap for this composite robot.

A highly interesting research on the utilization of computational
geometry methods for coordination problems in dynamic systems
was conducted by Cort�es and Bullo [12]. They capitalize on the
properties of geometric constructs (disk covering and sphere pack-
ing), nonsmooth analysis, and dynamic system approaches, studied
in the context of networked robot interactions.

In this article, we focus on the roadmap-based path planning
and utilize a powerful computational geometry data structure,
the Voronoi diagram, to obtain a clearance-based shortest path.
The advantage of using a Voronoi diagram as a roadmap over
alternative methods, among which the visibility graph prevails,
is its efficiency. The Voronoi diagram can be constructed in just
O(nlogn) time, whereas even the fastest known algorithm for
constructing visibility graph [15] can take O(n2) time in the
worst case when the visibility graph has O(n2) edges. Since a
Voronoi diagram has O(n) edges, querying for a path in a Voro-
noi diagram-based roadmap is also much faster than querying in
a visibility graph. However, as mentioned before, the quality of
path obtained directly from the Voronoi diagram may be far
from optimal. Thus, improving the quality of the path (refining
the path) is an important direction of research.

A general method for refining a path obtained from a road-
map based on classical numerical optimization techniques can
be found in [25]. The authors apply costs to each edge and use
an augmented Dijkstra’s algorithm to determine an optimal
path. The edges that are nearer to obstacles are assigned higher
costs. However, there is no guarantee that the method will
generate an optimal path, as the path is constrained to the edges
in the roadmap. To improve the smoothness of the path
obtained from a roadmap, a B-Spline approximation has been
used in [21].

In [32], the authors combine the Voronoi diagram, visibil-
ity graph, and potential field approaches to path planning into
a single algorithm to obtain a tradeoff between the optimal by
safe and the shortest paths. The algorithm is fairly complicated,
and although the path length is shorter than those obtained
from the potential field method or the Voronoi diagram, it is

still not optimal. The path exhibits bumps and rudimentary
turns and is not smooth.

Another recent work on reducing the length of the path
obtained from a Voronoi diagram [19] involves constructing
polygons at the vertices in the roadmap where more than two
Voronoi edges meet. The path is smoother and shorter than
that obtained directly from the Voronoi diagram, but there has
been no attempt to reach optimality.

In [41], the authors create a new diagram called the VV ðcÞ

diagram (the Visibility-Voronoi diagram for clearance c). The
motivation behind their work is similar to ours, i.e., to obtain
an optimal path for a specified clearance value. The diagram
evolves from the visibility graph to the Voronoi diagram as the
value of c increases. Unfortunately, as the method is visibility
based, the processing time is O(n2logn), which renders it
impractical for large spatial datasets.

Our technique is able to generate near-optimal paths in just
O(nlogn) time. The paths are the shortest possible while main-
taining just the amount of clearance required. We conjecture
that the obtained path is satisfactory in the homotopy sense,
i.e., it can be continuously transformed to the true-optimal
path without crossing any obstacles. Thus, the obtained approx-
imation can be always refined to a near-optimal path. Experi-
mental results support this conjecture. Another interesting
property of the path is that it can be extraordinarily smooth
when going around smooth obstacles. The smoothness only
seems to help reduce the path length in such cases.

Outline of the Method
The cornerstone of the methodology is the utilization of a
powerful computational geometry data structure: the Voronoi
diagram. We start by building the Voronoi diagram of the
obstacles. The source and destination are dynamically inserted
into the diagram, and they are connected to all Voronoi verti-
ces of their Voronoi cells, respectively. Inserting the source and
destination dynamically has two major advantages over simply
connecting them to the nearest Voronoi vertex. There is no
possibility of the connecting edges crossing an obstacle, as they
are contained inside the Voronoi cell. Also, if we want to per-
form multiple queries, we can do so by simply dynamically
deleting the old source and destination from the Voronoi dia-
gram instead of rebuilding the diagram. We next remove all
those edges in the resulting diagram that have a clearance less
then the minimum clearance required (Cmin). The resulting
graph represents the roadmap used by our algorithm. Any path
obtained directly from this roadmap between the source and
the destination is guaranteed to have a clearance � Cmin. We
apply Dijkstra’s algorithm to determine the shortest path in the
roadmap, but as mentioned before, the path is far from optimal.
Our algorithm then refines the obtained path by removing
unnecessary turns, so that the path has a minimum number of
links but at the same time satisfies the minimum clearance cri-
terion. This path, however, is still not optimal and has sharp
corners. We next add Steiner points along the edges of this
path and use a novel corner-cutting paradigm to convert it to
an optimal path. The flowchart in Figure 2 illustrates the steps
involved. We next discuss each stage in detail.
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Methodology in Detail
As established earlier, a powerful computational geometry data
structure has been proposed to solve the problem of an optimal
path generation between a source and a destination in the pres-
ence of simple disjoint polygonal obstacles. This method has a
number of unique features, such as a novel application of the
Voronoi diagram in the specified clearance context, the iterative
refinement technique based on Steiner points for path optimiza-
tion, and the possibility of performing dynamic updates on the
structure during the path computation process. The main steps
of the developed path generation algorithm are detailed next.

Voronoi Diagram Construction
The construction of the Voronoi diagram of a set of polygons
in the plane is both complex and time consuming. Instead, we
approximate the obstacles with points on the boundary edges
and generate the Voronoi diagram of the approximating
points. The approximation of generalized Voronoi diagrams
was first proposed by Sugihara [38]. Removal of the Voronoi
edges that cross obstacles from this diagram provides a nice
approximation of the Voronoi diagram of the original
obstacles. We first create the Delaunay triangulation and then
generate the Voronoi diagram from it in O(n) time.

We use the winged-edge data structure to represent the tri-
angulation, as we found it more intuitive to use and update
than the half-edge or quad-edge data structures. This structure
is also more flexible, as the direction of
the edges can be fixed arbitrarily. It main-
tains three collections—one for vertices,
one for edges, and one for triangles. Each
vertex stores the coordinates and the
index of any one edge incident on it. A
triangle stores the index of any one of the
three bounding edges. Most of the topo-
logical information is stored inside an
edge. It contains the indices of the end
vertices, indices of triangles on left and
right, and the clockwise and counter-
clockwise predecessors and successors of
the edge.

The randomized incremental algo-
rithm for construction of the Delaunay
triangulation [18] proved helpful for the
path planning problem, as it allows
dynamic insertion of new points in O(1)
time without having to rebuild the entire
triangulation. The incremental construc-
tion starts by creating a triangle that
contains all the datapoints inside it.
However, just containing the points is
not a sufficient condition. The three cor-
ner points of this triangle should not lie
inside the circumcircle of any of the tri-
angles of the triangulation of the dataset.
This is to ensure that the enclosing trian-
gle does not influence the triangulation
of the dataset.

We determine the minimum and maximum x and y values
in the dataset as xmin, xmax, ymin, and ymax. The center point
(x0, y0) of the dataset is then calculated as x0 ¼ xminþ
(xmax � xmin)=2 and y0 ¼ ymin þ (ymax � ymin)=2. We set M as
Max((xmax � xmin)/2, (ymax � ymin)/2). Then, the three corner
points of the external triangle fp1, p2, p3g can be specified as

p1 ¼ (x0 þ 3 3 M , y0)
p2 ¼ (x0, y0 þ 3 3 M )
p3 ¼ (x0 � 3 3 M , y0 � 3 3 M):

Figure 3 shows the enclosing triangle for a simplified case
where the center of the datapoints is (0, 0) and the span of the
data along both x and y axes equals 2 3 M . Once the enclosing
triangle is constructed, the datapoints are added to the triangula-
tion one by one, and after each insertion, the required topologi-
cal changes are performed to restore the Delaunay properties. A
new datapoint pi can lie inside a triangle or on a triangle edge of
the current triangulation. On the basis of this, two kinds of topo-
logical updates are required. In Figure 4(a), the datapoint lies
inside a triangle. The topological update involves the addition of
three new edges. In Figure 4(b), the datapoint lies on an edge. In
this case, the old edge is deleted, and four new edges are created.
The new triangles created as a result of the topology update may
not satisfy the empty circle property. If an edge is found to be ille-
gal, it is flipped so that the Delaunay properties are restored.
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Add Steiner
Points on Path
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Cutting to Refine

Path

Invoke
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Figure 2. Different stages of the proposed algorithm.
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Generation of Roadmap
Before generating the roadmap, we add the source and the destina-
tion to the Voronoi diagram dynamically. To requery, we dynami-
cally delete the old source and destination and insert the new ones.
Details on point location and dynamic point deletion are provided
in next section. The roadmap is generated by removing the edges
from the Voronoi diagram that have an obstacle clearance< Cmin.
There is one issue, however. If we consider the obstacles only for
the Voronoi diagram construction, the resulting roadmap will not
be complete. This is evident in Figure 5(a). This can be resolved
by determining the minimum bounding box (mbb) of all obstacle
vertices in linear time and expanding the mbb in all four directions

by at least twice the minimum clearance required. The Voronoi
diagram is then constructed from the points approximating the
obstacles and this expanded mbb. The roadmap obtained from
such a diagram is shown in Figure 5(b). The quality of the diagram
depends on the spacing between approximation points. As can be
observed in [30], if the spacing is too large, the Voronoi edges
exhibit a zigzag pattern. However, it has been observed in [38] that
a finer initial approximation yields results practically indistinguish-
able from the original Voronoi diagram. The proof was the utiliza-
tion of the results of the approximating generalized Voronoi
diagrams by ordinary Voronoi diagrams in the framework of path
planning. Thus, it is possible to find the fine approximation (in our
case established experimentally) so that the path obtained for the
set of approximation points always satisfies the clearance require-
ment for the original obstacle set.

In Figure 6(a), the roadmap is generated using an expanded
mbb. It can be observed that because of the concavity of the obsta-
cle, there is a large deviation in the shortest path obtained from the
roadmap. There are two main disadvantages to this. The first one
is that the unnecessarily large deviation may make a shorter path
appear longer, and this may result in the selection of a longer path
from the roadmap as the shortest path. The second disadvantage is
that the optimization step will take longer to execute. To eradicate
this problem, we retract the approximation points on the mbb
toward the nearest obstacle point so that the distance is a little
greater than 2 3 Cmin. The Voronoi diagram is then constructed
from the obstacle approximation points and the points on this
retracted boundary. This results in a much improved shortest path
obtained from the roadmap as evident in Figure 6(b).

Figure 7(a) shows the Voronoi diagram obtained from the
point approximation of an obstacle and the retracted boundary
for a dataset. Figure 7(b) shows the roadmap extracted from
the Voronoi diagram. In practice, to reduce the computation
time for the clearance check, we first build a quadtree of the
mbbs of the obstacle edges. When checking for clearance of a
Voronoi edge e, we first determine in O(logn) time all the

p1 (3M, 0)M

M

p3 (–3M, –3M )

p2 (0, 3M )

Figure 3. The enclosing triangle containing all datapoints.

(a)

(b)

Figure 4. Topological updates associated with insertion of a new
datapoint: (a) datapoint lies inside a triangle and (b) datapoint
lies on a triangle edge.

(b)

(a)

Figure 5. Complete and incomplete roadmaps: (a) without
outer boundary and (b) with outer boundary.

The advantage of using a Voronoi

diagram as a roadmap over

alternative methods, among which

the visibility graph prevails, is in

efficiency.
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obstacle edge indices whose mbbs overlap with the mbb of e,
expanded in all four directions by Cmin. This yields a constant
number of edges against which the actual clearance check is
carried out. As the expanded mbbs of the Voronoi edges consti-
tuting the medial axis of the obstacle and some of the outer
edges do not overlap with the mbb of any obstacle edge, they
are not removed and remain in the roadmap. These edges do
not influence the determination of the shortest path in any way.

Dynamic Insertion and
Deletion of Source and Destination
To insert the source and destination into the triangulation, we
perform a walk in the triangulation to locate the triangle contain-
ing the point. Algorithmic details about walking in a triangula-
tion have been presented by Devillers et al. [13]. To allow
requerying, we delete the old source and destination dynamically
from the Voronoi diagram and dynamically insert the new ones.
For dynamic deletion of points from the Delaunay triangulation,
we followed the algorithm outlined in [34] with a little modifica-
tion. Because of limitations of the floating-point arithmetic, the
number of neighbors of the point (P) to be deleted may never get
reduced to three, resulting in an infinite loop. To avoid this prob-
lem, the authors in [34] consider the circumcircle to be shrunk by
a small amount while performing the Incircle test. We adopt a dif-
ferent approach. Even if some of the remaining neighbors of P fall
inside the circumcircle of the potential triangle, we flip the edge.
This guarantees that the number of neighboring vertices of P will

always be reduced to three. We then perform a normal Incircle
test on the flipped edges to ensure that the triangulation remains
Delaunay. Figure 8 shows a program snapshot of the topological
events in deleting the encircled point from a simple dataset.

Removal of Redundant Vertices and Obtaining
a Path with Minimum Number of Links
The shortest path obtained in the previous step has many
unnecessary turns and redundant vertices. This step removes
all redundant vertices and generates a path that has a minimum
number of links or edge connections. A minimum number of
links ensures that the iterative refinement in next step con-
sumes less time. The method is simple.

For a vertex vi on the path (i ¼ f1 . . . n� 2g), we check
whether the line segment viviþ2 has a clearance � Cmin. If so,
we remove viþ1 from shortest path and repeat the process from
vertex viþ2. If not, we retain viþ1 and consider it as the next ver-
tex for processing. We provide the pseudocode in Algorithm 1.

To efficiently determine the clearance of an edge (e), we
build a quadtree of the mbbs of the obstacle edges. We deter-
mine the mbb of e and expand it by Cmin in all four directions.
In O(logn) time, it is possible to determine the edges whose
mbbs overlap with the expanded mbb of e, and the clearance
check is carried out for only these constant number of edges.
This ensures the complexity of this step for all edges is O(nlogn).

Iterative Refinement Using a
Corner-Cutting Technique
The main idea behind the iterative refinement of the path is the
utilization of the Steiner points. We first add the Steiner points
along the edges of the path at regular interval 4. For our

(b)

(a)

T

S

S

T

Figure 6. Shortest paths obtained from (a) roadmap using
expanded mbb and (b) roadmap using retracted boundary.

(b)

(a)

Figure 7. Roadmap generation using point Voronoi diagram:
(a) Voronoi diagram of points approximating object and retracted
boundary and (b) roadmap extracted from Voronoi diagram.
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experiments, we set4 to roughly one fourth the average obstacle
edge length. This is two times the resolution we used to approxi-
mate the obstacles with points. Let V be a vertex on the shortest
path other than source and destination. Let e1 and e2 be the two
edges incident on V . We define the first Steiner point along e1 as a
Steiner point that lies on e1 at4 distance away from V , the second
Steiner point is 24 away from V , and so on. We try to connect
the first Steiner point on e1 with that on e2. If the connecting
edge satisfies the minimum clearance, we move to the second
Steiner point along both edges and try to connect these. The
process continues until an intersection is detected, or the clear-
ance from obstacles falls below the required minimum clear-
ance, or the endpoint of one of the incident edges on V is
reached. We then replace V with the last Steiner points that we
could successfully connect with an edge. If we failed to connect
even the first Steiner points along the two incident edges, we
retain V . The path cannot be shortened any further at point V
at this resolution. When no more reduction in path length is
possible for any of the vertices, we double the resolution (i.e.,
set the interval between Steiner points along the edges to4=2)
and repeat the process. The iteration continues until the resolu-
tion reaches a maximum precalculated value (Figure 2). Figure
9 shows a sample path obtained after the different stages.

Experimental Results
We now demonstrate that the path obtained by our algorithm
is optimal with respect to length and clearance from obstacles

for a specified value of minimum clearance (Cmin). The refined
path is also smooth. We also show that the proposed algorithm
outperforms the popular (and efficient) visibility graph-based
approach with regard to both speed and quality of the path.

We have put our algorithm to test on a real-world data from
the large spatial datasets. The spatial datasets considered are
mostly represented in the form of Environmental Systems
Research Institute (ESRI) shapefiles. When dealing with a
spatial data, it is often required to substantially increase the
resolution of the data so that extraordinary cases such as poly-
gons degenerating into points can be avoided. After perform-
ing the computations, we scale down the result to display scale.

(a) (b) (c)

(d) (e) (f)

Figure 8. Dynamic deletion of a point from the Delaunay
triangulation.

Algorithm 1. RemoveRedundancy(Cmin, Sold, Snew)

1 Input: Sold: Vertices on shortest path (in sequence)
between source and destination. Obtained by ap-
plying Dijkstra’s algorithm on roadmap.

2 Cmin: minimum clearance required
3 Output: Snew: Path obtained after processing
4
5 N  NumberofVertices (Sold) fNumberofVertices (S):

number of vertices in S}
6 if N ¼ 2 then
7 Snew  Sold {trivial case}
8 return
9 end if

10 repeat
11 N  NumberofVertices ðSoldÞ
12 Snew  U
13 for i ¼ 1 to N � 2 do
14 Snew  Snew [ Sold½i�
15 if viviþ2 has clearance � Cmin then
16 i iþ 1 {skip over next vertex}
17 end if
18 end for
19 for j ¼ i to N do
20 Snew  Snew [ Sold½j� {complete path}
21 end for
22 Sold  Snew

23 until NumberofVertices(Snew) ¼ N {path remains
unchanged}

(a)

T

S S

T

(b) (c)

S

T

Figure 9. Clearance-based path (different stages): (a) path from roadmap, (b) path after minimizing links in path, (c) path after
iterative refinement.
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Users can zoom in on any part to see magnified view of a
selected portion. All experiments have been carried out on a
1.6-GHz Intel Centrino Duo processor with 0.99-GB RAM.
The programs have been implemented in Visual C++. The
source and target are indicated with S and T in all figures.

In Figure 10, we visually compare the path obtained directly
from the Voronoi diagram-based roadmap to that obtained after

iterative refinement (Cmin ¼ 0) on a portion of the real-world
data. The shortest path in Figure 10(b) can be observed to wrap
around the obstacles very similar to a path obtained from a visi-
bility graph. The result shows that our algorithm is effective
even in complicated environments.

We provide time estimates in Figure 11. The number of verti-
ces for the six datasets for Figure 11(a) and 11(b) are mentioned
in the first and second rows of Table 1, respectively. Figure 11(a)
shows the time consumed by our algorithm and the visibility
graph approach on a number of spatial datasets. The time (in sec-
onds) includes the time to build the roadmap and determine the
path between the source and the destination. The time estimated
for our method includes the time for path optimization. It can
be observed that the time difference becomes more pronounced
as the number of vertices in the dataset increases. In Figure 11(b),
we show the breakup of roadmap construction time and optimi-
zation time for some large datasets. The time consumed by the
visibility graph approach for these datasets is extremely high, and
therefore, we do not mention it here.

Conclusions
In this article, a computational geometry data structure has been
proposed to solve the problem of an optimal path generation
between a source and a destination in the presence of simple dis-
joint polygonal obstacles. The method has a number of unique
features, such as a novel application of the Voronoi diagram in
the specified clearance context, the iterative refinement
technique based on the Steiner points for path optimization,
and the possibility of performing dynamic updates on the struc-
ture during the path computation process. The obtained path is
optimal with respect to length and clearance from the obstacles
for a specified value of minimum clearance (Cmin). The refined
path is also observed to be smooth. The proposed algorithm
outperforms the popular (and efficient) alternative approach
with regard to speed as well as the quality of the path and is flexi-
ble to allow various required clearance settings and source/
destination location changes.

Future studies will involve porting the algorithm to other
platforms and applications (including ArcGIS compatibility
and direct shape file visualization options) and extending the
algorithm to work with three-dimensional data.
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Online Algorithms with
Discrete Visibility

Exploring Unknown Polygonal Environments

T
he context of this work is the exploration of
unknown polygonal environments with obstacles.
Both the outer boundary and the boundaries of
obstacles are piecewise linear. The bound-
aries can be nonconvex. The exploration

problem can be motivated by the following
application. Imagine that a robot has to
explore the interior of a collapsed build-
ing, which has crumbled due to an
earthquake, to search for human sur-
vivors. It is clearly impossible to have
a knowledge of the building’s inte-
rior geometry prior to the explo-
ration. Thus, the robot must be
able to see, with its onboard
vision sensors, all points in the
building’s interior while follow-
ing its exploration path. In this
way, no potential survivors will
be missed by the exploring
robot. The exploratory path
must clearly reflect the topology
of the free space, and, therefore,
such exploratory paths can be
used to guide future robot excur-
sions (such as would arise in our
example from a rescue operation).

There are several online compu-
tational geometry algorithms for
searching or exploring unknown poly-
gons with or without holes, which assume
that the visibility region can be determined
in a continuous fashion from each point on the
path of a robot. Although this assumption is reasona-
ble in the case of a human watchman, it may not be practical in
the robotic case for several reasons. First, autonomous robots
can carry only a limited amount of onboard computing
capability. In the current state of the art, computer vision

algorithms that could compute visibility polygons are time
consuming. The computing limitations suggest that it may
not be practically feasible to continuously compute the visi-

bility polygon along the robot’s trajectory. Sec-
ond, for good visibility, the robot’s camera will

typically be mounted on a mast. Such devi-
ces vibrate during the robot’s movement,

and, hence, for good precision (which
is required to compute an accurate

visibility polygon) the camera must
be stationary at each view. There-
fore, it seems feasible to compute
visibility polygons only at a
discrete number of points. Hence,
in this article, we assume that the
visibility polygon is computed at
a discrete number of points.

Although the earlier discus-
sion suggests that a robot can
only compute visibility polygons
at discrete points on its path, it is
not clear whether the total cost
for a robotic exploration is domi-
nated by the number of visibility
polygons that it computes or the

length of the path it travels. The
computational geometry literature

has typically assumed that the cost
associated with a robot’s physical move-

ment dominates all other associated costs,
and, therefore, minimizing the Euclidean
length of the path of a robot is considered as

the main criterion or the sole criterion for
designing motion-planning algorithms. The essential

components that contribute to the total cost required for a
robotic exploration can be analyzed as follows. Each move will
have two associated costs. First, there is the time required to
physically execute the move. If we crudely assume that the robot
moves at a constant rate, r, during a move, the total time
required for motion will be d=r, where d is the total path lengthDigital Object Identifier 10.1109/MRA.2008.921542
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followed by the robot during the exploration. Second, in an
exploratory process where the robot has no a priori knowledge
of the environment’s geometry, each move must be planned
immediately prior to the move so as to account for the most
recently acquired geometric information. The robot will be
stationary during this process, which we assume to take time tM.
Because straight-line paths are the easiest to plan, and since any
curvilinear path can be well approximated by straight-line seg-
ments, we assume that each move consists of a straight segment.
For the reasons outlined previously, we assume that the robot is
stationary during each sensing operation, which we assume
takes time tS. Let NM and NS be the number of moves and the
number of sensor operations, respectively, which are required to
complete the exploration of P. Hence, the total cost of an
exploration is equated to the total time, T , which is required to
explore P: T (P)¼ tM NMþ tS NSþd=r. Now, (tM NMþ tS NS)
can be viewed as the time required for computing and maintain-
ing visibility polygons, and it is, indeed, a significant fraction of
T (P) because computer vision algorithms consume significant
time on modest computers in a relatively cluttered environ-
ment. Thus, the goal in this article is to develop an exploration
algorithm for a robot that minimizes the number of visibility
polygons computed during the exploration of P.

Here, it is assumed that a vision sensor can see any object in
P, irrespective of its distance from the sensor, which is not the
case in practice. Computer vision range sensors or algorithms,
such as stereo or structured-light range finder, can reliably
compute scene locations only up to a depth R. The reliability
of depth estimates is inversely related to the distance from the
camera. Thus, the range measurements from a vision sensor for
objects that are far away are not at all reliable. This suggests that
it is necessary to restrict visibility polygons by a range distance
R. Therefore, only the region of P within R is considered to
be visible from the camera of the robot. We refer to the visibil-
ity polygon under this range restriction as the restricted visibil-
ity polygon. Observe that restricted visibility polygons need
not always be closed regions. For exploring P, an online algo-
rithm with a range restriction needs more views than an online
algorithm without any range restriction.

This article is organized as follows. In the next section, we dis-
cuss the background for our problem on robotic exploration and

establish its relation to the art gallery problem. In the section ‘‘An
Exploration Algorithm,’’ we present an online exploration algo-
rithm without a range restriction and show that the algorithm
computes at most r þ 1 visibility polygons, where r is the total
number of reflex vertices in P. The competitive ratio of the algo-
rithm is (r þ 1)=2. We also show that r þ 1 visibility polygons are
sometimes necessary to see the entire P. In the ‘‘An Exploration
Algorithm with Range Restriction’’ section, we present an
online exploration algorithm by restricting visibility polygons by
a range distance R. The maximum number of visibility polygons
that may be needed by this algorithm to explore P of n vertices
with h holes is bounded by

8 3 Area Pð Þ
3 3 R2

� �
þ Perimeter Pð Þ

R

� �
þ r þ hþ 1:

The competitive ratio of the algorithm is

8p
3
þ pR 3 Perimeter Pð Þ

Area Pð Þ þ r þ hþ 1ð Þ3 pR2

Area Pð Þ

� �
:

Finally, we conclude the article with a few remarks.

Background for Robotic Exploration
In this article, the robot is assumed to be a point. The polygo-
nal environment P is assumed to consist of a boundary poly-
gon, B, populated with h polygonal obstacles, or holes with a
total of n vertices. The assemblage of B and the obstacles is the
polygon P (see Figure 1). The free space,F is the complement
of the holes in the interior of P. Prior to the exploration of P,
the robot has no knowledge of the geometry of P, the number
of edges, or the number of holes. However, we make three
assumptions. 1) We assume that the robot can locate its current
location relative to a fixed reference configuration. Denote
p ¼ (x, y) as the coordinates of the robot relative to this fixed
reference. 2) The robot can compute the visibility polygon,
VP(P, p) from a viewing point p 2 P. The visibility polygon
VP(P, p) is the set of all points of P visible from p [9] and is
bounded by some combination of polygonal edges, partial
polygonal edges, and constructed edges as shown in Figure 1.
For example, uu0 is a constructed edge, u0v is a partial polygonal
edge, and vw is a polygonal edge. One of the endpoints of a
constructed edge is always a reflex vertex. 3) We assume that
the viewing point p and two endpoints of every constructed
edge in VP(P, p) are collinear. For example, p, u, and u0 are
collinear (see Figure 1).

To explore an unknown polygonal environment P, the
robot starts from a given position and sees all points of the free
space F incrementally. It may appear that it is enough to see all
vertices and edges of P to see the entire free space. However,
this is not the case, as shown by the example in Figure 2. In this
figure, three views from p1, p2, and p3 are sufficient to see all
vertices and edges of P, but the shaded region uvw ofF cannot
be seen from these views. This suggests that to see the entire
free space the algorithm must ensure that all triangles in the tri-
angulation of P have been explored. Once P is known and tri-
angulated, triangulation of the free space becomes a map of F ,

VP(P,p)

u

P

P

u�
wv

Figure 1. Visibility polygon of P from a point p.
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and it can then be used by the robot for its movement between
any two locations inF for future operations.

Suppose p1, p2, . . . , pk be the viewing points in P such that
an optimal exploration algorithm for a point robot has com-
puted visibility polygons from these points, where p1 is the
starting position of the robot. For safety reasons, the next
viewing point is always chosen within the region of P that
has so far been explored by the robot. Therefore,
1)
Sk

i¼1 VP(P, pi) ¼ P, 2) pi 2 VP(P, pj) for some j < i, and
3) k is minimum. So, P can be guarded by placing stationary
guards at p1, p2, . . . , pk. So, the exploration problem for a point
robot is the art gallery problem for stationary guards [14], with
the additional constraint 2). Hence, our exploration algorithms
for a point robot are approximation algorithms for this variation
of the art gallery problem (when P is not known a priori),
which also seems to be nondeterministic polynomial time-hard.
For the standard art gallery problem (i.e., P is known a priori
and constraint 2) is omitted), Ghosh [8] proposed approxima-
tion algorithms for minimum vertex and edge-guard problems
for polygons with or without holes that run in O(n5 log n) time
and yield solutions at most O( log n) times the optimal.

In the standard art gallery problem, guards can be placed
anywhere inside P, and, therefore, there may be guards that
cannot be seen by any other guard (see Figure 3). We know
that bn=3c stationary guards are sufficient and sometimes nec-
essary for guarding P, which contains no holes [14]. Suppose

the guards g1, g2, . . . , gk are placed in P for security reasons
in a such way that each guard gi for i > 1 is visible at least from
one other guard gj for i < j, then bn=3c guards are not suffi-
cient as shown in Figure 4. This figure also shows that
bn=2c�1 guards are necessary. It has been proved by Hernan-
dez-Penalver [11] that bn=2c�1 guards are not only neces-
sary but also sufficient. If P contains h holes, we know that
bnþh=3c stationary guards are sufficient and sometimes nec-
essary for the standard art gallery problem [14] (see Figure 5).
If the guards also have to satisfy the visibility constraint
between them as stated previously, then bnþh=3c guards are
not sufficient as shown in Figure 6. We feel that bnþ2h=3c
guards are sufficient for this problem.

A watchman route in a polygon is a polygonal path such
that every point of the polygon is visible from some point on
the path [13], [14]. It can be seen that the path of a robot
produced by our exploration algorithm is a watchman route
inside P. This path can also be used as an inspection path for
autonomous inspection of subsequent traversal [4], [5]. Note
that after the viewing points are chosen by our exploration
algorithm, the length of the inspection path can be made
shorter by connecting these viewing points through shorter
paths [5], [15].

An Exploration Algorithm
In this section, we describe an algorithm that a point robot can
use to explore an unknown polygonal environment and
guarantee that the entire free space F has been seen by the
robot [10]. We show that the algorithm computes at most
r þ 1 visibility polygons, where r is the total number of

P

Figure 3. Three guards can see the entire P, but they are not
mutually visible.

P

Figure 4. Two more guards are required to ensure visibility
between guards.

P

Figure 5. Four guards can see the entire P, but they are not
mutually visible.

p1

p2

p3 P

u w

v

Figure 2. Three views are enough to see all vertices and edges
of P but not the entire region.
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reflex vertices in P containing h holes. We also show that
r þ 1 visibility polygons are sometimes necessary to see the
entireF .

The algorithm proceeds as follows. The robot starts at any
initial location, p1, where it determines VP(P, p1). Using the
visible vertices of P in VP(P, p1), the robot triangulates as much
of the VP(P, p1) as possible. Let this triangulation be denoted
T1. The robot then executes a forward move to the next view-
ing point p2. For safety reasons, forward moves are always
restricted to the current visibility polygon. Then, it computes
the next visibility polygon VP(P, p2). The region common to

VP(P, p2) and T1 is removed. The remaining free space in
VP(P, p2) is triangulated, and the total triangulation T2 is
updated. So, T2 represents the map ofF explored so far.

To describe the algorithm in more detail, assume that the
robot is beginning the ith step of the exploration procedure. Let
Ti�1 denote the cumulative triangulation that has been estab-
lished prior to step i. Let uv be a constructed edge of
VP(P, pi�1), where u is the vertex of P and v is a point on a
polygonal edge of P. The next viewing point pi can be chosen
from the triangle uvw formed by the constructed edge uv, the
boundary edge uw of Ti�1, and the partial polygonal edge wv.
Figure 7 shows that p2 is chosen from the triangle uvw. If there is
no constructed edge of VP(P, pi�1), the robot executes a back-
ward move. The backward move is repeated until a constructed
edge uv is located for some VP(P, pj). A point from the triangle
uvw can be chosen as pi, as stated earlier. Note that if both u and
v of a constructed edge happen to be the vertices of P, then w
and v become the same and, therefore, pi is a point on uw.

Once pi is chosen, the robot computes VP(P, pi) and then
removes the region common to VP(P, pi) and Ti�1 from
VP(P, pi). If this operation splits VP(P, pi) in several disjoint
parts, the part containing pi is chosen as VP(P, pi). As a
result, VP(P, pi) contains a portion of F , which is yet to be
triangulated. It can be viewed as if VP(P, pi) has been com-
puted by treating Ti�1 as an opaque region. From now on,
whenever we refer to VP(P, pi), it means that VP(P, pi) is the
connected unexplored region of F that is visible from pi and
contains pi.

After computing VP(P, pi), the interior of VP(P, pi) is again
triangulated by connecting only the vertices of P that lie in
VP(P, p1). The vertices of the triangulation may also include verti-
ces from previously triangulated regions. Let T 0i denote the trian-
gulation of the newly viewed free space in VP(P, pi). Hence, at the
end of step i, the total free space triangulated is Ti ¼ Ti�1 [ T 0i . In
the following lemma, we show that T 0i is not empty.

Lemma 1: There exists at least one triangle in T 0i .

Proof: By definition, the next viewing point pi lies on or
outside the boundary of Ti�1, and it belongs to a previously
computed visibility polygon. Without loss of generality, we
assume that pi is a point of VP(P, pi�1). We know that pi is
chosen from the partial visible triangle uvw formed by a con-
structed edge uv of VP(P, pi�1), the corresponding boundary
edge uw of Ti�1, and the partial polygonal edge wv. Figures 7
and 8 show that p2 is chosen from the triangle uvw. So, the
boundary of VP(P, pi) consists of the edge uw and a chain of
polygonal and constructed edges connecting u and w. Since

w

p2

p1

p3

p4

p5

p6

P

u

v

v �

Figure 7. The algorithm needs nþ 2h� 2 views; i.e., six
views.

P

Figure 6. Two more guards are required to ensure visibility
between guards.

w

v �

v

P

p2
p1

p4

p3

u

Figure 8. The algorithm needs r þ 1 views; i.e., four views.

The robot must be able to see, with

its onboard vision sensors, all points

in the building’s interior while

following its exploration path.
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this chain makes a turn of 180� or more with respect to pi,
there exists a vertex v0 of P on the chain such that uv0w is a tri-
angle inside VP(P, pi). Hence, uv0w belongs to T 0i . The same
argument holds if pi 2 uw. n

Corollary 1: The viewing point pi belongs to T 0i and VP(P, pi)
removes at least one constructed edge of VP(P, pi�1).

The above lemma suggests that every time a view is taken, at
least one new triangle is explored. From the acquired view
VP(P, pi), the robot establishes a list of constructed edges
(Ci;1, Ci;2, . . . , Ci;ci ) on the boundary of the current visibility
polygon. These edges help to define the partial visible triangle
uvw as stated earlier. Observe that the choice of the viewing
point inside such triangles can play a major role in deciding the
number of visibility polygons that are required to see the unex-
plored free space as shown in Figures 7 and 8. Therefore, for
subsequent forward exploratory moves, choose a point zi; j

( j ¼ 1, . . . , ci) on Ci; j. Choose one of the zi; j, for example,
zi;1, to be the next viewing point, piþ1, and recursively apply
this procedure. Hence, the algorithm is a depth-first search of
the unexplored free space. When the entire unexplored terri-
tory associated with zi;1 has been explored, then choose
another viewing point at level i, say zi;2, and continue. Note
that while choosing zi;2 as the next viewing point, the corre-
sponding constructed edge Ci;2 must lie, partially or totally, on
or outside the boundary of the free space triangulated so far
(called an unexplored constructed edge). Otherwise, it is con-
sidered that Ci;2 has been explored. The algorithm terminates
when all the constructed edges of VP(P, p1) have been
explored recursively. In the following lemma, we show that
the algorithm has exploredF completely.

Lemma 2: When all the constructed edges of VP(P, p1) have been
explored recursively, the algorithm has explored the entire free spaceF .

Proof: Assume on the contrary that all the constructed edges
of VP(P, p1) have been explored recursively, but there exists a
point z 2 F , which has not been seen by the algorithm. Con-
sider a path Q inside P connecting p1 to z. If no such path
exists, then z does not lie in the free spaceF , which contradicts
the assumption that z 2 F . So, we assume that such a path Q
exists. Since p1 lies in the triangulated region, starting from p1,
Q must intersect at least one boundary edge uv of the triangula-
tion before reaching z. It means that there exists an unexplored
constructed edge bounded by u or v, which contradicts the fact
that all the constructed edges of VP(P, p1) have been explored
recursively. Therefore, the entire path Q lies inside the triangu-
lation of P. Hence, z has been seen by the algorithm. n

In the following, we present the major steps of the explora-
tion algorithm for computing the set S of viewing points.
Step 1: i :¼ 1; T (P) :¼ ;; S :¼ ;; Let p1 denote the start-

ing position of the robot.
Step 2: Compute VP(P, pi); Construct the triangulation

T 0(P) of VP(P, pi); T (P) :¼ T (P) [ T 0(P); S :¼
S [ pi;

Step 3: While VP(P, pi)�T (P)¼; and i 6¼ 0 then i :¼ i�1;
Step 4: If i ¼ 0 then goto Step 7;
Step 5: If VP(P, pi)� T (P) 6¼ ; then choose a point z on

any constructed edge of VP(P, pi) lying outside
T (P);

Step 6: i :¼ iþ 1; pi :¼ z; goto Step 2;
Step 7: Output S and T (P);
Step 8: Stop.

In the following lemma, we prove the upper bound on the
number of views that may be required by our exploration algo-
rithm to see the entire free space.

Lemma 3: The exploration algorithm computes at most r þ 1
views, where r is the total number of reflex vertices in P.

Proof: Let u1v1, u2v2, . . . , ujvj be the constructed edges
generated by the algorithm during exploration. Since one
endpoint of every constructed edge is a reflex vertex, we
assume that u1, u2, . . . , uj are reflex vertices. If u1, u2, . . . , uj

are different vertices, then j � r. So, the exploration algorithm
can take at most r views after the initial view at the starting
position. Consider the other situation when u1, u2, . . . , uj are
not different vertices. Assume that u1, u2, . . . , ui�1 are different
vertices, and ui is the same as uk where i < j and
1 � k � i� 2. We know that the algorithm will choose a
viewing point on uivi before any viewing point is chosen on
ukvk. Let T (P) denote the region of the free space triangulated
so far by the algorithm before a viewing point (say, z) is chosen
on uivi. Note that u1, u2, . . . , ui�1 are vertices of T (P). Since
the exploration algorithm uses the depth-first search method,
the algorithm explores the entire free space recursively lying
outside T (P) that can be reached from z. Let T 0(P) be the tri-
angulated region of the newly explored region starting from z.
Since uivi and ukvk share the same vertex by assumption, there
exists a path in the free space from z to every point of ukvk and,
therefore, entire ukvk lies inside T (P) [ T 0(P). So, at most one
viewing point can be chosen by the exploration algorithm
from those constructed edges that share the same reflex vertex.
Hence, the exploration algorithm can take at most r views after
the initial view at the starting position.

The correctness of the exploration algorithm and the com-
pleteness of the exploration follow from Lemma 1 and Lemma
2, respectively. Lemma 3 provides the upper bound on the
computational complexity of the exploration. We summarize
the result in the following theorem. n

Theorem 1: The exploration algorithm correctly explores the
entire polygonal environment by computing at most r þ 1 views, where
r is the total number of reflex vertices in P.

Let us now compare the performance of our algorithm with
that of an optimal exploration algorithm. Consider a spiral
polygon without any hole as shown in Figure 9. It can be seen
from the figure that no exploration algorithm, starting from
p1, can explore the entire spiral polygon in less than r þ 1
views. Figure 10 also shows that r þ 1 views are necessary to
explore the entire polygon, which contains one hole. On the
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other hand, consider a star-shaped polygon without any hole
as shown in Figure 11. In this figure, two views are enough to
see the entire star-shaped polygon because the robot takes the
first view at the given starting position p1, and then it takes the
second view from the star-point p2. On the other hand, our
algorithm first takes a view from p1 and, then, takes r views to
remove all constructed edges of VP(P, p1). This example
shows that this is the worst performance of our algorithm (i.e.,
the competitive ratio is (r þ 1)=2) with respect to the perform-
ance of an optimal exploration algorithm. We have the follow-
ing theorem.

Theorem 2: The competitive ratio of the exploration algorithm is
(r þ 1)=2, where r is the total number of reflex vertices in P.

An Exploration Algorithm with
Range Restriction
In this section, we present our exploration algorithm by
restricting the visibility polygons by a range distance R (see
Figure 12) and establish an upper bound for its competitive
ratio [2]. This algorithm follows the same approach as in
the previous algorithm. We start with the following
observation.

Theorem 3: Let D be the longest line segment that can lie com-
pletely inside a polygonal environment P. If R � D, then the explo-
ration algorithm in the previous section can be used to explore P using
restricted visibility polygons.

Proof: The proof follows from the fact that if R � D any
visibility polygon computed by the exploration algorithm is
the same as the restricted visibility polygon. n

Let us consider the other case when R < D. Let RVP(z)
denote the restricted visibility polygon computed from a
point z. Observe that a restricted visibility polygon may not

p5

p4

p3

p2

p1

P

Figure 9. Any exploration algorithm needs at least r þ 1 views
for exploring the spiral polygon.

p3

p1

p4

p2

p5

P

Figure 10. Any exploration algorithm needs at least r þ 1
views to explore the polygon with one hole.

p2

p1

P

Figure 11. The star-shaped polygon can be explored in two
views.
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u1 u2

u4
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P

pi

R

Figure 12. Vertices of restricted visibility polygon from pi with
range R are u1, u2, . . . , u12.

There are several online

computational geometry algorithms

for searching or exploring unknown

polygons with or without holes.
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be closed (see Figure 13), and its boundary can have circular
arcs in addition to constructed and polygonal edges. So, it is
necessary to take another view from some point in the current
restricted visibility polygon to see more of P. The process can
be repeated until the union of these restricted visibility poly-
gons covers P.

In the following, we present an algorithm that a point robot
can use to explore P by starting from an internal point p1 and
using restricted visibility polygons (see Figure 13). Our algo-
rithm is somewhat similar to the Bug1 algorithm [3], [12] and
the coverage algorithm [1], where a point robot moves straight
to the boundary of P and then follows the boundary of P.
However, our algorithm chooses viewing points arbitrarily
close to the boundary of P rather than on the polygonal edges
to avoid collision. In the sequel, whenever a viewing point is
said to be on a polygonal edge, it implies that the viewing point
is arbitrarily close to the polygonal edge.

Let CPi denote the region of P so far visible from the robot.
The robot initializes its polar coordinate system by setting its ori-
gin at p1. So, the coordinates of the boundary points of CPi are
with respect to p1. Initially, all edges of P are unmarked to indi-
cate that they are not yet explored by the robot. Starting from p1,
the algorithm chooses viewing points on circular arcs until a
point u on the boundary of P is visible from the robot. Assume
that u belongs to a hole Hi in P. Then, the robot chooses view-
ing points along the boundary of Hi until all edges of Hi are visi-
ble from the robot. Similarly, the robot explores the remaining
holes and the outer boundary of P one by one. Finally, the algo-
rithm terminates when the entire free space of P is explored.
Step 1: Compute RVP(p1); i :¼ 1; CPi :¼ RVP(pi); If the

boundary of CPi consists of only polygonal edges
then goto Step 8;

Step 2: While the boundary of CPi consists of only circu-
lar arcs do (see Figure 13)

Step 2a: Choose a point z on any circular arc of CPi;
i :¼ iþ 1; pi :¼ z;

Step 2b: Compute RVP(pi); CPi :¼ CPi�1 [ RVP(pi);
Step 3: If pi is not a point of a polygonal edge do (see Fig-

ure 14)
Step 3a: Let z be the furthest point of pi on the boundary of CPi

that belongs to a polygonal edge; i :¼ iþ 1; pi :¼ z;
Step 3b: Compute RVP(pi); CPi :¼ CPi�1 [ RVP(pi);
Step 3c: Mark those edges of P that are totally inside CPi;
Step 4: While pi is a point of an unmarked polygonal edge

do (see Figure 15)
Step 4a: Starting from pi, traverse the boundary of

RVP(pi)� CPi�1 along polygonal edges until a
point z is located, which is a starting point of a cir-
cular arc or a constructed edge; i :¼ iþ 1; pi :¼ z;

Step 4b: Compute RVP(pi); CPi :¼ CPi�1 [ RVP(pi);
Step 4c: Mark those edges of P that are totally inside CPi;
Step 5: If the boundary of CPi contains a part uu0 of a

polygonal edge then (see Figure 16)
Step 5a: Take a point z from uu0; i :¼ iþ 1; pi :¼ z; goto

Step 4;
Step 6: While the boundary of CPi consists of only circu-

lar arcs and marked edges do (see Figure 17)

Step 6a: Choose a point z on any circular arc of CPi;
i :¼ iþ 1; pi :¼ z;

Step 6b: Compute RVP(pi); CPi :¼ CPi�1 [ RVP(pi);
Step 6c: Mark those edges of P that are totally inside CPi;
Step 7: If there is a circular arc or a constructed edge on

the boundary of CPi then goto Step 3;
Step 8: Report viewing points p1, p2, . . . , pi and Stop.

P

p1

z

pi

Figure 14. The current restricted visibility polygon has
intersected a polygonal edge for the first time.

P

p1

pi

pi – 1

z

Figure 15. The robot moves along the boundary of P from pi

until the next viewing point z is located.

P

p1

p2

p3

z

Figure 13. Restricted visibility polygons are computed in P
starting from the initial position p1.
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Let us prove the correctness of the exploration algorithm.
We show that CPi ¼ P when the algorithm terminates.
Assume on the contrary that P 6� CPi. Then, there exists a
point p 2 P and p 62 CPi. If there exists a path from p to p1

lying inside CPi, then, p belongs to CPi, which is a contradic-
tion. Otherwise, any path from p to p1 must intersect the
boundary of CPi. Since every edge on the boundary of CPi is a
polygonal edge at the time of termination, every path from p
to p1 must intersect an edge of P. So, p does not belong to P,
which is a contradiction. Hence, CPi ¼ P when the algorithm
terminates. We have the following theorem.

Theorem 4: Using restricted visibility polygons, the exploration
algorithm explores the entire polygon P correctly.

In the following lemma, we establish an upper bound on
the number of views required by a robot to explore the region
P using this exploration algorithm.

Lemma 4: If the area, perimeter, number of holes, and number
of reflex vertices of P are Area(P), Perimeter(P), h and r, respectively,
then the number of viewing points required by the exploration algorithm
is bounded by

8 3 Area(P)

3 3 R2

� �
þ Perimeter(P)

R

� �
þ r þ hþ 1:

Proof: Place P on a grid where the diagonals of squares is of
length

ffiffiffi
3
p

R=2 (see Figure 18). Observe that if the robot takes a
view inside a square, it can cover the entire square as every point
of the square is within the distance of R from the viewing point.
So, the number of squares lying partially and totally inside P
gives an upper bound on the number of views required. n

Consider the squares that lie totally inside P. We know that
the area of a square is ð

ffiffiffi
3
p

R=2
ffiffiffi
2
p
Þ3 ð

ffiffiffi
3
p

R=2
ffiffiffi
2
p
Þ ¼

3 3 R2=8. Clearly the number of such squares in P is at most
Area(P)=(3 3 R2=8) ¼ 8 3 Area(P)=3 3 R2. Since the robot
can take at most one view in each square, 8 3 Area(P)=3 3 R2

views can be taken from such squares in P.
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Figure 17. All boundary edges of P are already explored (i.e.,
marked).
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Figure 18. P is placed on a grid, where the length of
diagonals of squares is

ffiffiffi
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R=2.
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Figure 19. Viewing points pi and piþ1 are on the same edge
of P.
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Figure 16. The robot moves to a point z of uu0 to explore all
edges of that hole.
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Consider the squares that are intersected by edges of P.
Instead of counting the number of squares intersected by the
edges of P, we show that such intersected squares are covered
by views that are taken along the boundary of P. Let pi and piþ1

be two consecutive viewing points on the boundary of P.
Assume that both pi and piþ1 lie on the same edge of P (see Fig-
ure 19). We know that the distance between them is R if they
are intermediate points on the edge. If the distance between
them is less than R, then piþ1 is a reflex (see Step 4). Consider
the case where pi and piþ1 are intermediate points on the same
edge. Draw two circles of radius R with pi and piþ1 as centers. It
can be seen that any point q, at a distance of at most

ffiffiffi
3
p

R=2 for
the segment pipiþ1, lies within one of the two circles. On the
other hand, every point of any square intersected by the seg-
ment pipiþ1 lies at a distance of at most

ffiffiffi
3
p

R=2. Therefore, all
points of the squares intersected by the segment pipiþ1 lie
within RVP(pi) or RVP(piþ1). The same arguments hold if piþ1

is a reflex vertex, or pi and piþ1 do not belong to the same edge
(see Figure 20). Hence, all points in the squares intersected by
edges of P can be seen by at most Perimeter(P)=Rb c þ r views,
where r represents the additional views taken at reflex vertices.

Now, consider the view that sees the boundary of P for the
first time (see Step 3). If the view is taken from a square inter-
sected by an edge of P, then we have to add 1 to the bound.
Since there can be one such view for every hole and for the
outer boundary of P, there can be hþ 1 additional views in the
squares intersected by edges of P. Hence, the maximum num-
ber of views that the robot can take to explore P is bounded by
(8 3 Area(P))=(3 3 R2)b c þ Perimeter(P)=Rb cþ r þ hþ 1.

Let us derive the competitive ratio of the exploration algo-
rithm. Since a robot can see in each view at most pR2 area of
P, any exploration algorithm must take at least Area(P)=pR2d e
views to see the entire P. Hence, the competitive ratio is

8 3AreaðPÞ
3 3 R2

j k
þ PerimeterðPÞ

R

j k
þ r þ hþ 1

AreaðPÞ
pR2

l m ,

which is upper bounded by

8p
3
þ pR 3 Perimeter Pð Þ

Area Pð Þ þ r þ hþ 1ð Þ3 pR2

Area Pð Þ

� �
:

It can be seen that the worst case arises when the number of
reflex vertices is large for a given P and R. On the other hand,
if R is sufficiently large, the number of views required is
r þ hþ 1. We have the following theorem.

Theorem 5: The competitive ratio of the exploration algorithm
for a point robot with restricted visibility polygons is bounded by

8p
3
þ pR 3 Perimeter Pð Þ

Area Pð Þ þ r þ hþ 1ð Þ3 pR2

Area Pð Þ

� �
:

Conclusions
Our exploration algorithm for a point robot in the ‘‘An Explo-
ration Algorithm’’ section chooses the next viewing point on

an unexplored constructed edge. It can be seen from Figure 8
that the viewing point p4 has been chosen, as the triangle con-
taining p4 is not totally visible from p1 or p3. However, this tri-
angle is totally visible jointly from p1 and p3. This observation
suggests that if partially visible triangles associated with unex-
plored constructed edges are taken into consideration while tri-
angulating the current visibility polygon, it may be possible to
reduce the number of viewing points by one for every hole that
gives the tighter bound r þ 1� h. However, it is not clear how
to combine these partially visible triangles correctly to generate
a triangulation connecting only the vertices of the polygon.

Suppose we wish to design an algorithm that a convex ro-
bot C can use to explore an unknown polygonal environment
P (under translation) following a similar strategy of the point
robot as stated in the ‘‘An Exploration Algorithm’’ section: let
x be the point of C corresponding to the position of the visual
sensor of the robot (see Figure 21). This means that the region

R

R

R

P

pi +1

pi

Figure 20. Viewing points pi and piþ1 are on different edges
of P.

p2
p1

p3

p4

p5

Figure 22. More than r þ 1 views are required for exploration.

s1

x

s2

C

P

Figure 21. Two parts s1 and s2 of P cannot be explored by C.
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visible from the current position of C is always the visibility
polygon computed from x. Observe that since all points of P
may not be reachable by C, some parts of P may remain unex-
plored as shown in Figure 21.

Let p1 be the starting position of x (see Figure 22). Initially,
C computes VP(P, p1). Then, it computes the Minkowski
sum of C and VP(P, p1) under translation of C, taking x as
the reference point [6], [7]. From the Minkowski sum, con-
structed edges of VP(P, p1) are located that can be touched by
C, which can be called eligible constructed edges. Then, C
moves toward an eligible constructed edge until it touches
some point on that edge. Let p2 be the corresponding posi-
tion of x. Then, C computes VP(P, p2). Using this strategy, C
can explore P but that requires more than r þ 1 views as
shown in Figure 22, because the same reflex vertex is an end-
point of more than one eligible constructed edge. So, the
upper bound on the number of views for a convex robot is
more than r þ 1. It is open whether an upper bound on the
number of views for exploring P under translation can be
derived for a convex robot.
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An Asynchronous Multirate Approach

BY LEOPOLDO ARMESTO, GIANLUCA IPPOLITI,

SAURO LONGHI, AND JOSEP TORNERO

O
ne of the most common techniques for state esti-
mation of nonlinear discrete-time dynamic sys-
tems is the extended Kalman filter (EKF) [1] or,
more recently, unscented Kalman filter (UKF)
[2]. Kalman filter gives a robust, optimal, and

recursive state estimation to fuse redundant sensor informa-
tion. However, both approaches assume that the probability
distribution function (PDF) is Gaussian, which is not true for
most signals found in practice. Other recent filtering methods
are particles filters (PFs) [3], [4] in which the main advantage is
that the PDF can be accurately approximated with a large
number of particles. The most common approach of PF is the

sampling importance resampling [5], [6] that provides a weight
(importance factor) to each particle. The resampling step
selects those particles with higher weights and removes those
particles with lower weights. Another well-known approach is
the Rao-Blackwellized PF [7], which uses a PF for some varia-
bles of the state and a Kalman filter for other variables.

In robotics, these estimation methods are commonly used
to determine the robot pose with respect to its environment
(map); see, for instance, [1], [8]–[12]. The problem of deter-
mining the robot pose is commonly known as self-localization.
The map can be assumed to be known or unknown. In the
former, the EKF, UKF, and also the Monte Carlo localization
(MCL) methods [11], [12] have been widely used. In the latter,
the SLAM (simultaneous localization and map building)Digital Object Identifier 10.1109/M-RA.2007.907355
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problem arises, which consists of estimating the robot pose and
map simultaneously. Classical approaches to solve this problem
are based on EKF by joining the robot state and the map [1],
[13], [14]. The problem of this approach is that the dimension
of the covariance grows to (N þ 3) 3 (N þ 3), with N being
the number of map features.

Recently, a solution of the SLAM problem with Rao-
Blackwellized PFs has been given, which is known as Fast-
SLAM (Factored Solution to SLAM) [15]. The key idea
behind the FastSLAM is that the problem can be divided into
N þ 1 separated problems: one for estimating the robot pose
with a PF and, therefore, with low state dimension, and N low
dimension separate problems for updating the map features.

One of the main contributions of this article is related to the
multirate asynchronous filtering approach for the SLAM problem
based on PFs. Previous multirate filter contributions are mainly
for linear systems. In [16] and [17], a Kalman filter is applied for
linear quadratic regulator (LQG) control, while in [18] a Kalman
filter is developed using lifting techniques [19]. The problem of
multirate filtering arises from the fact that sensors and actuators of
robots are sampled at different sampling rates due to technological
limitations, communication channels, processing time, etc.

In this article, significant improvements for robot pose esti-
mation are obtained when introducing multirate techniques to
FastSLAM. In particular, it is shown that multirate fusion aims to
provide more accurate results in loop-closing problems in SLAM
(localization and map building problems with closed paths).

Additionally, in this article a pose estimation algorithm
based on least squares (LS) fitting of line features is proposed.
Since the complexity of LS fitting is linear to the number of
features, this implies a low computational cost than other tech-
niques. Therefore, methods based on PFs such as MCL and
FastSLAM that require a large number of particles may benefit
from this fact. In particular, this provides an accurate approxi-
mation of the posterior PDF for FastSLAM 2.0 [20].

Moreover, we developed an asynchronous filtering method
to deal with measurements of sensors at different sampling
rates. One of the key ideas of the method is to use an asynchro-
nous hold to extrapolate inputs of the system. Another key
point is the asynchronous execution of prediction and update
steps in the filtering method, which aims to maintain a good
system performance. The prediction step is executed within at
least a prespecified sampling period (generally at a fast sampling
rate to reduce discretization errors), and the update step is exe-
cuted only when measurements are asynchronously received.

Experimental tests have been performed on a powered
wheelchair equipped with a fiber-optic gyroscope (FOG), a
laser scanner, and two optical encoders connected to the axes
of the driving wheels. These applications are of interest in the
emerging area of assistance technologies where powered
wheelchairs can be used to strengthen the residual abilities of
users with motor disabilities [21]–[23].

The proposed approach results in a computationally effi-
cient solution to the localization problem and may really repre-
sent a basic step towards the proper design of a navigation
system aimed at enhancing the efficiency and the security of
commercial powered wheelchairs.

Object Detection
In this section, a method for object detection is described,
based on laser ranger measurements. This method is specifi-
cally recommended for indoor applications, since it assumes
certain geometric constraints about the environment.

Firstly, we define an object as a set of points {xi,yi}, repre-
senting a given landmark of the environment (walls, shelves,
columns, corners, persons, etc.). In particular, for localization
purposes, the map contains lines representing walls, shelves,
and doors, etc. Moving objects such as persons are not
included in the map, since it is assumed to be static.

Segmentation and Single Line Fitting
Laser points are segmented using an adaptive breakpoint
detector [24] and the well-known ‘‘split and merge’’ algorithm
[25]. Initially, a standard LS fitting is used for each segmented
line to estimate distance (q) and angle (j) parameters, where
the well-known solution is

q̂ ¼ �x cos ûþ �y sin û, û ¼ 1

2
arctan

�2r2
xy

r2
y � r2

x

 !
,

where �x, �y, r2
x, r2

y , and r2
xy are means and covariances of the

dataset.

Multiple Line Fitting
Since our object detection algorithm is designed for structured
indoor environments, it is reasonable to make some assump-
tions about the properties of the environment. In particular,
walls are usually perpendicular or parallel to each other. With
that in mind, we present a method for fitting lines by consider-
ing geometric constraints of the environment.

The goal of this method is the minimization of the sum of
squared distances for all lines (global multiple line fitting). This
basic idea allows us to improve typically noisy estimations of
lines with few points. In general, the method may not only
improve parameter estimation but also data association and
map building. In addition to this, corners can easily be esti-
mated as intersection points of contiguous lines.

By performing a previous single estimation (standard LS
fitting), we can select those lines whose angle difference is
closed to jk � j0 � {0�, 90�, 180�, 270�} with respect to a
reference line. The idea is to force the estimation to generate
jk � j0 ¼ {0�, 90�, 180�, 270�}. The reference line should
be taken to be the most reliable one; i.e., the largest line or the
line with the greatest number of points. Obviously, the
method is not limited to rectangular angles and any angle
might be forced. If a line does not satisfy the constrained con-
dition, it is not forced and the single line fitting estimation is
used instead.

The performance index for minimizing is as follows:

EML ¼
1

2

XNl

k¼1

XNl;k

i¼1

(qk � xi,k cos uk � yi,k sin uk)
2

constrained to jk ¼ j0 þ jc,k, where jc,k is the constrained
angle with respect to the reference line (for convenience the
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first line). Nl is the number of lines and Nl,k the number of
points for each segmented line.

The distances of lines can be obtained as follows:

@EML

@qk
¼ 0) q̂k ¼ �xk cos ûk þ �yk sin ûk.

Replacing these variables and angle constraints into the
original performance index and performing some standard
algebraic manipulations, we get to the optimal estimate of j0:

@EML

@u0
¼ ~B sin (2û0)� ~A cos (2û0) ¼ 0) tan (2û0) ¼

~A
~B

,

with

~A ¼ �
XNl,k

k¼0

2r2
xy,k cos (2uc,k)þ (r2

y,k � r2
x,k) sin (2uc,k) and

~B ¼
XNl,k

k¼0

�2r2
xy,k sin (2uc,k)þ (r2

y,k � r2
x,k) cos (2uc,k).

It is interesting to remark that data statistics, that is, �x, �y, r2
x,

r2
xy, and r2

y , were initially computed for single fitting and,
therefore, they are reused for saving computational resources.

Algorithm 1 describes the implementation of the proposed
method. The input of the algorithm is raw polar data of the
laser ranger (rt, at), while the output of the algorithm is the
vector of detected lines zt.

A comparison between the single and multiple line fitting
methods is shown in Figure 1. The multiple line fitting
method gives a better estimation in the sense that lines are cor-
rectly estimated and the corners are better defined. Therefore,
this will improve global estimation and map building, without
additional efforts, since the cost of this multiple line fitting is
always of the orderO(Nl) as in the single-line fitting.

LS Pose Estimation
In this section, we present a simple but effective method of
estimating the pose of a robot based on line features. The
method assumes that a data preprocess has been previously
done so that detected line features of the environment have
been obtained zi

t ¼ hqi
d, u

i
di. It also assumes that the map,

containing line features m j
t ¼ hq j

m, u j
mi, is known or it is

being estimated.
The main issue of this method is that it estimates the robot

pose in the LS sense, and it can be applied for global localization
under the assumption of known data association. Since this is not
a realistic approach in most real applications, the method requires
a previous association between the detected and map features,
which is given by the hypothesis H, a list that relates each
detected i feature with its corresponding feature on the map
j ¼ H(i). If a feature is not associated, then we setH(i) ¼ 0.

Based on the well-known line model,

qi
d ¼ qH(i)

m � x cos uH(i)
m � y sin uH(i)

m þ �q,i and (1)

ui
d ¼ uH(i)

m � hþ �u,i, (2)

where p¼ [x y]T is the Cartesian robot position and h the ori-
entation. eq,i and ej,i are distance and angle errors between the

Algorithm 1: Multiple Line Fitting

1 MultipleLineFitting(rt, at)
2 remove those measurements from rt and at higher than

a maximum distance;
3 compute break points based on discontinuities using

(rt, at);
4 compute Cartesian points (xt, yt) from (rt, at);
5 segment Cartesian points with Split & Merge algorithm;
6 estimate lines zt with LS fitting, one for each seg-

mented set of points (single fitting);
7 retrieve û0 from the largest line of zt;
8 ~A ¼ 0; ~B ¼ 0;
9 for i ¼ 1 to length(zt) do

10 retrieve hûi, r
2
x,i, r

2
xy,i, r

2
y;ii from zi

t;
11 if ûi � û0 ’ 0 then ûc,i ¼ û0;
12 else if ûi � û0 ’ p

2 then ûc,i ¼ û0 þ p
2;

13 else if ûi � û0 ’ p then ûc,i ¼ û0 þ p;
14 else if ûi � û0 ’ 3p

2 then ûc,i ¼ û0 þ 3p
2 ;

15 else ûc,i ¼ ûi;
16 ~A ¼ ~A� 2r2

xy,i cos (2ûc,i)� (r2
y,i � r2

x,i) sin (2ûc,i);
17 ~B ¼ ~Bþ (r2

y,i � r2
x,i) cos (2ûc,i)� 2r2

xy,i sin (2ûc,i);
18 end
19 ûc,0 ¼ 1

2 arctan ( ~A
~B
);

20 for i ¼ 1 to length(zt) do
21 retrieve hq̂i, �xi, �yii from zi

t;
22 ûi ¼ ûc,i þ ûc,0;
23 q̂i ¼ �x cos ûi þ �y sin ûi;
24 replace hq̂i ûii of zi

t;
25 end
26 return Zt;
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Figure 1. Comparative between (a) single and (b) multiple line fit.
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detected lines and predicted ones. Error covariances are
assumed to be Rq ¼ r2

qI and Ru ¼ r2
uI, respectively.

The pose estimation problem can be easily separated
because (1) is affected only by the Cartesian pose, while (2) is
affected only by the orientation. In addition to this, we can
easily see that both equations are linear with respect to the pose
variables, and they can be rewritten in matrix form as

qe ¼ �X � pþ �q,

ue ¼ ½1 . . . 1�Thþ �u,

where

qe ¼ q1
d � qH(1)

m , . . . , qNl
d � qH(Nl)

m

h iT
,

X ¼
cos u

H(1)
m sin u

H(1)
m

..

. ..
.

cos uH(Nl)
m sin uH(Nl)

m

2
664

3
775,

ue ¼ u1
d � uH(1)

m , . . . , uNl
d � uH(Nl)

m

h iT
, and

�q ¼ �q,1, . . . , �q,Nl

� �T
, �u ¼ �u,1, . . . , �u,Nl

� �T
:

Therefore, the LS fitting provides the following estimations
for the Cartesian pose and orientation:

p̂ ¼ x̂
ŷ

� �
¼ �(XTX)�1 XTqe, ĥ ¼ ��ue,

and the covariance estimation error is as follows:

Rxy ¼ r2
q(XTX)�1, Rh ¼

r2
u

Nl
:

Matrix XTX is singular when all lines considered have the
same orientation. However, because the method estimates the
Cartesian positions separately from the orientation, and in
such situations, a valid estimation of the orientation can still
be provided.

Algorithm 2 describes the implementation of the meth-
od, where the following considerations must be taken into
account:

XTX ¼ A C
C B

� �
, XTqe ¼

D
E

� �
,

with

A ¼
XNl

i¼1

cos2 uH(i)
m , B ¼

XNl

i¼1

sin2 uH(i)
m ,

C ¼
XNl

i¼1

cos uH(i)
m sin uH(i)

m ,

D ¼
XNl

i¼1

(qi
d � qHði)m Þ cos uH(i)

m , and

E ¼
XNl

i¼1

(qi
d � qHði)m Þ sin uH(i)

m .

A similar approach is followed by Araujo and Aldon in
[26], where the main difference is given in the definition of
the performance index. In [26], the proposed index is based
on the minimization of Cartesian projections between
detected lines and map lines with respect to robot pose. This
representation introduces the advantage of including points
and lines under the same performance index, but the analytic
solution to this problem leads to solve a fourth order polyno-
mial equation derived from a trigonometric rotation equa-
tion. In addition, it presents four possible solutions (real and/
or complex), and therefore, a study on the Jacobian is required
to discard local maxima.

To analyze the performance of the proposed method, a simu-
lation, using a mobile robot moving through a regular environ-
ment with walls and corridors, has been considered. Obviously,
the line detection method proposed in the previous section has
been taken into account for laser-ranger measurements, where a
noise has been added to them to simulate more realistic data.
Figure 2 shows the pose estimation error between ground truth
and estimated pose with LS and Araujo’s methods. Crosses

Algorithm 2: Line-Based Pose Estimation

1 PoseEst(zt, mt, Ht, xt�1)
2 A ¼ B ¼ C ¼ D ¼ E ¼ je ¼ Nl ¼ 0;
3 for i ¼ 0 to length(Ht) do
4 if Ht(i)[0 then
5 retrieve hq j

m, u j
mi from m

Ht(i)
t ;

6 retrieve hqi
d, ui

di from zi
t;

7 A ¼ Aþ cos2 u j
m;

8 B ¼ Bþ sin2 u j
m;

9 C ¼ C þ sin u j
m cos u j

m;
10 D ¼ D þ (qi

d � q j
m) cos u j

m;
11 E ¼ E þ (qi

d � q j
m) sin u j

m;
12 ue ¼ ue þ ui

d � u j
m;

13 Nl ¼ Nl þ 1;
14 end
15 end
16 retrieve hxt, yt, hti from xt�1;
17 if j > 0 and A Æ B � C2 6¼ 0 then
18 xt ¼ C�E�B�D

A�B�C2 ;

19 yt ¼ C�D�A�E
A�B�C2 ;

20 Rxy ¼ r2
q

A C
C B

� ��1

;

21 else xt ¼ xt�1; yt ¼ yt�1; Rxy ¼ 0;
22 if j > 0 then ht ¼ � ue

Nl
; Rh ¼

r2
u

Nl
;

23 else ht ¼ ht�1; Rh ¼ 0;
24 xt ¼ [xt yt ht]

T;

25 Rxt ¼
Rxy 0
0T Rh

� �
;

26 return xt and Rxt ;
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depicted on Figure 2(a) and (b) represent iterations where XTX
becomes singular and, therefore, they should not be considered.
It can be appreciated that Araujo’s method presents more than
three times higher cumulative computational time (Tc) than that
of LS pose estimation. In fact, the mean computational times of
LS and Araujo’s methods are 4.92 Æ 10�4 and 18 Æ 10�4 ms,
respectively. This aspect is particularly relevant, since each parti-
cle of the FastSLAM algorithm will correct its pose using this
method (see the next section for more details).

Moreover, consider the mean estimation error (MSE) of
Cartesian positions and orientations:

MSExy ¼
1

h

Xh

k¼0

(xk � x̂k)
2 þ (yk � ŷk)

2, and

MSEh ¼
1

h

Xh

k¼0

(hk � ĥk)
2,

where h is the number of iterations of the simulation. The
performance in terms of MSEx and MSEh of LS and Araujo’s
methods is shown in Table 1, where Nl is the minimum num-
ber of lines required to produce a valid estimation. Araujo’s
method gives more accurate results than those of LS in the
cases where more than two lines have been detected (Nl� 3 or
Nl � 4). However, it is clear that the accuracy of both the
methods is good enough for many practical situations.

Asynchronous Multirate Techniques
Applied to SLAM Problem

Probabilistic Robot Localization and Map Building
The key idea of PFs is to represent the posterior distribution of
a signal xt by a set of random samples (particles) drawn from
this posterior. Such a set of samples is an approximation of the
real distribution and, in general, PFs can represent much
broader spaces of distributions, rather than Gaussian distribu-
tions such as EKF or UKF.

We denote the set of particles describing the posterior
distribution as

X t ¼ fx½1�t ,x½2�t , . . . , x½M �t g,

where M is the number of particles and each particle x½k�t is
drawn from the posterior distribution

x½k�t � p(xtjz1:t,u1:t), (3)

where z1:t represents the set of whole measurements and u1:t the
set of whole inputs. The approximation is valid if the number of
samples is large enough, generally M � 100. Similar to most
popular filters, the PF uses a recursive estimation for approxi-
mating the posterior distribution. Therefore, (3) simplifies to

x½k�t � p(xtjxt�1,zt,ut),
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Figure 2. Pose estimation error and computational time with (a) LS pose estimation and (b) Araujo’s methods.
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where only inputs and measurements at the present time
instant are used. The main problem is that the posterior distri-
bution is not known, and therefore a proposal distribution
has to be used based on the importance factor. For each parti-
cle, a weight obtained from w½k�t ¼ p(ztjx½k�t ) is computed,
where p(ztjxt) is the PDF of the sensor model. The set of
weighted particles represents (an approximation) of the poste-
rior. This method is known as sequential importance resam-
pling, where a resampling step and normalization must be
done to avoid the algorithm degeneracy [6], [27].

FastSLAM is the PF approach to SLAM. Unfortunately PF
in SLAM is also affected by the curse of dimensionality, with expo-
nential growth (M 3 N). For that reason, Rao-Blackwellized
PF [28] is applied, where the pose of the robot is estimated with
a standard PF and the map is estimated by an EKF. In Fast-
SLAM, each particle contains an estimated robot pose x½k�t and a
set of Kalman filters with l½k�t and covariance R½k�t , one for each
feature in the map. Thus, the problem is decomposed in the
N þ 1 problem: 1 for estimating the robot pose and N for esti-
mating the features in the map. A key advantage of this solution
is that maps between particles are not correlated, and therefore
errors in the map are filtered through the resampling process,
where only the best particles (with best maps) will survive.

The FastSLAM described so far is known as FastSLAM 1.0
[15], while in FastSLAM 2.0 [20] the proposal distribution
takes the measurements zt into account when sampling the
pose x½k�t based on an EKF approach. This modification follows
a similar approach to that of [29] and [30] for PF.

In mobile robots, inputs and outputs have different sam-
pling rates. For instance, odometry sensors, such as encoders,
gyros, and accelerometers, are typically sampled faster than

external sensors such as lasers [31], sonars, or vision systems
[32], [33]. This is a problem that arises form the inherent
technological limitations of sensors, communication channels,
and processing cost, etc., which can not be neglected. A typical
solution to overcome this problem is to reduce the overall sam-
pling period to the slowest one. However, it is well known that
this approach may decrease the overall system performance. In
addition to this, discretization errors will also increase with
higher sampling periods. Therefore, faster dynamics require
fast sampling rates.

In this article, we describe an asynchronous filtering
method to deal with measurements of sensors at different
sampling rates. One of the key ideas of the method is to use
an asynchronous hold to extrapolate the inputs of the system.
Another key point is the asynchronous execution of predic-
tion and update steps in the filtering method, which main-
tains a good system performance. The prediction step is
executed within at least a prespecified sampling period (gen-
erally at a fast sampling rate to reduce discretization errors),
and the update step is executed only when measurements are
asynchronously received.

Asynchronous Holds
A multirate hold is a hybrid device for generating, from a
sequence of inputs sampled at a slow sampling rate, a continu-
ous signal that may be discretized at a high sampling rate. The
mathematical background of multirate high-order holds (MR-
HOH) and samplers is described in [34]–[36]. Initially, multi-
rate holds were introduced as a generalizations of classical holds
such as zero-, first-, and second-order holds (ZOH, FOH, and
SOH). Later on, in [37], a wide variety of holds were obtained
from general primitive functions. The idea behind general
primitive functions is to generate an extrapolated continuous
signal based on input samples futj , utj�1 , . . . , utj�ng uniformly
distributed at a low frequency (dual-rate sampling) [37].

In this article, we extend the formulation for the asynchro-
nous case, where input samplings are not uniformly distributed:

ût ¼
Xn

l¼0

f l(t,utj�l ,tj�l), (4)

where utj denotes an input that has been sampled at time instant
tj being tj�n � . . . � tj � t. The primitive function f l(t) gener-
ates the continuous signal ût, which can be computed at any
desired time instant. Thus, the asynchronous hold is in charge
of generating a ‘‘continuized’’ signal regardless of when the
inputs were sampled. Asynchronous holds may be used in two
different situations: for estimating signals in between samples as
well as for overcoming the data-missing problem.

Algorithm 3 implements the asynchronous hold of order n,
based on a general primitive function. To implement the asyn-
chronous hold, a shift register U j ¼ futj , . . . , utj�ng is required
to log the signal. Table 2 summarizes some primitive functions
that can be used in asynchronous holds. In spline holds, a set of
coefficients cj;l are obtained when a spline curve is adjusted to
the previous inputs. In Taylor holds, input derivatives are
obtained using the backward approximation.

Table 1. MSE performance.

MSE Method Nl ≥ 2 Nl ≥ 3 Nl ≥ 4

MSEx [m2] LS 1.8Æ10�3 2Æ10�3 2.2Æ10�3

Araujo 27.85 7.42Æ10�5 6.26Æ10�5

MSEh [rd2] LS 1.75Æ10�5 1.93Æ10�5 1.53Æ10�5

Araujo 0.32 7.7Æ10�6 4.74Æ10�6

Algorithm 3: Asynchronous Hold

1 Asynchronous-Hold(ut,U j, t, j)
2 If ut is updated then
3 shift out utj�n and shift in ut from U j;
4 ût ¼ ut;
5 j ¼ t;
6 else
7 ût ¼ 0;
8 for l ¼ 0 to n do
9 retrieve utj�l from U j;

10 ût ¼ ût þ f l(t, utj�l , tj�l);
11 end
12 end
13 return ût,U j and j;
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An experiment has been performed on a mobile robot
moving in a real environment, where signal profiles of linear
and angular velocities are shown in Figure 3. This figure also
shows the MSE of the extrapolated signals when using a, MR-
FOH (first order Lagrange hold), MR-SOBH (second-order
Bezier hold), MR-SOTH (second-order Taylor hold) and
MR-SOSH (second-order spline hold)
(first order cases of spline, Bezier, and Tay-
lor functions are the same as that of the
FOH.). The sampling period of signals is
Ts ¼ 100 ms, i is the number of iterations
that signals are extrapolated, and n is the
order of the hold. Obviously, stability can-
not be guaranteed for any arbitrary extrap-
olation time interval, since MSE increases
exponentially with i. However, it can be
seen that for all cases with i � 5 the results
of MR-FOH, MR-SOBH, MR-SOTH,
and MR-SOSH significantly improve the
results of the naive MR-ZOH solution.

Multirate Asynchronous FastSLAM
The proposed multirate asynchronous
FastSLAM (MR-FastSLAM) has been

implemented in the two different versions FastSLAM 1.0 and
FastSLAM 2.0, described in Algorithm 4, where M is the
number of particles. In FastSLAM 1.0, pseudo-code lines 11
and 12 are not used. The pose estimation method used in line
2 is the one described in the previous section. This modifies
the original contribution of FastSLAM [20] in the sense that
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Table 2. Primitive functions.

Type Function

Interpolation

(Lagrange)
ût ¼

Xn

l¼0

Yn
q¼0
q6¼l

t � tj�q

tj�l � tj�q

� �
utj�l

2
64

3
75

Interpolation

(Spline) ût ¼
Xn

l¼0

cj,l(t � tj�l)
l with fcj�nþ1,0, . . . , cj,0, . . . , cj�nþ1,m, . . . , cj,mg

¼ spline(Utj
)

Approximation

(Bezier) ût ¼
Xn

l¼0

n!

l!(n� l)!
1þ t � tj

tj � tj�n

� �n�l t � tj

tj � tj�n

� �l

utj�l

" #

Approximation

(Taylor) ût ¼
Xn

l¼0

ðt � tjÞl

l!
u

lÞ
tj

with u
lÞ
tj
¼

u
l�1Þ
tj
� u

l�1Þ
tj�1

tj � tj�1
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an LS approach is used instead of an EKF approach. The main
advantage of this new approach is the reduced computational
cost of LS.

The steps are similar to the conventional FastSLAM algo-
rithms, where differences lie in the inclusion of asynchronous
holds and asynchronous prediction and update steps. In that
sense, asynchronism is due to a time-varying execution time
period t.

u If the time Ts has elapsed since the last execution
(t � 1) period of the algorithm and no measurement
has been received yet, then only the prediction step is
executed with t ¼ (t� 1)þ Ts to maintain a good sys-
tem performance with low discretization error.

u Whenever a measurement is received, the prediction
and update steps are executed with t ¼ (t � 1)þ tz,

with tz being the elapsed time between the last execu-
tion and the measurement sampling. Note that the
prediction step must necessarily be performed to
coherently fuse measurements and states at the same
time instant.

Figure 4 shows an example of a tasks chronogram for the
proposed algorithm. In this case, four different tasks have been
considered: encoder, laser, prediction, and update, each of
them running at different frequencies. The encoder task is exe-
cuted approximately at Tinc � 100 ms, each time an encoder
measurement is received, while Laser Task is executed at
Tlas � 400 ms. The laser task has been subdivided into more
subtasks to indicate when each of the detected lines have been
processed. In Figure 4, several lines are typically processed for a
specific laser scan. Prediction and update tasks are executed
according to the conditions mentioned previously. In this
sense, the update step is not performed until the processing of
the laser scan has been completed. In Figure 4, it can also be
seen that the prediction task is regularly executed with a
sampling period of Ts ¼ 100 ms. However, whenever a laser
measurement is received, the prediction task is executed again,
immediately followed by the update task. In addition to this, it
is interesting to observe the effect of the asynchronous hold.
Despite the asynchronous encoder samplings, the prediction
step, which uses these measurements, is executed at its own
sampling frequency (also asynchronous).

Experimental Results
Experimental tests have been performed in an indoor environ-
ment, on the Explorer powered wheelchair developed by the
company TGR (Italy). This vehicle has two driving wheels. The
odometric system consists of two incremental encoders con-
nected to independent passive wheels aligned with the axes of
the driving wheels. An FOG HITACHI module, HOFG-1, has
also been used to accurately measure the angular velocity. The
laser scanner measurements have been acquired by the SICK
LMS200 installed on the vehicle. A resolution of 0.5� and a
spectrum of 180� have been chosen to have a number of
measurements that could simultaneously guarantee good map
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Figure 4. Task chronogram example.

Algorithm 4: Multirate FastSLAM 2.0

1 MR-FastSLAM 2.0(X t�1, ut, zt,U j, t, j)
2 �X t ¼ X t ¼ zs

t ¼ ;;
3 ½ût,U j, j� ¼ Asynchronous-Hold(ut,U j, t, j);
4 ½ût,U t� ¼ MR-Hold(ut,U t, t);
5 for k ¼ 1 to M do
6 retrieve hx½k�t�1, m

½k�
t�1, w½k�t�1i from X t�1;

7 x½k�t ¼ MotionModel(ût, x
½k�
t�1, t);

8 If zt has been sampled then
9 ẑt ¼ MeasurementModel(mt�1, x

½k�
t );

10 ½Ht, w½k�t � ¼ DataAssociation(zt, ẑt);

11 ½x̂½k�t , R½k�xt
� ¼ PoseEst(m½k�t�1,Ht, zt, x

½k�
t );

12 sample x½k�t � N (x̂½k�t , R½k�xt
);

13 for i ¼ 1 to length(zt) do
14 If Ht(i) ¼ 0 then

// New feature
15 ~m½k�t ¼ InvMeasModel(zi

t, x
½k�
t );

16 add ~m½k�t to m½k�t ;
17 else

// Update feature
18 mt ¼ EKF(mt�1, zi

t, x
½k�
t );

19 end
20 end
21 remove unstable features of m½k�t ;
22 else w½k�t ¼ w½k�t�1; m½k�t ¼ m½k�t�1;

23 add hx½k�t , m½k�t , w½k�t i to �X t;
24 end
25 if zt has been sampled then
26 normalize w½k�t of �X t;
27 X t ¼ Resampler( �X t);
28 else X t ¼ �X t;
29 return X t,U t and j;

The Kalman filter gives a robust,

optimal, and recursive state

estimation to fuse redundant

sensor information.
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building and real-time implementation. The TGR Explorer
powered wheelchair with the data acquisition system is shown in
Figure 5.

Different tests have been performed at the Dipartimento di
Ingegneria Informatica, Gestionale e dell’Automazione (DIIGA).
Department for analyzing the performance of the proposed MR-
FastSLAM algorithm. In this section, two significant tests are
introduced and discussed: a loop-shape and an L-shape experi-
ment. Figure 6 shows the DIIGA Department taken from a
computer aided design (CAD) plan as well as pose estimations of
both experiments acquired with classical MCL and assuming that
the map is known. The purpose of the first experiment is to
investigate whether the multirate sampling aims to solve the
loop-closing problem. The starting and ending pose of this
experiment is x ¼ 38:4 m, y ¼ 21:8 m, and h ¼ p rd. In the
second experiment of an L-shaped corridor, doors 1 and 2 were
closed. The main difficulty lies on the U-turn done in the middle
of the experiment, where the robot has the greatest difficulty in
estimating the orientation due to the lack of visible walls and the
rate of turn. The starting and ending position of this experiment
is x ¼ 23:5 m, y ¼ 45 m, and h ¼ 0 rd.

Figure 7(a) and (d) shows the results obtained when using the
single-rate FastSLAM 1.0 for both experiments (running at the
laser sampling frequency), in which the orientation estimation
clearly fails when turning. In this case, the number of samples used
for the FastSLAM estimation is 100, which is probably not enough,
and therefore the results may also be improved by increasing the
number of particles, which is associated with a higher computa-
tional cost. On the other hand, Figure 7(b) and (e) shows the results
for the multirate FastSLAM 1.0, where it can be seen that it closes
the loop and also improves the results of the the corridor experi-
ment but still has some difficulties in the estimation of the
orientation.

In addition to this, the map building and also pose estima-
tion robustness can be significantly improved when using the
MR-FastSLAM 2.0 instead of MR-FastSLAM 1.0. Figure
7(c) and (f ) shows the estimation results for the MR-
FastSLAM 2.0 case, where the map estimation is much more
accurate (corners with forms of 90�). In this sense, as seen in

Figure 8, MR-FastSLAM 2.0 uses less number of features,
which is also an indicator of its good accuracy, decreasing the
computational cost, but without a detriment on pose and map
estimation. The same performance has been also obtained in
the other developed experiments that are characterized by
simple paths along the corridors and laboratories of the DIIGA
Department. Moreover, no specific assumptions have been
considered on the structure and on the parameters of the con-
sidered mobile base. Therefore, the same performance of the
proposed MR-FastSLAM algorithm can be obtained on dif-
ferent mobile bases with different kinematic models and
parameters.

Conclusions
In this article, a new approach for multirate fusion, probabilis-
tic self-localization, and map building for mobile robots has
been developed. To overcome the filtering problem of
dynamic systems with inputs and outputs sampled at a different
rates, asynchronous multirate holds have been used. In addi-
tion to this, an asynchronous fusion method (with asynchro-
nous prediction-update steps) is also proposed. The prediction
step is executed at least within a maximum period, which
ensures a low discretization error and stability, while an update
step fuses measurements as they are received. Although in this

Figure 5. TGR explorer with data acquisition system for FOG
sensor, incremental encoders, and laser scanner.
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article the multirate asynchronous structure has been applied
to PFs in FastSLAM, it is clear that it can be used with many
other filters such as EKF, UKF, or discrete-Bayes filters, since
they also have the prediction-update steps.

Multirate asynchronous holds are hybrid systems that gener-
ate continuous signals from discrete sequences of inputs that

may be uniformly distributed in time or not. The key idea is to
use interpolation and approximation functions, or in general
any primitive function, to extrapolate continuous signals. Thus,
multirate holds act as interfaces for signals with different sam-
pling rates, providing signals properly adapted to the required
sampling period (discretization of the continuous signal). In this
article, it has been shown that general multirate holds reduce
extrapolation errors in comparison to the naive solution of
keeping the last updated value (ZOH). This is specially interest-
ing in data-missing problems such as communication failures.

These ideas have been successfully applied to the multirate
fusion of laser ranger and odometry measurements, by consid-
ering each sensor at its own sampling frequency rate. In this
sense, the laser ranger is sampled at a slow sampling rate, while
the odometry is sampled several times faster. These ideas can
be also extended to other sensor fusion applications, such as
vision and inertial fusion. In fact, in [31] and [33], preliminary
ideas of multirate (synchronous) EKF and UKF were success-
fully applied to the mobile robot localization problem (laser
and encoder fusion) and three-dimensional tracking problem
(vision and inertial fusion).
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Figure 7. Experiment results: (a) loop experiment with FastSLAM 1.0 at single-rate; (b) loop experiment with FastSLAM 1.0 at
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This article shows that a significant improvement can be
obtained on the localization and map-building problem when
the proposed multirate filtering approach is applied. The results
show that multirate fusion improves the estimation with respect
to the single-rate one for the same number of particles, since the
multirate filter has lower discretization errors. Alternatively, simi-
lar errors are obtained with less number of particles. Therefore,
reducing the number of particles reduces the computational cost.

This article also provides an LS pose-estimation method
based on the detected lines in indoor environments. It has been
shown that the method is robust and accurate enough with a
lower computational cost than that of the Araujo’s method
[24]. The LS method can successfully be applied to the Fast-
SLAM 2.0 as demonstrated through experimental results.

Finally, this article describes a novel object detection method
that is mainly based on multiple line fitting of landmarks (walls)
with regular constrained angles. This method is particularly
indicated for indoor structured environments and represents an
improvement with respect to the standard LS line fitting method
without significantly incrementing the computational cost.

To conclude, methods for object detection, LS pose-estimation,
and asynchronous multirate filtering are combined to produce a
robust and efficient overall method for mobile robot localization.
These methods have been validated with experimental real data in
a moving mobile robot in an unknown environment for solving
the SLAM problem.
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A National Perspective

on the Needs, Themes,

and Major Groups

BY NICK BARNES AND

ALEXANDER ZELINSKY

A
ustralia has a strong robotics research community for
the size of the population, often only third in the
number of papers at major robotics gatherings after
the United States and Japan [1]. This may be partly
due to the unique needs of the Australian econ-

omy, creating new domains for the applications of robotics. The
Australian economy has a strong basis in agriculture and mining,
but the manufacturing sector plays a less significant role than it
did historically. As Australia is an island nation, it is highly
dependent on transport. Because of the vast size of Australia and
its comparatively sparse population, surveillance, surveying large
areas, and long distance transport are key needs. Also, having rich
off-shore natural resources in tourism, such as the Great Barrier
Reef, and in mining, such as oil reserves, there is a need for
underwater vehicles. Australia also has natural advantages in
robotics research over more populous nations. Infrastructure
costs are low, and the low population provides significant space
for field tests with minimal danger to people.

This has lead to a vibrant interest in robotics research in Aus-
tralia, with a strong focus on field and service robotics. The sec-
tor has strong support from the government, thereby creating a
unique robotics research environment. This article summarizes

current work in Australian robotics research. We outline the
work in progress at the major research groups across Australia
and draw themes emerging in Australian research. We focus on
research groups rather than on industrial robotics. For a broad
recent review of robotics research worldwide, see the National
Science report, which contains some more information on the
Australian Centre for Field Robotics (ACFR) and the Com-
monwealth Scientific and Industrial Research Organisation
(CSIRO) Robotics groups. Further information about
Australian robotics research can also be seen from the Proceed-
ings of the Annual Conference and the Australasian Confer-
ence on Robotics and Automation hosted by the Australian
Robotics and Automation Association (www.araa.asn.au). The
homepage of the Australian Robotics Network (http://
www.araa.asn.au/groups.html) is another resource.

Research Groups
The locations of the robotics research groups, apart from the
industry, in Australia are shown in Figure 1 (see Table 1).

ACFR
ACFR is based at the Faculty of Engineering at the University
of Sydney and is Australia’s largest robotics group and one of
the largest groups in the world. ACFR collaborates widely,Digital Object Identifier 10.1109/M-RA.2007.907353
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particularly with Australian roboticists from the University of
Technology, Sydney (UTS), and the University of New South
Wales (UNSW), through the Australian Research Council Centre
of Excellence for Autonomous Systems (CAS) (http://www.
cas.edu.au/) and with Defence Science and Technology

Organisation (DSTO) through the Centre of Expertise in
Defence Autonomous Vehicle systems. They focus on field
robotics, application of control, sensing, and systems engineering
of autonomous machines operating in outdoor and hostile envi-
ronments. The researchers have a long record of well-respected

research in mapping, particu-
larly using the extended Kal-
man filter, and, more recently,
with particle filters. Other
strengths are decentralized
data fusion; the design, de-
velopment, and use of milli-
meter-wave radar for robotic
applications, and the com-
mercial application of field
robotics. Notable field appli-
cations include autonomous
port container vehicles (see
Figure 2), outdoor mapping
vehicles, and mining applica-
tions. Further, they are cur-
rently focusing on underwater
mapping research, flying ve-
hicles, and the development of
control systems.

CSIRO Robotics
Multiple research groups within
CSIRO have shown interest in
robotics, the largest being the
CSIRO Information Commu-
nication Technology Centre
Robotics group. The group
specializes in reactive control

Univ. Western Australia

Univ. Southern Queensland
Univ. Queensland/CSIRO Robotics

Queensland Univ. Technology

Univ. Newcastle
ACFR/OTS/UNSW
Univ. Wollongong

ANU/NICTA Canberra

Monash Univ./
Univ. Melbourne

Figure 1. Robotics research groups across Australia [courtesy Geoscience Australia, copyright
Commonwealth of Australia (Geoscience Australia)].

Table 1. Robotics research groups in Australia.

The Australian Centre for Field Robotics (ACFR) www.acfr.usyd.edu.au/

The Australian National University (ANU) cecs.anu.edu.au/, www.rsbs.anu.edu.au/ResearchGroups/VIS/

index.php

Australian Research Council Centre of Excellence for

Autonomous Systems (CAS)

www.cas.edu.au/home.html

Commonwealth Scientific and Industrial Research

Organisation (CSIRO) Robotics

www.ict.csiro.au/robotics/

Defence Science and Technology Organisation (DSTO) www.dsto.defence.gov.au

Monash University www.ecse.monash.edu.au/centres/irrc/index.php

National Information Communication Technology

Australia (NICTA), Canberra Laboratory

nicta.com.au/director/research/programs/asst.cfm

Queensland University of Technology (QUT) www.bee.qut.edu.au/research/projects/quav

University of Melbourne www.mame.mu.oz.au/groups/index.html

University of New South Wales (UNSW) www.ai.cse.unsw.edu.au/robo/robo.html

University of Newcastle robots.newcastle.edu.au

University of Queensland (UQ) www.itee.uq.edu.au/�cis/

University of Technology, Sydney (UTS) www.eng.uts.edu.au/research/Capabilities/MechInt.html

University of Southern Queensland www.usq.edu.au/users/billings/

University of Western Australia www.mech.uwa.edu.au/jpt/brochure.html

University of Woollongong www.uow.edu.au/�phillip/rolab/robotics.html
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while using only very approximate world models. They are a leading
group in visual servoing, particularly for real-world applications.
The group is a world leader in robotics and automation in mining
applications, having automated the swing control of a 5,000-t drag-
line [5], in addition to work on rope-shovel excavators, haulage
equipment, and explosive loading. They have a strong focus on
visual control of mobile robots, including flying robots, underwater
vehicles, and outdoor vehicles, and recently on a new program of
research in wireless sensor and actuator networks for agriculture,
marine, mining, and environmental applications. CSIRO Robotics
collaborates with the Australian Research Centre for Aerospace
Automation along with researchers from Queensland University of
Technology (QUT), as well as with groups at University of
Queensland (UQ) and Australian National University (ANU).

A group at Food Science Australia (FSA), a joint venture of
CSIRO and the Victorian Government, has developed robotic
meat processing equipment. A remotely controlled vehicle for
underground coal mine reconnaissance was also developed by
CSIRO Exploration and Mining.

ANU Campus Canberra, ANU, and NICTA
(Canberra Research Laboratory)
At the ANU campus in Canberra, several separate groups
include robotics in their research themes, with collaborations
across the groups.

The Visual Sciences group at the Research School for Bio-
logical Sciences (RSBS) studies the behaviour of insects and has
developed robots as a testbed for understanding insect behavior,
as well as robotic systems based on insect behavior as an outcome
in itself. They are best known for their work on honeybee navi-
gation. The Vision Science, Technologies and Applications
(VISTA) program at NICTA is developing driver assistance sys-
tems for smart cars and novel algorithms for vision systems using
biologically inspired algorithms and sensors from human and
insect vision. The NICTA group collaborates with RSBS, for
research on biologically inspired sensors, as well as with the
Research School for Information Systems Engineering (RSISE)
on real-time driver assistance systems. The driver assistance
project is a collaboration with CSIRO Robotics on the use of

(a) (b)

(c)

Figure 2. ACFR research: (a) the autonomous straddle carrier, an automated stevedoring vehicle, which is in operation since 2002
in Brisbane, developed by ACFR, Patrick Corporation, and Kalmar Industries; (b) ACFR’s Brumby MKIII UAV; (c) ACFR’s underwater
vehicle. (Images courtesy of Hugh Durrant Whyte.)
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infrared cameras for driver assistance. Within RSISE, researchers
are developing a team of submersibles and are studying manipu-
lator dynamics. Researchers of the Faculty of Engineering and
Information Technology study flying robots and visual servoing
on behaviors using insect-inspired control in collaboration with
the groups at RSBS, CSIRO Robotics, and NICTA.

Monash University
The Intelligent Robotics Research Centre is part of the Aus-
tralian Research Council (ARC) Centre for Perceptive and
Intelligent Machines in Complex Environments, and some of
their key areas of recent research are swarm robotics, tactile
sensing, chemical trail sensing robots, and the use of highly
accurate sonar and laser range finders for problems such as
SLAM and humanoid robots.

UQ
The Mechatronics group of the Division of Complex and
Intelligent Systems Research, Department of Electrical Engi-
neering, UQ, boasts Australia’s most developed walking
humanoid robot. They have succeeded in the development of
the F180 league of Robocup, and active research in biologi-
cally inspired navigation is underway. The group has strong ties
with CSIRO Robotics.

UTS
The key areas of robotics research undertaken by the Mecha-
tronics and Intelligent Systems laboratory are biomedical devi-
ces, smart autonomous robots, and highly efficient motors.
Field robotics research has included ports and underground
mines through CAS in collaboration with ACFR.

Other Groups
One of the first projects in Australia was aimed at automated
robotic sheep sheering, at the University of Western Australia.
More recent work is within the fields of surgical robots and
demining.

The Artificial Intelligence group at UNSW has a strong
history of research in artificial intelligence. They are partners
with CAS and focus on multiagent task planning, learning, and
vision-based collision avoidance. They have successfully partici-
pated in the Four-Legged League in the Robocup competition.
The Newcastle Robotics Lab, University of Newcastle, were
winners in the same competition in 2006. Their main focus in
robotics is currently machine learning.

At QUT, the aerospace avionics group has developed
unmanned aerial vehicles (UAVs), global navigation satellite sys-
tems, avionics payloads, and satellite-based sensors. Other work
within QUT includes vehicle guidance in mining and under-
water vehicles. At the Department of Mechanical and Manufac-
turing Engineering, the University of Melbourne, mechatronics
researchers are involved in the development of various types of
dynamic systems and control research, in collaboration with the
Automotive industry for developing biwire control systems.

DSTO conducts and funds various research projects in
autonomous vehicles including ground, aerial, and underwater
vehicles. This includes the Centre of Expertise at ACFR.

Research at the Intelligent Robotics Laboratory at the
University of Wollongong includes work on outdoor robotics
and sensing for horticulture and flying robots. Agricultural
applications have also been the focus of research at the Univer-
sity of Southern Queensland. The group has links with the
National Centre for Engineering in Agriculture.

Research Themes
Australia’s needs have had a strong impact on what has always been
a research community with a strong pragmatic approach. In the
early days, the needs of the wool industry led to a sheep shearing
robot. More recently, the needs of the vast size of Australia have led
to research in remote observation and transport. Because of these
needs, along with those of a significant mining industry, the
emphasis of Australian robotics research is field robotics. Despite
the size, a significant proportion of the population lives in remote
communities, and so for the provision of medical facilities, research
in medical robotics is underway. Facilitating such research requires
theoretical underpinning, and the strongest of these areas has been
SLAM and multirobot coordination. Biologically inspired robotics
research has risen partly due to service areas such as transport and
military applications. However, this work emerged from the
strength of Australian research in insects. Insect research is impor-
tant to an island nation with a strong agricultural sector.

Remote Observation
As a large sparsely populated island nation, Australia has vast tracts
of land and sea that present interesting problems in monitoring.
This includes environmental monitoring, as well as remote survey-
ing and surveillance. Australian robotics research currently focuses
on underwater robots and UAVs.

The Great Barrier Reef is a major environmental site and a
backbone of Australia’s tourist industry, but it is at the same
time a delicate ecosystem that comes under threat from both
human and natural forces. CSIRO Robotics has developed a
new submersible robot for environmental monitoring of the
reef [7]. For a broader range of underwater monitoring, ANU
is developing a school of small submarines (see Figure 3), and
recent work includes scheduling for optimal communication
through a multihop wireless network across the school [22].
Bridging the gap between land and water, researches at ACFR
have modeled and are addressing control issues of an amphibi-
ous vehicle for autonomous control [10].

Off the ground, ACFR is using a Brumby MkIII UAV (see
Figure 2) for feature tracking and mapping using vision and
global positioning system (GPS)/inertial navigation system
(INS) [13]. CSIRO’s helicopter research program demon-
strated the first GPS-free vision-based hover and, more
recently, has developed research in urban canyon navigation
[11] and a new cable-array robot for air vehicle simulation, for
easing the cost of development of air vehicle guidance systems
[26]. At ANU, Mahony is researching visual servoing for aerial
vehicles [15] and quad rotor flying vehicles.

Transport and Mining
Australia is large geographically but is sparsely populated. So
efficient and safe transport has always been a key concern. With
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Australians driving large distances between capital cities, driver
support is an important theme in Australian robotics research.
NICTA/ANU have a long research history in driver assistance.
Sign detection is a more recent theme, with work on speed signs
and giveway/stop signs [3]. In their work Fletcher et al. [9] have
correlated driver gaze with sign detection to assess whether a
driver has looked at a sign on the road, and they have improved
sign classification performance through super-resolution.

Australian robotics research has a proud history in industrial
transport with Durrant-Whyte’s well-known early work on
container port transport [8] now being adapted into a new
working port in Australia [18] (see Figure 2). Mining is a major
contributor to the Australian economy and so efficient and safe
extraction and transport in mining have been major areas of
research for CSIRO and ACFR. In a recent work, Kloos et al.
[14] have used radio frequency identification device (RFID)
tags to ensure the safety of personnel in mining environments,
particularly around large mining trucks.

Medical Robotics and Manipulation
Given that a significant number of Australians live in isolated
towns, a key problem has been the provision of medical facili-
ties to remote communities. Robotics-assisted surgery has
much to offer in this regard. The University of Western Aus-
tralia is studying robotics surgery, including modeling brain tis-
sue deformation due to the force of surgical tools [17].

At the same time, fundamental research continues on
manipulators for applications such as surgery. For example at
ANU, Teh and Featherstone are developing fast motion con-
trol for shape memory alloy actuators [24].

Simultaneous Localization and Mapping (SLAM)
ACFR contributed pioneering work on SLAM (e.g., [6]) and
continues to build on this research. Recent work includes the
performance of particle filter-based FastSLAM and EKF-based
methods [2]. ACFR has applied SLAM in very unstructured,
outdoor, and underwater environments.

(a) (b)

Figure 4. CSIRO robotics: (a) CSIRO helicopter platform from UAV Vision, Sydney, with CSIRO avoinics, and (b) CSIRO starbug
underwater vehicle. (Images courtesy of Peter Corke, Johathan Roberts, Matthew Dunbabin, and Stefan Hrabar.)

(a) (b) (c)

Figure 3. ANU/NICTA research: (a) the Smart Vehicle project, (b) an SMA actuated pantograph robot, and (c) a first generation
seraphina from the school of autonomous underwater vehicles. (Images courtesy of Roy Featherstone, Uwe R. Zimmer, and Felix Schill.)
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Multirobot Research
Based on the needs of the continent, Australian research has
considered teams of robots. A major branch of research at
ACFR is considering decentralized data fusion; for instance,
using Gaussian mixture models [25]. CSIRO is incorporating

its underwater robots into an underwater sensor network [27],
including docking of AUVs and cooperative behaviors. ANU’s
underwater robot school has been mentioned previously
(Figure 4).

Most of the multirobot research in Australia is targeted
toward the Robocup competition. Australia has performed
well with UNSW/NICTA winning the Four-Legged League
three times, with the University of Newcastle winning in
2006, and UQ securing second place in the F180 league.
Chalup et al. from the University of Newcastle have dem-
onstrated the use of machine learning in the Four-Legged
League [19], while Chang and Wyeth from the UQ have devel-
oped probabilistic world modeling for distributed team
planning [4].

Biological Inspiration
Pioneering research in insect biological research at ANU Bio-
logical Sciences (e.g., [23]) continues to be an inspiration for
robot algorithms. Desert ant navigation has been the inspiration
for docking of position, based on the bearing of a set of land-
marks. Wei et al. [28] extended this work by docking for full
robot pose, including orientation using only bearing informa-
tion from landmarks. Work has also focused on robotic guidance
using a human-like visual sensor, the log-polar camera [29]. At
UQ, a continuing project is investigating the navigation of rats,
looking specifically at analyses of neurons in the rat hippocam-
pus that appear to represent topological spatial position (Rat-
SLAM). Recent work has addressed goal-directed navigation
[16]. The same group has also developed a humanoid robot [12]
(see Figure 5). At Monash University, research has addressed the
issues of multisensor synergies on humanoids [21] and contin-
ued work on robotic odor sensing, applying this to the guidance
of underground chemical sources [20].

Conclusion
Robotics research in Australia is well-grounded in the
pragmatic attention to the needs of the nation. Some of the
applications, particularly in mining and port automation, are
among the leading examples of industrial applications of
robotics worldwide. At the same time, Australian researchers
are among the leaders in several fields of fundamental research
within robotics, in areas including SLAM, distributed data
fusion, visual control, and vision in vehicles.
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A Rugged Rover Suited for Small, Low-Cost,

Planetary Lander Missions

T
he European Space Agency (ESA) is currently con-
cluding a dedicated technology development to
mature and finalize the Nanokhod microrover [1], [2]
into a complete engineering model with integrated
geochemical payload package. The goal of this devel-

opment is to build and test the Nanokhod such that it can serve
a wide range of mission applications in the future. The rover will
be able to deliver scientific payloads to not only atmospheric
planets such as Mars but also environmentally more extreme
nonatmospheric celestial bodies such as Mercury or the Moon.

With respect to current well-known exploration rovers,
such as the Pathfinder rover Sojourner (11 kg) [3] or the more
recent Mars exploration rovers (MERs) Spirit and Opportu-
nity (174 kg each) [4], the Nanokhod exploration rover
belongs to a totally different class, with a total system mass less
than 3 kg. This includes the science payload instruments.

Another rover in the same class was developed by the National
Aeronautics and Space Administration (NASA) for the Haya-
busa mission [5]. This contribution was canceled while the
hardware was already in an advanced development stage.

The Nanokhod rover is a payload-efficient system that can
be used to send a maximum amount of scientific payload to a
planetary surface with the minimum rover mass. The high
payload to total mass ratio of about 0.27 can enable low-cost
planetary surface exploration missions where total available
mass and power is extremely restricted.

To arrive at the relatively high payload mass efficiency, vari-
ous tasks such as navigation and power are shared between the
rover and the lander via a tether connection. Furthermore,
instead of a wheeled locomotion system, tracks provide high
mobility and robust locomotion between rocks while keeping
the chassis design simple. The Nanokhod can carry out scien-
tific investigations in the vicinity of a static scientific lander
within a radius of about 50 m (Figure 1).Digital Object Identifier 10.1109/MRA.2008.917888
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In situ analysis of the surface chemistry and mineralogy is
the primary scientific objective of the Nanokhod. The imple-
mented geochemical instrument package supports the analysis
of soil and rock elemental composition and content of iron-
bearing minerals. In particular, the 800-g Nanokhod payload
consists of the alpha-particle X-ray spectrometer (APXS)
to measure chemical composition, the M€ossbauer (MB)
spectrometer (MIMOS2) to measure mineralogical composi-
tion, and a microscopic and far-field camera (MIROCAM) to
obtain images of surface structure and morphology. In addi-
tion, the MIROCAM can provide surface reflectance spectro-
scopic data.

With respect to prior versions of the Nanokhod, the cur-
rent redesign aims at building a full engineering model, ready
to be extensively tested on system level.

For the first time, strict miniaturization aims at fully inte-
grating the rover with the scientific payloads. In particular, the
flight-qualified European instruments developed and used for
the MER missions are redesigned to fit into the Nanokhod.
Front ends of the APXS, MIMOS2, and MIROCAM are
mechanically integrated into the rover payload compartment.
The instrument back ends are integrated electronically. At the
same time, the instruments are undergoing a major redesign to
offer purely digital interfaces that allow full digital signal
processing. Processing can then be done exclusively in the
rover controller within the payload compartment.

Originally, the redesigned Nanokhod rover should have
been a payload element of the BepiColombo Mission lander
module. Despite the cancellation of the landing element for
cost reasons in 2004, and thus the loss of an immediate flight
opportunity for Nanokhod, the key objectives for the design
were kept. This allowed us to gain important experience in the
design, development, and testing of miniaturized integrated
robotic vehicles for extreme environments, which can be of
benefit to potential future missions with similar requirements.

The goal of this article is to present the redesign that was
required to prepare the Nanokhod rover for use in harsh plane-
tary environments determined by temperatures approaching
�183 �C, dusty regolith surfaces, and the absence of atmosphere.
The presented design will, however, not only be applicable to
this type of mission but also naturally cope with applications in
environmentally more benign places.

The Nanokhod Rover

Design Overview
The resulting rover design is presented in Figure 2. Like its
predecessors, the rover is composed of two tracked locomo-
tion units, which are rigidly connected via a tether bridge.

The payload cabin (PLC) is attached to the two locomotion
units via two lever arms. Two motor or gear assemblies, a lower
and an upper one, actuate the left lever arm and provide two
degrees of freedom for PLC positioning. The right lever arm
contains the cable harness to the PLC. The locomotion units,
PLC, tether unit, and the right lever arm are interconnected
with Micro D-Sub Miniature (MDM) connectors to provide
modularity and to greatly facilitate assembly and maintenance.

The entire stowed volume of the Nanokhod rover is 240 3

165 3 65 mm3. The total system mass is 2.95 kg without mar-
gin, whereas the payload mass alone is 800 g without margin.
Power consumed by the rover, as seen from the lander, has an
estimated peak at 5.7 W during locomotion.

Rover Mechanical Design
With respect to prior developments that were aimed at improv-
ing the compatibility of some subsystems with low temperature
[6], in this work, the entire Nanokhod design was iterated to
eliminate all remaining shortcomings in the design. Fitting,
gear, bearing, and motor design, as well as pairing of materials,
were tailored appropriately to the extreme low-temperature

Figure 1. The Nanokhod engineering qualification model
(courtesy ESA).

Tether Bridge Payload Cabin

Locomotion Unit

(a)

(b)

Lever Arm

Figure 2. Computer-aided design (CAD) model of the redesigned
Nanokhod rover. (a) Stowed configuration. (b) Unfolded payload
cabin (PLC) with outline of instrument field of views.
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application. Prior to incorporation into the design, low-
temperature functional tests have been performed to verify sub-
system-level performance. The structural design was improved
to withstand the expected vibrations and shocks occurring dur-
ing launch and landing.

Locomotion Units

Both locomotion units consist of two walls each, supporting
the track foil around their circumference. The motor yokes
(Figure 3) connect both walls structurally. The track runs over
two sprocket gears, of which only one is actuated per unit.

The right locomotion unit contains the motors and gears
for forward and backward actuation of the right track. Further-
more, it contains printed circuit boards (PCBs) for the drive
and control electronics of the motors and the PCB containing
the tether interface electronics. The left locomotion unit
(Figure 3) contains the motor and gear unit for the actuation of
the left track and additionally a motor and gear for actuation of
the lower lever arm joint, which positions the payload cab. All

drive and control electronic PCBs are again contained inside
the locomotion unit housing.

The locomotion unit sealing is achieved at low temperature
through a 0.25-mm-thick poly-tetra-fluor-ethylene (PTFE)
seal, which is preloaded toward the track foil with a CuBe
spring. Seal performance was analyzed by visual checks after
cryogenic tests (Figure 4). The seal and the spring are arranged
such that temperature-related shrinkage of the PTFE, the track,
or the spring does not negatively affect seal performance.

Seal contact pressure amounts to about 0.2 N/mm. This is
sufficiently high to provide good sealing performance and suffi-
ciently low to produce minimal friction. The total friction, per
locomotion unit, sums to about 470 mNm at the gear output in
room temperature. The friction decreases at low temperatures.

Actuation

The locomotion design is similar for all drives. The drivetrain
design is strong enough to enable terrain gradeability of at least
30� in regolith. Furthermore, the design allows the lever drives
to move the rover chassis over the PLC, which increases obsta-
cle-climbing capability. Locomotion velocity of the rover is
about 3 m/h. The chosen actuator is an AM1020 stepper motor,
without grease lubricant, that runs constantly at 5,000 r/min. All
gear units of the rover incorporate HFUC-Series harmonic
drives (HDs) to reduce backlash to less than 5 arcmin and
provide sufficient robustness against vibration and shock loads.
For the track actuation, the motor output is coupled via a plane-
tary gear head and a crown gear to the wave generator (WG) of
an HFUC HD unit. The flex spline (FS) is fixed to the locomo-
tion unit walls whereas the circular spline (CS) is attached to the
drive sprocket. The sprocket assembly is supported with bearings
on the gear housing.

The concept of the lower-lever drive is similar, with the dif-
ference that the FS is connected directly to the lever whereas the
CS is fixed on the locomotion unit walls. The passive sprocket
that supports and guides the track is mounted around the CS
with bearings allowing it to run free. Sealing between the gear
and the walls is provided by PTFE O-rings. The upper-lever
drive is arranged similarly, with the CS attached to the PLC
structure. Furthermore, the pinion gear is inverted to be more
compact. A shaft for a rotational encoder is provided from the
WG to the outside of the assembly (Figure 5). The output tor-
que of all motor-gear systems is about 3.2 Nm at the HD exit.

The expected low number of gear revolutions over the rover
lifetime allowed relaxation of the safety margins. This enables
designing the gears against ratcheting torque, which leads to a
further reduction of volume. An HFUC-type gear was selected
as it provides a reduced length and generally higher ratcheting
values as opposed to the HDUC-Series types. The HFUC 05-
08-2A-R-SP was chosen for all gear units. All contact surfaces
and the bearings are dry lubricated with Microseal 200-1, which
is based on a MoS2 lubricant. The lubricant meets the Aerospace
Material Specifications (AMS) standard STD-2526 and has
passed all relevant ESA off-gassing tests. Thermal expansion
characteristics were considered in the material selection of the
gears. The selected parts consist of 15-5 PH and 17-4 PH,
space-qualified stainless steel and 440C for the bearings.

Motor Controller PCB

Motor Driver PCB

Lever Gear

Track Gear

Motor Yokes

Lever Drive

Figure 3. CAD model overview of left locomotion unit
containing motor gear assemblies for track and lever actuation
(the track and outside wall are set transparent).

Figure 4. Cryogenic test setup of a new track seal prototype.
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Payload Cabin

The rover PLC optimally integrates the geochemistry instru-
ment package facility (GIPF), the central rover controller
PCBs, and the motor driver or controller PCBs for the upper-
lever drive. Figure 6 shows the arrangements of the science
payload front ends inside the PLC. All instrument axes are
positioned symmetrically such that they can be positioned on
the same spot by rotating the upper-lever drive only.

On each corner of the PLC, light-emitting diodes (LEDs)
are situated to support the lander-based visual localization sys-
tem [7]. A ring containing microswitches to detect contact
with objects is mounted in front of the MB spectrometer. It
allows the detection of the minimum contact force of 1 N
required for the MIMOS2.

Tether Unit

The tether unit has been slightly relocated to increase ground
clearance of the rover. Spring deployable tether guides ensure
guidance of the unwinding tether and allow the rover to drive
backward for at least one body length. The tether spools that con-
tain each 50 m of RF litz can easily be removed for inspection and
testing. They are attached via ball bearings to a central axis to
provide minimal unwinding resistance. Electrical contact between
the unwinding tether and the rover is provided by gold-plated
spring-loaded slip rings that are sealed from the environment.

Lever Arms

The driven left arm consists of two purely structural parts.
Either end is connected to the FS of the lever actuation units.
The nonactuated right arm passes the rover bus between the
PLC and the right locomotion unit. A cable spiral at either end
enables a 370� rotation of the lever. On the PLC side, the spiral
is included in the arm itself whereas the lower spiral is con-
tained inside the locomotion unit to gain ground clearance
through a smaller arm base diameter (Figure 7).

Rover Electrical Design
No off-the-shelf electronic parts exist for the required temper-
ature range. This is why a series of component tests has been
performed to aid the rover system design. Such tests were per-
formed on all critical components and focused on ascertaining

functionality and assessing parametric variation over the tem-
perature range. Parts selected for the rover must not necessarily
show ideal behavior but rather demonstrate a well-defined
predictable functionality. This allows establishing design guidelines
for compensating or reducing the effects of extreme low
temperature on the components. The following general design
guidelines are applied:

u critical signals or signal processing should not be ana-
logue because of the unpredictable gains and offsets
over large temperature ranges

u if an analogue measurement is required, values have to
be measured differentially

u the selected active components should be MOS type
rather than bipolar type (e.g., bipolar transistor gain
reduces toward zero at temperatures around �180 �C)

Circular Spline

Flex Spline

Input Crown Gear

Wave
Generator

Angular
Encoder Shaft

Output to Lever
Arm

Figure 5. Assembly view of drive unit for upper-lever drive
inside the PLC. CS, FS, and WG of HD unit are shown.

MIMOS2Contact Ring
with

Microswitches

Rover Controller PCB
Motor Driver PCB

Lever Motor

MIROCAM

APXS

(a)

(b)

LEDs

Laser Stripe
Generator

Figure 6. CAD overview of GIPF payload arrangement in PLC.
(a) Overview. (b) PLC walls removed to illustrate inside arrangement.

PLC Side Cable
Spiral

Track Side
Cable Spiral

(a) (b)

Cable Feed

Figure 7. CAD assembly view on right lever arm (PLC not
shown and locomotion unit partially shown). (a) Overview.
(b) Vertical section cut.
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u the dependence on high-accuracy resistance-capacitance
timing circuits should be reduced wherever possible.

Furthermore, radiation compatibility to levels of up to a
total dose of 30 krd is important. Even though radiation toler-
ance is not required for the engineering model, all critical
components were chosen such that flight-equivalent radia-
tion-hard components exist. The electronic architecture was
designed such that the transition to a radiation-hard version
would not require any major redesign.

Tether Communications

Communication between the lander and the rover is performed
via tether wires, which carry both power (dc) and communica-
tion signals. The tether consists of two wires formed from 30
strands of 0.054-mm Cu-LS RF litz. With respect to prior ver-
sions, the increased wire diameter reduces the overall resistance
by more than 25%. The 50-m-long wires are enamel insulated
and are covered by a fine silk. One wire carries the power supply
whereas the other one carries the return. Each wire is again split
into two electrically separate bundles to be able to carry differen-
tial communication signals. One wire is used for telecommand
uplink whereas the other is used for telemetry return. The differ-
ential signals are coupled to each wire by transformers. The
transceiver circuits convert the character coding generated by the
logical units in the rover or lander into electrical signals that can
be transmitted over the tether. A differential driver followed by a
pulse shaper is used in front of the transmit (Tx) splitter.

The receive (Rx) circuits are responsible to split the com-
munication signals from the power supply. All splitting trans-
formers are Arnold 0.4-in moly permalloy powder core,
which have better permeability stability over the temperature
range than usual ferrites. Even though the overall permeability

is lower for ferrites, it is better for establishing a constant work-
ing point for low power consumption over the entire tempera-
ture range. After electromagnetic interference (EMI) filtering,
the Rx communication signals are fed to level detectors for
conversion into logic-level signals.

Power and Grounding

Power is directly supplied from the lander power bus. For a 50-m
tether, it is more efficient to pass a 28-V signal directly over the
tether than an up-converted one. The full galvanic isolation of
earlier designs has been abandoned because the overall power
consumption of the rover is sufficiently low. However, isolation
can only be discarded if the lander bus is appropriately pro-
tected against excessive current by active elements.

Therefore, a solid-state current monitor protects both lines
of the lander bus (Figure 8). After common mode and differen-
tial mode filtering, the power signal is passed to a pair of signal
toroids to create two separate channels per wire, which is
required for differential communications.

On the rover side (Figure 9), after separating power from
communication signals and filtering with a differential mode
filter, the signal is passed to the power converter unit to produce
regulated 65 V for further use. Furthermore, an LM3488 con-
troller switches the 28-V line for motor supply. The LM3488
provides pulsewidth modulation (PWM) output and current
limit and is rated down to �40 �C. Tests have shown that it is
operational below �150 �C, with a variation of operating
frequency of less then 10% at 1 MHz. The variation decreases
at lower frequencies.

The presented solution has a power conversion efficiency
between 70 and 75% depending on the overall power level
consumed. With full galvanic isolation to the lander bus, effi-
ciency would drop to 51–59% depending on the chosen trans-
mission scheme over the tether.

Internal Bus

A new nine-wire serial bus system, using the I2C bus protocol
for data exchange, has been incorporated into the Nanokhod.
This drastically reduces the internal wiring with respect to
prior versions. Several nodes, each containing an I2C interface,
act as functional blocks of the rover.

Rover Nodes

The rover central controller node and the tether unit node are
core systems and always remain powered. The aim of the on-
rover controller is to be a central control unit for rover and inte-
grated payloads. However, the integration of payload back-end
electronics is still ongoing, which is why the central controller
structure could still change at a later stage. In a flight version, an
field programmable gate array (FPGA) with implemented IP
core, e.g., an 80C51 type processor, would be selected. For the
engineering model, an 8-b microcontroller, which has similar
capabilities, is chosen, but only functionality that can also be
implemented in an FPGA is used. The selected device is a Phi-
lips P87C552. Even though the device has its own RAM and
EPROM, external RAM/EEPROM/PROM units are used,
which are representative for the flight units. Furthermore, the

Current
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Rover
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Figure 8. Lander side power and grounding diagram.
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Figure 9. Rover side power and grounding diagram.
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internal analog to digital converter (ADC) was not used but
replaced by an external one. This was done to establish a flight-
equivalent design.

Three additional motor controller nodes exist. Their design is
again a generic one. The nodes are implemented in the right and
left track and in the payload cab. When not in use, these nodes
can be powered down. Their state is controlled by the 28-V line,
which also supplies the power to the motors. If the 28 V is not
present, the node switches off. Power cycling the 28-V line can
reset a disabled node. Each of these nodes can interface to up to
two motor driver boards that contain the current controllers for
the motors. Furthermore, the generic motor controller nodes are
responsible for collecting housekeeping data of the sensors dis-
tributed around the rover. Their design is illustrated in Figure 10.
Because all these nodes have independent oscillators, time
synchronization of their oscillator frequencies is performed. The
synchronization is achieved by the general broadcast message
facility of the I2C.

In a flight design, common functionality of all nodes would
be implemented in a mixed signal or digital application-
specific integrated circuit (ASIC). This would result in a
radiation-hard design, with good immunity to single event
upsets. Considered processes are the MG2RT (0.5 lm) from
Amtel or the Aeroflex CRH (0.25 lm) processes. For this
project, the ASIC functionality is mimicked by a Motorola 8-b
microprocessor. Again, only representative functionality of the
microprocessor is used. The ADC is an external one and is
simulated by an AD7888. This 12-b ADC is functional at
�180 �C. It shows a deviation of about 5 mV at �80 �C and
about 3 mVat �150 �C, which corresponds to a maximum of
8 and 5 LSB at low temperatures. For radiation compatibility,
an Intersil HS0548RH together with an AD574 could be used
to replace the engineering model design.

Motor Drivers

The motor driver boards are located next to the motors to mini-
mize EMI to the node boards. The motors always operate at a
constant speed in a current
control mode. The control
circuitry is implemented using
an L6207 motor controller.
The IC provides current con-
trol and motor switching in a
single CMOS package. With
a chopping frequency of 43
kHz, a step speed of 1.6 kHz
(�5,000 rev/min) is achieved
in the motor.

Sensors

Sensors of the rover are ac-
quired via the eight-channel
ADCs on each rover node
and provided to the central
controller.

To measure the angles of the
payload cab, endless rotational

potentiometers PIHER N-15 are used. They are preferred
over optical encoders because of their lower-power consump-
tion and better suitability in dusty environments. The angle is
acquired via differential measurements to compensate for
temperature drift in carbon film and voltage supply.

The rover can measure the gravity vector with three acceler-
ometers that are placed in an orthogonal set inside the locomotion
units. The ADXL203 has shown repeatable output characteristics
during cold temperature tests, however, because of its nonlinear-
ity, it requires local heating or recalibration with calibration tables.

Contact sensors for detecting whether the PLC is docked
to a target are mechanical switches (ITT KSR Series), which
have proven to function properly in cryogenic temperatures.
Their membrane is exchanged with a thin PTFE membrane.
They are more lightweight and compact than any other possi-
ble contact sensors.

In addition, voltages, currents, and temperatures of the rover
electronics are monitored and converted by the eight-channel
ADCs on each node.

Rover Thermal Design
The general thermal concept of the rover is a passive one. The
goal of the design is to retain as much heat as possible within the
rover while avoiding local hot spots. These can easily occur for
active components in vacuum. Therefore, the following
approach is followed in the design:

u heat conduction to the regolith via the tracks is minimized
by design

u heat radiation to the outside is minimized using low-
emissive finish, such as Alodine 1200 (e ¼ 0.12)

u all PCBs are mounted to the rover structure via alumi-
num standoffs to allow conduction and avoid local
heating

u thermistors measure the temperature of the main motor
driver chips and other hot power supply components

u some sensors contain thermistors to allow for calibra-
tion against temperature.
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Figure 10. Node design of motor drive node (gray boxes show functionality to be implemented
into an ASIC).
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Thermal Model

A simple thermal model of the rover was created to predict gen-
eral chassis temperatures and transient times. The model con-
sisted of five nodes, for which temperatures were calculated per
step, and a ground node, which describes the planet surface.

u The PLC node contains the motor driver electronics,
rover controller, motor, and payloads as heat sources.
Radiation to open space and to the planetary surface
and conduction via the levers to the locomotion unit
nodes is considered in the heat path.

u For each locomotion unit, two nodes, an inside one
and an outside one, are implemented. All motors and
electronics are considered as heat sources. Conduction
and radiation paths are implemented as well.

u The tether unit is modeled as the fifth node, not con-
taining heat sources but only providing radiation and
conduction paths to the environment.

The thermal analyses performed have not shown critical
hot-spot areas in the rover. However, further analysis during
thermal-vacuum testing will be performed on the engineer-
ing model to consolidate these results and to verify the
thermal model.

Rover Payload
For the first time, the Nanokhod integrates the front ends of
three scientific instruments and a laser stripe sensor into the
PLC. This payload suite is called GIPF.

Two of the instruments have flight heritage whereas one, the
camera, is a new development. However, all three front ends are
built in engineering model quality and will undergo extensive
environmental and functional testing in the future. The instru-
ment back ends are currently being integrated and miniaturized
into a common subsystem. In the current stage, the rover con-
troller reserves allocations for the common subsystem.

MIMOS2
The purpose of the MIMOS2 instrument is to identify iron-
bearing minerals. The MB spectrometer is developed by the
Institute of Inorganic and Analytic Chemistry at the University
of Mainz. The instrument has flight heritage, was part of the
Beagle2 lander [8], and functioned as a scientific payload on
the Spirit and Opportunity rovers of the MER mission [9]. The

instrument has undergone some changes in mechanical design
to optimally integrate into the Nanokhod PLC (Figure 11).

Furthermore, to improve radiation shielding with respect
to prior designs, the outer MB drive tube was manufactured
entirely in tantalum.

For better handling, each detector of the new sensor head
can be changed without dismantling them all. The overall
dimensions of the sensor head are rectangular, with a cross sec-
tion of 41 3 41 mm and a length of 81 mm. The overall mass
of the sensor head for GIPF is about 300 g. First measurements
of the new front end, without optimized setting of the
discriminator thresholds, show the principal readiness of this
sensor head (Figure 12).

APXS
The purpose of the APXS is the determination of the elemen-
tal chemical composition of geological samples.

This instrument has a long heritage as a flight instrument for
space missions. The APXS was, among others, a part of Pathfinder,
Rosetta, and the MER missions. On MER, the spectrometer is
attached as scientific payload to the Spirit and Opportunity rovers.

With respect to the MER design of the instrument [10],
some changes have been performed to the sensor head to allow
the integration into the Nanokhod rover. First of all, removing
the cylindrical external casing, the protective door mechanism,
and the alpha detector system (including the PCBs with the
alpha detector preamplifiers) reduced the size of the instrument.
Because of a greatly improved X-ray detector system, the alpha
channels provide only little extra value and will, in fact, be
omitted in all future instrument versions. The protective door
mechanism has proven not to be required on Mars. Changes of
the sensor head are illustrated in Figures 13 and 14.

Added benefit of the mechanical rearrangement was the
increase of sensitivity of about two and one half times (Figure
15), which resulted from a reduced working distance of 15
mm instead of the earlier 26 mm. The resulting instrument
front end has a rectangular external envelope. The cross section
is 39 3 39 mm whereas the length of the sensor head is 47 mm.
The mass of the sensor head is about 115 g.

Regarding the instrument back-end electronics, the tradi-
tional analogue electronics and microcontroller have been
replaced with a commercial digital signal processor, the
lDXP, provided by X-ray Instrumentation Associates, New-
ark, California. The porting into the digital domain is a first
important step to enable miniaturization of the complete
instrument electronics into the Nanokhod rover. lDXP is
chosen because all filter algorithms are implemented in hard-
wired logic on a Xilinx FPGA. This will allow to transfer the
key technology into a space-qualified radiation-hard FPGA
in a next step.

Interference between MIMOS and APXS

Measurements have shown that because of the close geometry
of the PLC, the 57Co sources, in particular the calibration
source, of the MB spectrometer significantly increases the
background of the X-ray APXS spectra. Measured back-
ground from an 80 miC 57Co source is shown with different

(a) (b)

Figure 11. Front end of the MB spectrometer as adapted
for the PLC of the Nanokhod: (a) Assembled view. (b) MB
drive disassembled from detectors. (Developed by the
University of Mainz.)
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shielding setups in Figure 16. The placement of the source and
the strength of the source was representative for the instru-
ments and their accommodation in the PLC.

To achieve meaningful measurements with the APXS near
the MIMOS, a 10-mm Densimet (porous W filled with alloy
of Ni, Fe, or Cu, density�17 g/cm3) shield has to be addition-
ally implemented between
the instruments. The shield
had to be placed near the
source, close to the MB drive.
The influence of APXS radi-
oactive sources to MB spectra
is proven to be negligible.

MIROCAM
The goal of the MIRO-
CAM is to provide close-up
images of the same field of
view as covered by the
MIMOS2 and APXS. The
Institute of Planetary Re-
search, German Aerospace
Agency, Berlin, has newly
developed the MIROCAM
under ESA contract.

The complete camera sys-
tem is integrated into a very
small package. The cross sec-
tion is 20 3 40 mm, with a
length of 100 mm. A pic-
ture of an early prototype is
shown in Figure 17.

Considering the uncer-
tainty in the distance esti-
mate from the lens to the
sample surface, as well as
the surface roughness of the
samples, an autofocus system
was developed for the MIR-
OCAM. Moreover, in addi-
tion to close-up imaging, the
camera can change the focus
to infinity to support naviga-
tion of the rover. The opto-
mechanical system is based
on an ARSAPE AM1020
stepper motor, in combina-
tion with an MHD10-160-
H HD gear, developed by
Micromotion GmbH. An
excenter converts the rotary
output onto a linear bearing
that carries the lens system.

Four pairs of red, green,
blue, and infrared LEDs are
arranged around the camera
aperture for illumination of

the target surface. The LEDs are switched by Vishay Si3865
power switches.

The image sensor of the first prototype is the LM9637,
648 (h) 3 488 (v), monochrome active pixel sensor (APS). It is
placed behind a modified lens from Thales Optic and has a
focal length of 8.3 mm.
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GIPF
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Figure 13. APXS sensor head comparison between MER and GIPF design.
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The electronics of the camera are based on a Xilinx Spartan
2 FPGA (XC2S100) that includes all control electronics for
the APS, the LED illumination, and the focus control. An
additional driver component for the stepper motor is the
L293DNE integrated circuit. The camera can be fully con-
trolled by an I2C serial interface from the common subsystem.
Demonstration pictures are shown for infinity and close-up
modes in Figure 18.

Rover Navigation
The navigation concept of the Nanokhod is similar to previ-
ous versions (lander based), but with some extensions. The
lander stereo camera system that is mounted onto a pan-and-
tilt unit extracts the light emitted from the LEDs attached to
the rover PLC (Figure 19) to determine their position and
orientation in the terrain [7], [11]. Custom-developed light-
weight stereo camera systems have been built by the ESA,
together with industry and research institutes, targeting a mass
of below 1.5 kg.

In the new Nanokhod, tilt sensors have also been inte-
grated, which allow to continuously check for safety hazards,
such as tipping over because of very steep slopes. The baseline
navigation concept relies on direct visibility of the rover from
the lander stereo camera. In the case of nonnominal loss of
rover visibility, the Nanokhod can use its hazard avoidance sys-
tems for local stand-alone navigation.

In that case, the tilt sensors, the laser stripe sensor, and the
MIROCAM camera are used together with position tracking

Figure 17. Assembly view of MIROCAM camera developed by
DLR Berlin.

Figure 18. Infinity and close-up pictures taken by MIROCAM.
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Figure 14. The new APXS front end developed for the
Nanokhod PLC (without sources) by MPICh in Mainz: (a) Side
view. (b) Front view.
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based on odometry to find a suitable path in the unknown terrain.
The MIROCAM can collect overview images of the rover sur-
roundings by making use of its infinite focus mode. The whole
data set can be used on ground for rover position identification.

Laser Stripe System
The integrated laser stripe system allows implementation of
simple terrain reconstruction and navigation functions directly
inside the Nanokhod central processor. A simple laser line
extraction algorithm is used on the MIROCAM images for
orientation and distance detection of obstacles such as rocks or
trenches. This information can be used for approaching and
docking of the PLC to scientifically interesting targets, which
is important if the rover itself occludes pictures from the lander
stereovision system.

A laser plane is projected horizontally out of the PLC with
a fan angle of 14�. A laser diode (Stocker Yale Mini Laser) with
a non-Gaussian line projection optic produces a uniform
intensity line on the terrain. The accommodation inside the
PLC is optimized to increase the maximum and minimum dis-
tance at which obstacles can be recognized. With the given
position inside the PLC, objects can be detected in distances of
105–630 mm in front of the rover.

The laser diode functions properly at cryogenic tempera-
ture, and analysis has shown that a laser source power of 1 mW
is sufficient for applying the navigation computations.

The structured light generation is used in the following way
for navigation. The laser projects a known pattern of light into
the scene. Terrain slope or object or obstacle detection is per-
formed on a multiple line picture acquired in several steps by
the MIROCAM and assembled by the on-rover processor.
Each line results from an image that is acquired with a different
but known PLC angle with respect to the terrain. Feature
extraction algorithms can be applied onto the picture, know-
ing the rotational information provided by the PLC angular
sensors. Figure 20 illustrates the concept and how three differ-
ent line reflections assembled in one camera picture indicate
the presence of a potential obstacle.

The rover is able to send this information back to the lander
computer to request an appropriate reaction, or it can execute
some locally implemented routines. This way, constant moni-
toring by lander stereo imagery can be reduced in nominal sit-
uations, which saves energy for the mission.

Rover Energy Budget
Energy required to perform essential tasks is sum-
marized in Figure 21. The values shown result
from a performed case study.

The rover breaks the shown segments down
into subsegments. Each subsegment consists of the
following accumulated actions, for which the
power consumption is shown:

u rover rotation (45� in graph)
u slope and obstacle identification with laser

and camera
u rover movement in straight line (40 cm in

graph).

One segment comprises three subsegments and the power
consumed for the lander-based localization procedure between
each subsegment motion. This includes power consumed for
the lander cameras, the rover LEDs, and all required calculations.
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Figure 20. Use of structured light to extract environment
information from a sequence of three images.
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Figure 19. Schematic of Nanokhod navigation concept.
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The measurement sequence shown includes docking and
undocking of the PLC and one measurement cycle of each of the
instruments. The checkout and deployment sequence shown is
used for instrument calibration at mission start-up.

Conclusions
With respect to prior Nanokhod versions, this article introdu-
ces a novel engineering model design. The presented design
has been optimized to withstand cryogenic temperatures
approaching those of open space, vacuum, and dusty regolith
soil. Although the Nanokhod engineering model is still under
construction and integration at the time of writing, extensive
testing has already been performed on key subsystems under
cryogenic conditions. This strengthens the confidence in a
successful implementation of the design.

In particular, a new sealing design has been developed and
successfully tested. Furthermore, a new and more efficient power
transmission scheme has been designed. It is optimized for the
given tether length and the overall low power consumption of
the rover. A serial bus within the rover serves several nodes that
fulfill all functions related to the rover control and operations.
The electronic architecture is chosen such that radiation-hard
space-qualified components can be used in the next instance
without a major redesign. The drivetrain of the rover has been
redesigned to be able to overcome obstacles of 0.1 m height and
provide terrain gradeability of at least 30�. Furthermore, stiffness
of the PLC has been improved by replacing the worm gears of
earlier designs with HDs. This has also led to much higher posi-
tioning accuracy. In general, all requirements posed by a mission
to the night-side surface of an atmosphere-less planet like Mer-
cury are fully met by the design. This will make the rover suitable
for application on Mars or the Moon.

Furthermore, for the first time, front ends of three scientific
instruments, the APXS, MIMOS2, and MIROCAM, are fully
integrated into the PLC at engineering model quality. The
common subsystem to fully integrate the instrument back ends
into the rover is currently under development. Experiments
have successfully demonstrated the feasibility of using the APXS
and MIMOS2 together in tight integration. This might open
the way to a dedicated geochemical instrument package facility
that can be used even independently from the rover, eventually
delivered as a plug-and-play instrument housed inside the rover
PLC, with purely digital interfaces and power supply lines. It is
envisaged to perform extensive testing in cryogenic tempera-
tures with the engineering model. Tests will be performed in
vacuum and dust environment at the same time.

Keywords

Exploration rover, harsh environment, tracks, payload,
rugged, cryogenic temperature, vacuum compatibility, navi-
gation, mobility.
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Design Concept,

System Architecture,

and Implementation

E
mbedded system design is essential for successful intelligent robotic imple-
mentations. Constructing a robot that can perform complicated tasks requires
significant computing power and system integration effort [1]–[3]. The ques-
tion that must be considered is, ‘‘What embedded system is needed for a com-
plex intelligent machine such as a humanoid robot?’’ for example, the SONY

SDR-4X needs more than 60 processors and over 2,260 million instructions per sec-
ond (MIPS) of computing power [3]. The computing architecture is inherently dis-
tributed because it is unlikely to dump all the raw information into a single CPU. The
signal interconnection, control, and information processing should, like the mechani-
cal structure, be modularized. Without careful design, the entire embedded system
could be difficult to develop, maintain, and extend. Therefore, a distributed embed-

ded system may be a favorable choice.
Most distributed systems have a certain network topology

among their processing units. Based on currently available
technology, what would be the appropriate networking

method for an intelligent machine? In May 1998, the Journal
of Internet Computing ran a special issue on embedded

Ethernet technologies and highlighted recent devel-
opments and industrial applications of embedded

Internet technology [4]. This technology supports
devices and operating environments outside the

traditional desktop PC envelope, where onboard
memory, CPU power and speed, display capability,

persistent storage, and costs are usually severely
limited. At the soft end of the spectrum are embedded

systems with close-to-desktop-PC resources and no real-time (RT)
operating constraints, including cellular phones, personal digital assistants
(PDAs), and handheld terminals. At the hard or deeply embedded end are

factory automation and machine controllers, instrumentation and data
collection systems, and telecommunication equipment [5], [6].

Using Ethernet as the communications backbone for the embedded systems
of robots offers several advantages. First, the transmission control protocol/
Internet protocol (TCP/IP) de facto standard has been proven to be robust
over many years and is open to the technical community. Second, when a
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robot is interconnected with the access network (the public net-
work) and the home network, the designer must heavily empha-
size the addressing system and related security issues. Historically,
the IP community has carefully considered these problems, and
therefore, IP technology is competent for addressing these issues.
The abundance of applications and tools make Ethernet highly
effective for unifying the system interface and reducing system
complexity. For example, it can be used as the communication
backbone in parallel processing [7]–[9]. The latest technology has
pushed Ethernet bandwidth to the Gb/s/Tb/s range [10], leading
to proposals to incorporate it into the system-on-a-chip (SoC)
design in both the academic and industrial sectors [11]–[13]. In
terms of bandwidth and cost, Ethernet offers a very competitive
solution for embedded applications.

However, Ethernet devices require synchronization for pur-
poses such as motor control and vision. Conventional protocols,
e.g., usere datagram protocol (UDP) and TCP/IP, are inad-
equate for synchronization because the 1-persistent carrier sense
multiple access with collision detection (CSMA/CD) protocol
has unpredictable delay characteristics. CSMA/CD employs an
exponential back-off mechanism to circumvent collisions, mak-
ing the network nondeterministic and thus non-RT. When both
RTand non-RT packets are transported over an ordinary Ether-
net, RT packets may experience a large delay because of 1) the
contention with non-RT packets in the originating node and
2) the collision with RTand non-RT packets from other nodes.

Numerous studies have been undertaken to support RT
bandwidth guarantees over Ethernet hardware such as 100VG
AnyLAN [14], RETHER [15], EtheReal [17], [18], RTnet
[19], RtP [20], and TTP/C [21]. However, most of them have a
concentrated management structure, requiring an effective and
programmable switch router or hub to run the RT schedule
algorithm. Such a router is usually very large and superfluous for
small robot systems.

In 2003, the International Electrotechnical Commission in
Geneva developed the standardization process for RT Ethernet
(RTE) to use Ethernet as a fieldbus alternative, encouraging the
further establishment of the standards while maintaining the
highest possible levels of flexibility [22]. Currently, industrial
Ethernet is also vigorously becoming established in automation
technology, and several promising approaches for RTE are forc-
ing their way into industry, such as PROFINET, Ethernet for
control automation technology (EtherCAT), and Powerlink.
The various RTE approaches differ significantly and are not
compatible with one another. Therefore, they are associated
with some defects in embedded systems of small mobile robots.
Each issue is explained in the following sections.

PROFINET
PROFINET is the industrial Ethernet solution supported by
PROFIBUS International User Group. PROFINET’s back-
ground is distributed automation: objects can be easily
described, reused, and connected to one another. It supports
two protocols: standard distributed component object model
(DCOM) over TCP/IP for non-RT communication and RT
class I protocol for medium-performance real time. The well-
known DCOM [23] can be seamlessly integrated with process

automation based on object linking and embedding for process
control. Notably, however, DCOM is a high-overhead protocol
and thus unsuitable for embedded, low-cost systems or small
robot systems [24]. For further information of PROFINET,
please see [22], [24]–[28].

EtherCAT
EtherCAT is an open RT solution that was developed by Beckh-
off and is supported by the EtherCAT Technology Group. It is
tailored for centralized automation only. It does not support dis-
tributed control systems. EtherCAT can be regarded as a new
fieldbus with Ethernet cables. Notably, EtherCAT is limited to
the use of Beckhoff proprietary application-specific integrated
circuits (ASICs) and so cannot be widely applied in any other
embedded Ethernet development solution (standard Ethernet
chips) [29]. This issue will limit the development of robot sys-
tems. Please see [22], [30], and [31] for more detail information.

Ethernet Powerlink
Ethernet Powerlink [32]–[35] was defined by Bernecker &
Rainer, and it is now supported by the Ethernet Powerlink
Standardization Group (www.ethernetpowerlink.org). Ether-
net Powerlink is mainly based on a principle called slot com-
munication network management (SCNM). It uses individual
slots for isochronous data and shared slots for asynchronous
data. The SCNM method guarantees collision-free data trans-
fer between master and slave. All nodes within a segment are
synchronized by the reception of the start-of-cycle Ethernet
packet, which the master sends at the beginning of each cycle.
The master polls each slave using a poll-request frame. A slave
is only allowed to send an Ethernet packet after it has received
such a frame. However, SCNM method does not make the best
of current network switch performance. Since a current switch
can functionally be considered to be a multiport bridge (see
‘‘Network Switch’’), in practice, a switch is much more power-
ful than a traditional bridge primarily because of its ASIC-based
hardware architecture and its ultrarapid simultaneous multiple
access memory. Additionally, a switch can have an IP address
and as many media access control (MAC) addresses as ports,
facilitating its configuration. Restated, an Ethernet switch can
provide one transmitting collision domain per port (dedicated
bandwidth segment), allowing the collisions to be completely
eliminated if the port is in full duplex [36] and only one station
is connected to it [37], [38]. In fact, in such a configuration, the
CSMA/CD protocol is kept only to ensure compatibility with
the classic shared Ethernet since no transmitting collision is
possible. However, the SCNM only allows an Ethernet packet
to be sent after the reception of the poll-request frame, so
Powerlink has not fully utilized the characteristics of the cur-
rent network switch. By using the current switch technique,
the improvement in the RTE protocol can allow different col-
lision domains to send Ethernet packets in each individual slot.

To effectively address the issues raised earlier, this study
implements a hardware RT protocol (HRTP) for an embed-
ded Ethernet robot system. An HRTP-task time wave struc-
ture based on the packet traffic control approach is proposed to
enable management to reduce each receive collision domain
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and form microsegments that are separated by network switch.
Furthermore, the HRTP is a distributed RT protocol with a
small footprint and is very suitable for the proposed application
(especially for low-end standard embedded Ethernet solu-
tions). Embedded networking was achieved with a distributed
embedded system using Ethernet to validate HRTP. The sys-
tem comprises microcontrollers for motoring and sensing and
a host platform that uses SoC. The microcontrollers interface
with the network interface controller (NIC) chips where both
HRTP and a lean TCP/IP protocol stack are implemented. An
RT UDP-to-serial packet converter was designed and imple-
mented to handle HRTP Ethernet packets. The host platform
runs embedded Linux and has two network interfaces, a
10/100 Mb/s LAN and a wireless LAN. The network protocol
stack of the embedded system was modified to accommo-
date HRTP. A multiaxis robot platform was also constructed
to demonstrate the capability of the embedded system. The
platform has 16 degrees of freedom (DoF) (16 motors) and the
number of sensors can be expanded. The robot takes the form of
a quadruped walking machine. Each foot has four motors and is
capable of a complex motion profile. HRTP’s transparency ena-
bles a developer to manipulate the robot easily using socket
programming on a desktop computer or mobile device (such as
PDA). The proposed architecture provides a system design tuto-
rial for highly intelligent and extremely complex robot systems.

The rest of this article is organized as follows. The ‘‘HRTP’’
section briefly describes the HRTP model and its simple remote
clock synchronization methodology. This section also outlines

HRTP’s control packet structure. The ‘‘Implementation’’ section
explains the application of distributed architecture in a robot elec-
tronic platform, and this platform is applied to a complex quadru-
ped to demonstrate its effectiveness in the conclusion. Network
switch, OSI model, and TDMA-E are discussed later.

HRTP
This section elucidates the basic concepts and fundamental ele-
ments of HRTP. First, the control network topology for robots is
proposed and related issues considered. The new open sys-
tem interconnection (OSI) model, incorporating packet traffic
concept in the HRTP architecture, is described, and several
state machines are defined to explain how each mechanism
controls the state in HRTP. Furthermore, the clock synchro-
nization issue is addressed. Eventually, the simple HRTP
control packet is presented. All conceptual elements are consid-
ered later.

Proposed Control Network Topology
Figure 1 schematically depicts the proposed model. The
robot system consists of three layers: the Internet layer, the
gateway layer, and the control and sensing layer. Clearly, this
structure mimics the topology of today’s network infrastructure,
in which the control and sensing layer is the so-called Intranet.
However, the difference is that RT messaging must be enforced
for RT control (as in motor synchronization). The proposed
HRTP is implemented to provide RT messaging. Signifi-
cantly, by maintaining TCP/IP compatibility, the robot system
can easily expand within this layer (such as by adding another
processor or sensor). Additionally, robot internal communications
between the Internet and the control and sensing layers become
transparent (such as a simple bridge function in the gateway layer).
Many communications technologies can also be implemented
over TCP/IP.

However, the CSMA/CD of Ethernet employs an expo-
nential back-off mechanism to prevent collisions that make the
network nondeterministic and thus non-RT Specifically, the
Ethernet packets are gathered into a gate, and collisions occur
in the receiver node (Figure 2). If an embedded Ethernet re-
ceiver cannot handle these packets, then the receiver node also
breaks and affect the stability of the robot system. Furthermore,
the proposed HRTP is a distributed RT protocol, which is

Network Switch

Switches occupy the same place in the network as hubs.

Unlike hubs, switches examine each packet and process it

accordingly rather than simply repeating the signal to all

ports. Switches map the Ethernet addresses of the nodes

residing on each network segment and then allow only the

necessary traffic to pass through the switch. When a packet
is received by the switch, the switch examines the destina-

tion and source hardware addresses and compares them to a

table of network segments and addresses. If the segments

are the same, then the packet is dropped (filtered); if the seg-

ments are different, then the packet is forwarded to the

proper segment. Additionally, switches prevent bad or mis-

aligned packets from spreading by not forwarding them.

The filtering of packets and the regeneration of for-

warded packets enable-switching technology to split a net-
work into separate collision domains. The regeneration of

packets allows for greater distances and more nodes to be

used in the overall network design and dramatically lowers

the overall collision rates. In switched networks, each seg-

ment is an independent collision domain. In shared net-

works, all nodes reside in one, large shared collision domain.

Most switches are easy to install and self-learning. They

determine the Ethernet addresses in use on each segment,

building a table as packets are passed through the switch.
This plug and play element makes switches an attractive

alternative to hubs [37], [38].
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Figure 1. Robot architecture platform model.
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targeted for embedded RTE environments. The HRTP model
concept is explained later.

New OSI Model for HRTP
Figure 3 presents a model of the HRTP system in a robot internal
Ethernet network. The new OSI model (see ‘‘OSI Model’’)
and the conventional model differ mainly in that the proposed
model inserts toggle traffic switch, called the HRTP-transport
switch, between the transport and data link layers. This altera-
tion does not affect original TCP/IP because HRTP integrates
into the network’s interface driver. The HRTP network driver
has the following advantages:

u high-speed switching
u adaptation to original TCP/IP protocol stacks
u efficient utilization of operating system resources
u increased driver por-tability.
The traffic switch (HRTP-transport switch) intercepts all

sending out packets and divides time slices according to the
HRTP schedule and the common base clock. Figure 4 describes
HRTP’s time mechanism. The following list presents the states of
the HRTP state machine.

u Initialization: Prepares the intranet system (local embed-
ded Ethernet nodes in robot system).

u Remote clock synchronization: Synchronizes the clock to
ensure accurate time events, as explained later.

u Explore intranet: Exports the robot’s locally embedded
Ethernet network state to determine the client’s IP
address and the devices.

u Post HRTP schedule: Sends out HRTP schedule to all
devices.

u Start clock: Starts running common base clock.
u Traffic control: Begins HRTP traffic control.
u Idle: System enters sleep mode.
The state machine is controlled by HRTP command packets, as

presented in the ‘‘Content of HRTP Control Packet’’ section. Col-
lision occurs in received nodes according to the switch property
described in the introductory paragraph. Notably, HRTP applies
the distributed conception to lower the workload of the conven-
tional centralized RT management structure and simplify the RT

Internet Network

Host Process, Bridge, or AP

Ethernet
(Switch Hub) Receiver Collision

or
Buffer Overflow

Embedded Ethernet-Based
Robot System

Embedded Ethernet Nodes
(Vision, Sensors, Motors,

or Other Controllers)

Figure 2. Receiver collision model.
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Figure 3. A new OSI model describing the service of HRTP
system.
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Figure 4. State machine of HRTP.

OSI Model

The OSI model [37] is a reference model developed by the

International Organization for Standardization in 1984 as a

conceptual framework of standards for communication in

a network that links various equipment and applications
from different vendors. It is now considered to be the

primary architectural model for intercomputing and inter-

networking communications. The structures of most of the

network communication protocols used today are based

on the OSI model. The OSI model defines the communica-

tion process as involving seven layers and divides the tasks

involved with moving information between networked

computers into seven smaller, more manageable task
groups. A task or group of tasks is then assigned to each of

the seven OSI layers. Each layer is reasonably self-contained

so that the tasks assigned to each layer can be imple-

mented independently. This enables the solutions offered

by one layer to be updated without adversely affecting the

other layers.
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schedule. Hence, the right of management is dispatched to each
received node. Further, the rights of management contain govern-
ing the events trigger of overall state machine, generating the pack-
et content of RT schedule and posting the packet of RT schedule.

HRTP Time Wave
Structure
The HRTP-task time wave
structure is presented to de-
scribe further the time con-
trol mechanism of HRTP.
The HRTP time wave struc-
ture is based on packet traffic
control technique. A time-
line is divided into three ses-
sions using time-triggered
architecture (Figure 5). These
are 1) allocated (fixed)-time
session, 2) free-time session,
and 3) control-time session.
Each session is explained later.

Allocated (Fixed)-Time

Session

The allocated-time session
mainly allocates to each send-
ing node a time slot in which
to transmit RT data (device
1 � device n, as illustrated in
Figure 5). Consecutive ses-
sions are separated by safety-
time sections (STS), defined as

STS ¼ TIFG þ TBTMT, (1)

where TIFG represents the
interframe gap (IFG) and
TBTMT denotes the NIC’s
buffer transfer maxima time
(NIC_BTMT). The IFG is
96 b in length [36]. The
NIC_BTMT is defined by
the MAC ring buffer. NIC_
BTMT is related to the

MAC device and the supporting driver and reserves a short
span of time for transmitting packets under the MAC ring
buffer. Therefore, the STS can circumvent the ring buffer
overrun problem. The wake-up of the device duty is managed
by the variable offset (n), as indicated in Figure 5.

Furthermore, the allocated-time session is mainly based on
the time division multiple access Ethernet (TDMA-E) model
concept (see ‘‘TDMA-E’’) to simplify and govern the distrib-
uted embedded Ethernet packet traffic.

Free-Time Session

The free-time session operates as in the standard IEEE 802.3
[36] and allows every device to send packets unrestricted by
the CSMA/CD protocol. The principal service transmits
non-RT packets. In the free-time session, all devices compete
for time slots to transmit using the conventional CSMA/CD
protocol. Its objective is to preserve the original CSMA/CD
flexibility on HRTP.

Device 1

STS

Offset (3)

Offset (4)

Offset (n)

2. Free-Time Session

Time Line

Post HRTP Schedule
(for Update HRTP Schedule)

IFG (Inter Frame Gap) = 96-b Time

1. Allocated-Time Session3. Control-Time Session

Device 2

Device 3

Device 4

Device-Duty

Device n–1

Device n

Explore
Intranet

Post HRTP
Schedule

Start Clock

Offset (2)

Figure 5. HRTP time wave structure based on packet traffic control technique approach.

TDMA-E

TDMA-E is Ethernet transmission technology that allows a

number of RTE sending nodes to access the respective Ether-

net receive nodes without interference by allocating unique
time slots to each RT node within each collision domain.

Since the current Ethernet switch can provide one transmit-

ting collision domain per port, allowing complete elimination

of the collisions if the port is in full duplex (IEEE 802.3x) [36],

and is connected to only one station, the TDMA-E transmis-

sion scheme multiplexes packets over different collision

domains in a network switch (see ‘‘Network Switch’’). Fig-

ure 23 shows an example of TDMA-E in one network switch.
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Control-Time Session

The control-time session
is defined to detect and
control the device nodes
in intranet, the command
of post HRTP schedule
and start clock (Figures 4
and 5), and occurs at the
beginning of each Ether-
net traffic period. This
controlling and detecting
of behavior is regarded as
explorer intranet (Fig-
ure 4). The transmission
is governed by the HRTP
time schedule and driven
by time events. The traffic
control model is eluci-
dated next.

HRTP Traffic
Control Model
The previous sections de-
scribed the concepts that
underlie HRTP. This sec-
tion introduces the opera-
tion of HRTP in real
hardware. The hardware
implementationof HRTP
is associated with a traffic
control model and is
called the hardware RT
traffic control model
(HRTP-TCM). Figure 6
illustrates the HRTP-
TCM, which consists of
six main modules.

u HRTP timer: It is
the RT timer in
each embedded Ethernet device.

u HRTP schedule: It stores and governs the schedule of
HRTP.

u Traffic switch: It controls the traffic flow. According to
HRTP timer and HRTP schedule, traffic switch controls
the passing through and blocking of Ethernet packets.

u FIFO buffer: FIFO stands for first in/first out and refers to
the way in which the NIC processes data. A FIFO
buffer is a memory device that allows flow from the
CPU to the network controller and vice versa to be
controlled and ensures packet integrity.

u General-packet driver: It includes TCP/UDP/IP packet
driver.

u HRTP-communications interface: It receives HRTP com-
mand packets during control-time session.

However, the HRTP protocol can only be optimized by
synchronizing all network devices. When the clocks are not
synchronized, HRTP merely provides a new, reasonable, and

effective scheme to plan the use of intranet transmission resour-
ces. Figure 7 describes packet transmission with reference to the
RT traffic control model when the HRTP schedule is changed.

Packet
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Packet

Packet

Packet

Process
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Process
N

HRTP Schedule

General Packet Driver

RT Task

General Task

HRTP Driver Architecture 

Ethernet

FIFO Buffer

Traffic Switch
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Implement on
RTL8019AS
Chipset

Figure 6. RT traffic control model of HRTP.
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Figure 7. Packets transmitted using HRTP-TCM and
instantaneous changes to the HRTP schedule.
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Clock Synchronization
TCP/IP and CSMA/CD are the two factors that most strongly
influence timing control. Timing precision depends on the
application. In an HRTP system, the RT traffic controller
modes are designed to be distributed. The remote clocks are
not always synchronized. Clock synchronization is extremely
important in ensuring that a traffic event is performed cor-
rectly. Minimizing the communications delay is generally a
critical design consideration. However, in control applications,
the deterministic response time requirement is frequently
more important than the minimization of delay. The network
time protocol (NTP) is used to synchronize the time of a
computer client or server with another server or reference

time source, such as a radio or satellite receiver or modem.
Typical NTP configurations utilize multiple redundant servers
and diverse network paths to obtain high accuracy and reliabil-
ity [39]–[41]. However, NTP alone is not intended for high-
reliability RT applications because it does ensure the precision
of the global time base [20]. For the proposed application, a
differential clock methodology, similar to the IEEE 1588
Standard [42], was adopted. The internal clock is synchronized
by adjusting the local clock of every participating node to the
local clock of a specific master node. This method is called the
master-worker scheme [20]. This protocol is quite simple and
easy to implement. Figure 8 presents this synchronization
mechanism within HRTP and synchronization steps. On the
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Figure 8. Clock synchronization model in HRTP. (The differential time is calculated in Step 1 and Step 2, and the result corrects
the HRTP timer. Step 3 reports the clock ticks to the network.)
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platform designed in this work, the resulting clock synchroni-
zation error is approximately 60.5 ms (see the ‘‘Implemen-
tation’’ section).

Content of HRTP Control Packet
Generally, HRTP defines every receive node as a host node to
manage its client nodes. Thus, HRTP allows the embedded
Ethernet robot system to consist of several receive nodes in a
network switch. Accordingly, HRTP also provides three packets
to manage each subsystem and the timing control.

Request Report IP Data Command

Figure 9 proposes the request report IP data command packet,
which is the first command packet that initializes the HRTP-
embedded Ethernet systems. The hosts (defined as the receive
nodes in the network switch) initiate the transmission of re-
quest report IP data command packets. This packet requests
the client’s IP address and numbers of the devices from a man-
agement host LAN device and sends this information to every
client. Every client device that receives such a packet replies
with the same packet to the management host LAN device.
The host management LAN device records these IP addresses
to access the LAN status.

HRTP Posting Schedule Command

The main function of the HRTP schedule command packet is
to describe event-driven traffic switches. This packet fully
describes the sliced segment of the HRTP-task time wave struc-
ture and has a variable packet length (Figure 10). Free-time and
allocated-time sessions are both 32 b long. The duty cycle of the
device is defined by

Device duty ¼ TRT

TALT þ TFT
, (2)

where TRT denotes the length of the allocated-time session for
each node and TALT and TFT are the lengths of the entire
allocated-time and free-time sessions, respectively. In the
HRTP posting schedule command content, Device (n) Duty
is defined as (2). Additionally, Figure 5 defines offset (n) as the
offset time value of device n, whose traffic switch is turned on
during an allocated-time session.

As stated in the introductory paragraphs, a current net-
work switch can provide a separate transmitting collision
domain for each port. Thus, the HRTP exploits this charac-
teristic of network switch and TDMA-E to govern the RT
schedule (see ‘‘TDMA-E’’). In the process, each received
node generates the schedule and manages the Ethernet traffic

of all sending nodes. However, a network switch generally
has some receive nodes and some sending nodes. And the
low-end embedded Ethernet solutions usually have limits in
handling the Ethernet packets and information processing.
Hence, the Ethernet packet schedule should satisfy the fol-
lowing two constraints:

DR � MGSðiÞ � TSL, (3)

where i¼ 1, 2, . . . , m, and

MHR �
Xn

i�1

MGS(i ), (4)

where the parameters of (3) and (4) are defined as follows.
1) DR: Overall information processing Demand Rates

of each receive node in its respective collision do-
main (in B/s)

2) TSL: HRTP Time Slot Length (traffic on) of each node
in one second

3) MGS(i): Maximum Generating rates of information of
the Sending node (i ) (in B/s)

4) MHR: Maximum information Handling Rates of
receive node.

Equation (3) claims that the sending node’s (i) generation of
information satisfies process demands. Equation (4) claims that
the packet flow of receive node (n) may be smooth and capable
of being processed. Each receive nodes in a switch will generate
the respective HRTP schedule command packet and send it
to its client nodes. Accordingly, the HRTP mechanism can
schedule and guarantee that the entire packet transmission
process of embedded Ethernet devices in each switch collision
domain is in real time.

1 8 1 81 8

Version = 0 × 01
  Option = 0 × 00  (Request Report
 IP Data)

Version Option 0 × 00

Figure 9. Content of request report IP data.
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Figure 10. Content of HRTP posting schedule command.
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Start Clock Command

The primary function of this packet is to fire up all of the
HRTP client timers. Figure 11 shows the content of start clock
command.

In summary, the HRTP utilizes the self-splitting separate
collision domains property of network switch technology
and elaborately controls the traffic of packets of every embed-
ded Ethernet device to ensure RToperation. The distributed

tiny Ethernet RT protocol architecture for low-end embed-
ded Ethernet devices and small robot systems is presented
earlier. The following section will present the implementa-
tion in small robot systems.

Implementation

Overview
The proposed RT protocol is implemented on a small quad-
ruped machine to enable transparent machine interconnec-
tions with the embedded RTE network environmental in
frastructure (HRTP).

Nature provides very good design samples. The cerebrum,
cerebellum, and nerves are metaphors for the computing power
and database of computers on the Internet (Figure 12). Since
the proposed novel distributed platform provides a wireless

LAN interface, this platform
concept is easy to integrate
with other Internet devices.
Figure 13 displays a simple
schematic diagram of the
robot platform. In Figure 13,
A is the host processor, run-
ning embedded RT Linux
and serving as the central
processing unit and a gate-
way or bridge to the outer
world. B represents a hub for
network expansion. Both C
and D are microcontrollers,
which handle motor control
and sensing. E represents a
robot in which the systems
(A–D) are installed.

Electronic
Figure 14 presents the design
diagram of an embedded
HRTP Ethernet controller and
multimotor controller module
microcontrollers (parts C and
D in Figure 13). The embed-
ded HRTP Ethernet control-
ler, which consists of an 8-b
micro control unit (MCU)
(PIC-18F452), is based mainly
on the sensor network proto-
col (I2C bus) and a serial
motion control network. Each
multi-microcontroller com-
prises an 8-b MCU (PIC-
18F452), which controls eight
motors and is integrated with
numerous analog and digital
interfaces, such as the pulse
width modulation interface and
the I2C EEPROM (Microchip

1 8 1 81 8

Version = 0 × 01
  Option = 0 × 02  (Start Clock Command)

Version Option 0 × 00

Figure 11. Content of counter start command.
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Figure 12. Novel distributed embedded platform using Ethernet as the communications
backbone and based on a three-layer concept: 1) control and sensing layer, 2) gateway layer,
and 3) Internet layer. This proposal regards the cerebrum, cerebellum, and nerve as abstract
concepts. An RT protocol named HRTP is proposed in the control and sensing layer.
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Figure 13. Conception of the platform and materialization.
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24LC256) file system. Figure 15 shows this module. Each embed-
ded HRTP Ethernet controller is interfaced with a
10-Mb/s Ethernet NIC (RTL-8019AS). A Media-GX (Geode
CS5530A) Pentium-class SoC [43] is applied as the gateway-level
network processor (Figure 1, Internet layer). Major peripherals that
are connected to the SoC include wireless LAN, 10/100-Mb/s
Ethernet NIC (RTL-8139), and the peripheral component inter-
connect bus.

Robot Mechanical Design and System Integration
Figure 16 presents the computer-aided design (CAD) diagram
of the four-footed machine, which we called O-Di robot (O-Di);
each foot has 4 DoF. Each joint motor has one potential meter and
one proportional-integral differential (PID) controller to control
the position. Embedded HRTP Ethernet is applied to update and
reload sensor feedback to control O-Di’s posture. Figure 17 sche-
matically depicts the integration of the mechanical system with
the electronic system. Figure 18 displays a photograph of the fully
assembled machine.

Software
The following software or firmware modules were installed to
demonstrate the proposed system:

1) firmware on the microcontroller, including the motor
control, the NIC driver, and a
lean TCP/IP protocol stack
[44] with HRTP modification

2) an embedded RT Linux system,
running on the Pentium-class
SOC

3) a modified Linux TCP/UDP/IP
protocol stack to provide HRTP
capability

4) a program to integrate robot
network bridging and motion
control functions

5) a software package for motion
control and running on a PC.

The design architecture allows
motion control software to be imple-
mented easily on a PC and contains 16
slider bars to manage each individual
motor directly. Additionally, it can also
generate a database to record the state
of motion and playback afterwards in a
synchronized fashion. Figure 19 dis-
plays the overall system, including the
remote control software. Although the
present features are rather primitive,
the platform clearly has significant
potential for future expansion and
software developments.

As mentioned earlier, the embed-
ded Ethernet platform and HRTP
provide the system communication,
integration, power saving, and low-
cost advantage. Hence, the proposed
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Figure 14. Schematic diagram of electronics.
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architecture has potential applications in the design architec-
ture of home network-based robots. Furthermore, this robot
platform can be easily integrated with today’s home network.
Various network technologies can be interconnected in home
network environments using TCP/IP (Figure 20).

Example of Motion and System Integration
The clock synchronization on the proposed platform has an
accuracy of 60.5 ms for every 100 ms time-triggered protocol
(TTP) cycle. The clock is resynchronized every 1 s, and the
maximum error is 5 ms. The motion commands are issued
every 50 ms. Restated, a 10% error in motion synchronization
results from the timing mismatch. Because the system is low-
end CPU, the result of performance is reasonable. For motion
profiles, which do not need a high precision, this error is accept-
able. The better performance for future can improve by improv-
ing CPU performance and raising clock frequency. Figure 21
displays a sample of the feedback control (using the PID algo-
rithm to control a one-axial dc servo motor) in the proposed
network system. The HRTP can serve as a low-collision RT

network environment. A
two-wheel mode controller
algorithm [45], [46] was
implemented to demonstrate
the proposed system’s effec-
tiveness. Figure 22 shows a
sequence of pictures of the
robot in motion. Full robot
demo videos can be seen in
the Web site http://
xlab.cn.nctu.edu.tw/Liwei/
eRobot.htm [47].

Conclusions
This study presents a novel
distributed embedded plat-
form using Ethernet as the
communications backbone,
with three layers: 1) control
and sensing layer, 2) gateway
layer, and 3) Internet layer.
This proposal regards the
cerebrum, cerebellum, and

Mobile Phone
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TCP/UDP/IP

Robot

Network

Game Station
(XBOX/PS2)

Information Household
Appliances

PDA

Figure 20. Appling propose robot network platform integrated with today’s home network. Various
network technologies can be interconnected in home network environments using TCP/UDP/IP.
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Figure 21. A sample result of motor feedback control (using
PID algorithm to control one-axial dc servo motor).
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nerve as abstract concepts. An RT protocol named HRTP is
proposed in the control and sensing layer. The HRTP is a dis-
tributed RT protocol with a small footprint, which is espe-
cially suitable for the embedded and distributed network-
based robot control application. HRTP is the first distributed
RTE protocol stack specifically for an embedded Ethernet net-
work. Notably, traditional RTE technologies have centralized
structures that are large and superfluous for small robot sys-
tems. The proposed HRTP, in contrast to a distributed RT
protocol, is for embedded RTE environments and robot net-
work development.

A quadruped walking machine (O-Di) and an electronic sys-
tem were designed to implement the proposed platform. Soft-
ware modules were installed to demonstrate the overall system.
On the basis of the three-layer concept, this model can be imi-
tated to design more complex robot systems. Future research
will involve designs of more complex machines to demonstrate
the capability of the distributed embedded platform.
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Surgical and
Interventional Robotics

Core Concepts, Technology, and Design

BY PETER KAZANZIDES, GABOR FICHTINGER, GREGORY D. HAGER,

ALLISON M. OKAMURA, LOUIS L. WHITCOMB, AND RUSSELL H. TAYLOR

T
wo decades after the first reported robotic surgical
procedure [1], surgical robots are just beginning to
be widely used in the operating room or interven-
tional suite. The da Vinci telerobotic system (Intui-
tive Surgical, Inc.), for example, has recently become

more widely employed for minimally invasive surgery [2]. This
article, the first in a three-part series, examines the core concepts
underlying surgical and interventional robots, including the
potential benefits and technical approaches, followed by a
summary of the technical challenges in sensing, manipulation,
user interfaces, and system design. The article concludes with a
review of key design aspects, particularly in the areas of risk anal-
ysis and safety design. Note that medical care can be delivered in
a surgical suite (operating room) or an interventional suite, but
for convenience, we will henceforth use the term surgical to refer
to both the surgical and interventional domains.

Core Concepts
This section describes some of the potential benefits of surgical
robots, followed by an overview of the two technical para-
digms, surgical computer-aided design and computer-aided
manufacturing (CAD/CAM) and surgical assistance, which
will be the subjects of the second and third articles in this series.

Potential Benefits
The development of surgical robots is motivated primarily by the
desire to enhance the effectiveness of a procedure by coupling
information to action in the operating room or interventional
suite. This is in contrast to industrial robots, which were

developed primarily to automate dirty, dull, and dangerous tasks.
There is an obvious reason for this dichotomy: medical care
requires human judgment and reasoning to handle the variety
and complexity of human anatomy and disease processes. Medi-
cal actions are chosen based on information from a number of
sources, including patient-specific data (e.g., vital signs and
images), general medical knowledge (e.g., atlases of human anat-
omy), and physician experience. Computer-assisted interven-
tional systems can gather and present information to the
physician in a more meaningful way and, via the use of robots,
enable this information to influence the performance of an inter-
vention, thereby potentially improving the consistency and qual-
ity of the clinical result. It is, therefore, not surprising that surgical
robots were introduced in the 1980s, after the dawn of the infor-
mation age, whereas the first industrial robot was used in 1961.

There are, however, cases where surgical robots share
potential benefits with industrial robots and teleoperators.
First, a robot can usually perform a task more accurately than a
human; this provides the primary motivation for surgical
CAD/CAM systems, which are described later in the ‘‘Surgi-
cal CAD/CAM’’ section. Second, industrial robots and teleop-
erators can work in areas that are not human friendly (e.g.,
toxic fumes, radioactivity, or low-oxygen environments) or
not easily accessible to humans (e.g., inside pipes, the surface
of a distant planet, or the sea floor). In the medical domain,
inhospitable environments include radiation (e.g., X-rays) and
inaccessible environments include space-constrained areas
such as the inside of a patient or imaging system. This also
motivates the development of surgical CAD/CAM systems
and is one of the primary motivations for surgical assistant sys-
tems, described in the ‘‘Surgical Assistance’’ section.Digital Object Identifier 10.1109/MRA.2008.926390
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In contrast to industrial robots, surgical robots are rarely
designed to replace a member of the surgical or interventional
team. Rather, they are intended to augment the medical staff
by imparting superhuman capabilities, such as high motion
accuracy, or to enable interventions that would otherwise be
physically impossible. Therefore, methods for effective
human-robot cooperation are one of the unique and central
aspects of medical robotics.

Technical Paradigms
In our research, we find it useful to categorize surgical robots
as surgical CAD/CAM or surgical assistance systems, based on
their primary mode of operation [3]. Note, however, that
these categories are not mutually exclusive and some surgical
robots may exhibit characteristics from both categories. The
following sections briefly describe these categories, with
representative examples.

Surgical CAD/CAM

The basic tenet of CAD/CAM is that the use of a computer to
design a part creates a digital blueprint of the part, and so it is
natural to use a computer-controlled system to manufacture it,
i.e., to translate the digital blueprint into physical reality. In the
medical domain, the planning that is often performed prior to,
or during, an intervention corresponds to CAD, whereas the
intervention represents CAM. To take the analogy further,
postoperative assessment corresponds to total quality manage-
ment (TQM). We refer to the closed-loop process of 1) con-
structing a patient-specific model and interventional plan;
2) registering the model and plan to the patient; 3) using
technology to assist in carrying out the plan; and 4) assessing
the result, as surgical CAD/CAM, again emphasizing the anal-
ogy between computer-integrated medicine and computer-
integrated manufacturing (Figure 1).

The most well-known example of a surgical CAD/CAM
system is ROBODOC (ROBODOC, a Curexo Technology
Company; formerly Integrated Surgical Systems, Inc.) [4], [5].
ROBODOC was developed for total hip and total knee
replacement surgeries (Figure 2). In these surgeries, the
patient’s joint is replaced by artificial prostheses: for hip surgery,
one prosthesis is installed in
the femur and another in the
acetabulum (pelvis) to create
a ball and socket joint; for
knee surgery, one prosthesis
is installed in the femur and
the other in the tibia to cre-
ate a sliding hinge joint.
Research on ROBODOC
began in the mid-1980s as a
joint project between IBM
and the University of Cali-
fornia, Davis. At that time,
the conventional technique
for hip and knee replacement
surgery consisted of two-
dimensional (2-D) planning

(using X-rays) and manual methods (handheld reamers and
broaches) for preparing the bone. The motivation for intro-
ducing a robot was to improve the accuracy of this proce-
dure—both the placement accuracy (to put the prostheses in
the correct places) and the dimensional accuracy (to get a good
fit to the bones). The technical approach of the system is to use
computed tomography (CT) for three-dimensional (3-D)
planning and a robot for automated bone milling. The plan-
ning (surgical CAD) is performed on the ORTHODOC
workstation, which enables the surgeon to graphically position
a 3-D model of the prosthesis (or prostheses) with respect to
the CT image, thereby creating a surgical plan. In the operat-
ing room (Surgical CAM), the robot is registered to the CT
image so that the surgical plan can be transformed from the CT
coordinate system to the robot coordinate system. The robot
then machines the bone according to the plan, using a high-
speed milling tool.

Surgical Assistance

Medical interventions are highly interactive processes, and
many critical decisions are made in the operating room and
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Patient-Specific
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Update Model
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Preoperative Intraoperative
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Postoperative

Patient

Figure 1. Architecture of a surgical CAD/CAM system, where
the preoperative phase is CAD, the intraoperative phase is
CAM, and the postoperative phase is TQM.

(a) (b)

Figure 2. The ROBODOC system for orthopedic surgery. (a) The robot is being used for total hip
replacement surgery. (b) Close-up of robotic milling of femur.
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executed immediately. The goal of computer-assisted medi-
cal systems, including surgical robots, is not to replace the
physician with a machine but, rather, to provide intelligent,
versatile tools that augment the physician’s ability to treat
patients. There are many forms of technological assistance.
In this section, we focus on robotic assistance. Some nonro-
botic technologies are reviewed in the ‘‘Other Technolo-
gies’’ section.

There are two basic augmentation strategies: 1) improving
the physician’s existing sensing and/or manipulation, and
2) increasing the number of sensors and manipulators available
to the physician (e.g., more eyes and hands). In the first case,
the system can give even average physicians superhuman capa-
bilities such as X-ray vision, elimination of hand tremor, or the
ability to perform dexterous operations inside the patient’s
body. A special subclass is remote telesurgery systems, which
permit the physician to operate on patients at distances ranging
from a few meters to several thousand kilometers. In the sec-
ond case, the robot operates side by side with the physician and
performs functions such as endoscope holding, tissue retrac-
tion, or limb positioning. These systems typically provide one
or more direct control interfaces such as joysticks, head track-
ers, or voice control but could also include intelligence to
demand less of the physician’s attention during use.

The da Vinci system (Intuitive Surgical, Inc.) is a telesurgery
system that demonstrates both of these augmentation ap-
proaches [2]. As shown in Figure 3, the system consists of a
patient-side slave robot and a master control console. The slave
robot has three or four robotic arms that manipulate a stereo
endoscope and dexterous surgical instruments such as scissors,
grippers, and needle holders. The surgeon sits at the master
control console and grasps handles attached to two dexterous
master manipulator arms, which are capable of exerting limited

amounts of force feedback to the surgeon. The surgeon’s hand
motions are sensed by the master manipulators, and these
motions are replicated by the slave manipulators. A variety of
control modes may be selected via foot pedals on the master
console and used for such purposes as determining which slave
arms are associated with the hand controllers. Stereo video is
transmitted from the endoscope to a pair of high-quality video
monitors in the master control console, thus providing high-
fidelity stereo visualization of the surgical site. The display and
master manipulators are arranged so that it appears to the
surgeon that the surgical instruments (inside the patient) are in
the same position as his or her hands inside the master control
console. Thus, the da Vinci system improves the surgeon’s eyes
and hands by enabling them to (remotely) see and manipulate
tissue inside the patient through incisions that are too small for
direct visualization and manipulation. By providing three or
four slave robot arms, the da Vinci system also endows the
surgeon with more than two hands.

Other Technologies
Robotics is not the only manner in which computers can be
used to assist medical procedures. One important, and widely
used, alternative is a navigation system, which consists of a sen-
sor (tracker) that can measure the position and orientation of
instruments in 3-D space (typically, the instruments contain spe-
cial tracker targets). If the tracker coordinate system is registered
to a preoperative or intraoperative image (see the ‘‘Regis-
tration’’ section), the navigation system can display the position
and orientation of the instrument with respect to the image.
This improves the physician’s visualization by enabling him or
her to see the internal structure, molecular information, and/
or functional data, depending on the type of image. This can
also enable the physician to execute a preoperative plan (surgi-
cal CAD/CAM), e.g., by aligning an instrument with respect
to a target defined in the preoperative image. Currently, the
most widely used tracking technology is optical because of its
relatively high accuracy, predictable performance, and insensi-
tivity to environmental variations. The primary limitation of
optical trackers is that they require a clear line of sight between
the camera and the instruments being tracked. This precludes
their use for instruments inside the body. Electromagnetic
tracking systems are free from line-of-sight constraints but are
generally less accurate, especially due to field distortions caused
by metallic objects.

Technology and Challenges
Surgical robots present a unique set of design challenges due to
the requirements for miniaturization, safety, sterility, and adap-
tation to changing conditions. This section reviews current
practices and challenges in manipulation, sensing, registration,
user interfaces, and system design.

Manipulation
Surgical robots must satisfy requirements not found in indus-
trial robotics. They must operate safely in a workspace shared
with humans; they generally must operate in a sterile environ-
ment; and they often require high dexterity in small spaces. An
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Figure 3. The da Vinci surgical system (courtesy Intuitive
Surgical, Inc.).

The da Vinci telerobotic system has
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additional challenge occurs when the robot must operate in
the proximity of a magnetic resonance imaging (MRI) scan-
ner, whose high magnetic field precludes the use of many con-
ventional robotic components.

The topic of safety design is covered in detail in the ‘‘Safety
Design’’ section. There are, however, certain safety factors that
should be considered during the design of a surgical manipula-
tor. First, unlike industrial robots, where speed and strength
are desirable attributes, a surgical robot should only be as fast
and strong as needed for its intended use. In most cases, the
robot should not be capable of moving faster or with more
force than the physician. An obvious exception could occur
for a robot that operates on a rapidly moving organ, such as a
beating heart. Even in this case, there are innovative solutions
that do not require rapid motion, such as Heartlander [6],
which is designed to attach to a beating heart using suction and
move along it with inchworm locomotion. Another safety-
related design parameter is the robot’s workspace, which
ideally should only be as large as needed. This is difficult to
achieve in practice, given the high variability between patients
and the differences in the way that physicians perform proce-
dures. Some researchers have reported parallel manipulators,
which have smaller workspaces (and higher rigidity) than serial
robots [7]–[10].

Sterility is a major design challenge. It is not easy to design
reusable devices that can withstand multiple sterilization
cycles. One common solution is to create a disposable device
that only needs to be sterilized once, usually by the manufac-
turer. This is practical for low-cost parts. Another issue with a
reusable device is that it must be cleaned between procedures.
Thus, crevices that can trap blood or other debris should be
avoided. The most common approach is to design the surgical
robot so that its end effector (or tool) can be removed and
sterilized, while the rest of the robot is covered with a dispos-
able sterile drape or bag (e.g., as illustrated for ROBODOC in
Figure 2). This is particularly difficult when the end effector or
tool includes electromechanical components.

Size matters for surgical robots. Operating rooms and inter-
ventional suites are usually small, and, thus, a large robot can
take too much space. This has been a complaint for many
commercially available systems, such as daVinci and ROBO-
DOC, which are large floor-standing robots. In orthopedics,
there have been recent examples of smaller, bone-mounted
robots [7]–[9]. Size is especially critical when the robot, or part
of it, must work inside the body. For example, although the da
Vinci system is large, its robotic EndoWrist tools, with diame-
ters from 5–8 mm, are a marvel of miniaturization and can pass
into the body via small entry ports.

The design of MRI-compatible robots is especially chal-
lenging because MRI relies on a strong magnetic field and radio
frequency (RF) pulses, and so it is not possible to use compo-
nents that can interfere with, or be susceptible to, these physical
effects. This rules out most components used for robots, such as
electric motors and ferromagnetic materials. Thus, MRI-
compatible robots typically use nonmetallic links and piezo-
electric, pneumatic, or hydraulic motors. This topic will be dis-
cussed in greater detail in a subsequent part of this tutorial.

Sensing
Besides internal sensors, such as joint encoders, a surgical robot
often needs external sensors to enable it to adapt to its relatively
unstructured and changing environment. Common examples
are force sensors and vision systems, which translate naturally
into the human senses of touch and sight. For this reason, they
are often used for surgical assistants. For example, the da Vinci
system provides exquisite stereo video feedback, although it is
often criticized for not providing force feedback (a component
of haptic feedback). Without force feedback, the surgeon must
use visual cues, such as the tautness of a suture or the deflection
of tissue, to estimate the forces. If these cues are misread, the
likely outcome is a broken suture or damaged tissue [11].

Real-time imaging such as ultrasound, spectroscopy, and
optical coherence tomography (OCT) can provide significant
benefits when they enable the physician to see subsurface
structures and/or tissue properties. For example, when resect-
ing a brain tumor, this type of sensing can alert the surgeon
before he or she accidentally cuts a major vessel that is
obscured by the tumor. Preoperative images, when registered
to the robot, can potentially provide this information, but only
if the anatomy does not change significantly during the proce-
dure. This is rarely the case, except when working with rigid
structures such as bones. Once again, it is necessary to over-
come challenges in sterility and miniaturization to provide this
sensing where it is needed, which is usually at or near the
instrument tip.

Sensors that directly measure physiologic properties, such
as tissue oxygenation, are also useful. For example, a smart
retractor that uses pulse oxymetry principles to measure the
oxygenation of blood can detect the onset of ischemia (insuffi-
cient blood flow) before it causes a clinical complication [12].

Registration
Geometric relationships between portions of the patient’s
anatomy, images, robots, sensors, and equipment are funda-
mental to all areas of computer-integrated medicine. There is
an extensive literature on techniques for determining the
transformations between the associated coordinate systems
[13], [14]. Given two coordinates~vA ¼ ½xA, yA, zA� and~vB ¼
½xB, yB, zB� corresponding to comparable features in two coor-
dinate systems Ref A and Ref B, the process of registration is
simply that of finding a function TAB( � � � ) such that

~vB ¼ TAB(~vA):

Although nonrigid registrations are becoming more common,
TAB( � � � ) is still usually a rigid body transformation of the
form

~vB ¼ TAB(~vA) ¼ RAB �~vA þ~pAB,

where RAB represents a rotation and ~pAB represents a
translation.

The simplest registration method is a paired-point registra-
tion in which a set of N points (N � 3) is found in the first
coordinate system and matched (one to one) with N
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corresponding points in the second coordinate system. The
problem of finding the transformation that best aligns the two
sets of points is often called the Procrustes problem, and there
are well-known solutions based on quaternions [15] and rota-
tion matrices [16], [17]. This method works best when it is
possible to identify distinct points in the image and on the
patient. This is usually straightforward when artificial fiducials
are used. For example, ROBODOC initially used a fiducial-
based registration method, with three metal pins (screws)
inserted into the bone prior to the CT scan. It was easy to
locate the pins in the CT image, via image processing, due to
the high contrast between metal and bone. Similarly, it was
straightforward for the surgeon to guide the robot’s measure-
ment probe to physically contact each of the pins.

Point-to-surface registration methods can be employed
when paired-point registration is not feasible. Typically, this
involves matching a cloud of points that is collected intraoper-
atively to a 3-D surface model that is constructed from the pre-
operative image. The most widely used method is iterative
closest point (ICP) [18]. Briefly, ICP starts with an initial guess
of the transformation, which is used to transform the points to
the same coordinate system as the surface model. The closest
points on the surface model are identified and a paired-point
registration method is used to compute a new estimate of the
transformation. The process is repeated with the new transfor-
mation until a termination condition is reached. Although
ICP often works well, it is sensitive to the initial guess and can
fail to find the best solution if the guess is poor. Several ICP
variations have been proposed to improve its robustness in this
case, and other techniques, such as an unscented Kalman filter
[19], have recently been proposed. These methods can also be
used for surface-to-surface registration by sampling one of the
surfaces.

Nonrigid (elastic or deformable) registration is often neces-
sary because many parts of the anatomy (e.g., soft tissue and
organs) change shape during the procedure. This is more diffi-
cult than rigid registration and remains an active area of
research. To date, most surgical CAD/CAM systems have
been applied to areas such as orthopedics, where deformations
are small and rigid registration methods can be employed.

User Interfaces and Visualization
Standard computer input devices, such as keyboards and mice,
are generally inappropriate for surgical or interventional envi-
ronments because it is difficult to use them in conjunction
with other medical instrumentation and maintain sterility.
Foot pedals are often used because they do not interfere with
whatever the physician is doing with his or her hands, and they

do not require sterilization. Handheld pendants (button boxes)
are also used; in this case, the pendant is either sterilized or
covered by a sterile drape. It is important to note, however,
that the robot itself can often provide a significant part of the
user interface. For example, the da Vinci system relies on the
two master manipulators (one for each hand), with foot pedals
to change modes. The ROBODOC system not only includes
a five-button pendant to navigate menus but also uses a force-
control (hand guiding) mode that enables the surgeon to man-
ually move the robot.

Computer output is traditionally provided by graphical dis-
plays. Fortunately, these can be located outside the sterile field.
Unfortunately, the ergonomics are often poor because the
physician must look away from the operative site (where his or
her hands are manipulating the instruments) to see the
computer display. Some proposed solutions include heads-up
displays, image overlay systems [20], [21], and lasers, which
project information onto the operative field [22].

Surgical Robot System Design
A surgical robot includes many components, and it is difficult
to design one from scratch. There is no off-the-shelf surgical
robot for research, and it is unlikely that one robot or family of
robots will ever satisfy the requirements of the diaspora of
medical procedures. In the software realm, however, there are
open source software packages that can help. The most mature
packages are for medical image visualization and processing,
particularly the Visualization Toolkit (VTK, www.vtk.org)
and the Insight Toolkit (ITK, www.itk.org). Customizable
applications, such as 3-D Slicer (www.slicer.org), package
VTK, ITK, and a plethora of research modules.

Few packages exist for computer-assisted interventions.
The Image Guided Surgery Toolkit (IGSTK, www.igstk.org)
enables researchers to create a navigation system by connecting
a tracking system to a computer. At Johns Hopkins University,
we are creating a software framework for a surgical assistant
workstation (SAW), based on our Computer-Integrated
Surgical Systems and Technology (CISST) libraries [23]
(www.cisst.org), which focus on the integration of robot con-
trol and real-time sensing with the image processing and visu-
alization toolkits described previously.

Surgical Robot Design Process
This section presents a detailed discussion of the risk analysis,
safety design, and validation phases of the design process.
Although these topics are not unique to surgical robots, they
are obviously of extreme importance.

Risk Analysis
Safety is an important consideration for both industrial and
surgical robots [24]. In an industrial setting, safety can often be
achieved by keeping people out of the robot’s workspace or by
shutting down the system if a person comes too close. In con-
trast, for surgical robots it is generally necessary for human
beings, including the patient and the medical staff, to be inside
the robot’s workspace. Furthermore, the robot may be holding
a potentially dangerous device, such as a cutting instrument,

The development of surgical robots

is motivated primarily by the desire

to enhance the effectiveness

of a procedure.
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that is supposed to actually contact the patient (in the correct
place, of course). If the patient is anesthetized, it is not possible
for him or her to actively avoid injury.

Proper safety design begins with a risk (or hazard) analysis.
A failure modes effects analysis (FMEA) or failure modes
effects and criticality analysis (FMECA) are the most common
methods [25]. These are bottom-up analyses, where potential
component failures are identified and traced to determine their
effect on the system. Methods of control are devised to miti-
gate the hazards associated with these failures. The information
is generally presented in a tabular format (see Table 1). The
FMECA adds the criticality assessment, which consists of three
numerical parameters: the severity (S), occurrence (O), and
detectability (D) of the failure. A risk priority number (RPN)
is computed from the product of these parameters, which
determines whether additional methods of control are
required. The FMEA/FMECA is a proactive analysis that
should begin early in the design phase and evolve as hazards are
identified and methods of control are developed. Another
popular method is a fault tree analysis (FTA), which is a top-
down analysis and is generally more appropriate for analyzing a
system failure after the fact.

Safety Design
As an illustrative example of how to apply these methods in the
design phase, consider a multilink robot system where each link
is driven by a feedback-controlled motor, as shown in Figure 4.
The error, e(t), between the desired position xd(t) and the
measured position xa(t) is computed and used to determine the
control output u(t) that drives the motor. An encoder failure
will cause the system to measure a persistent steady-state error
and therefore continue to drive the motor to attempt to reduce
this error. An amplifier failure can cause it to apply an arbitrary
voltage to the motor that is independent of the control signal
u(t). The controller will sense the increasing error and adjust
u(t) to attempt to compensate, but this will have no effect.

These failure modes are shown in the FMEA presented in
Table 1. The result in both these cases is that the robot will
move until it hits something (typically, the effect on system is
more descriptive and includes application-specific information,
such as the potential harm to the patient). This is clearly unac-
ceptable for a surgical robot, and so methods of control are nec-
essary. One obvious solution, shown in Table 1, is to allow the
control software to disable the motor power,
via a relay, whenever the error, e(t), exceeds a
specified threshold. This will prevent a cata-
strophic, headline-grabbing runaway robot
scenario, but is the robot safe enough for
surgical use? The answer is that it depends on
the application and on the physical parame-
ters of the system. To illustrate this, consider
the case where the power amplifier fails and
applies maximum voltage to the motor. As
shown in Figure 5, if E is the error threshold
(i.e., the point at which the control software
disables motor power via the relay), the final
joint position error, DPmax, is given by

E þ Vmax 3 DT þ DPoff , where DT is the control period,
Vmax is the maximum joint velocity (assuming the robot had
sufficient time to accelerate), and DPoff is the distance the robot
travels after power off due to inertia or external forces. The
actual value of DPmax depends on the robot design, but it is not
uncommon for this to be several millimeters. Although a one-
time glitch of this magnitude may be tolerable for some surgical
procedures, it is clearly not acceptable in others. In those cases,
it is necessary to make design modifications to decrease DPmax,
e.g., by decreasing Vmax, or to forgo the use of an active robot.
This safety analysis was a prime motivation for researchers who
developed passive robots such as Cobots [26] and PADyC [27].

There are safety issues that must be considered regardless of
whether a robot is active or passive. One example occurs
when the robot’s task is to accurately position an instrument
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Figure 4. Computer control of a robot joint, showing the
motor (M), encoder (E), and power amplifier (Amp).

Table 1. Excerpt from a sample FMEA.
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Figure 5. Illustration of maximum possible error: E is the error
threshold, Vmax is the maximum velocity, DT is the control
period, and DPoff is the robot stopping distance.
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or instrument guide. The position of a robot-held tool is typi-
cally determined by applying the robot’s forward kinematic
equations to the measured joint positions. An inaccurate joint
sensor (e.g., an incremental encoder that intermittently gains
or loses counts) can cause a large position error. One method
of control is to introduce a redundant sensor and use software
to verify whether both sensors agree within a specified toler-
ance. Practical considerations dictate the need for a tolerance
to account for factors such as mechanical compliance between
the sensors and differences in sensor resolution and time of
data acquisition. This limits the degree with which accuracy
can be assured. Note also that although redundant sensors
remove one single point of failure (i.e., sensor failure), it is
necessary to avoid a single point of failure in the implementa-
tion. For example, if both sensors are placed on the motor
shaft, they cannot account for errors in the joint transmission,
e.g., due to a slipped belt.

A final point is that redundancy is not sufficient if failure of
one component cannot be detected. For example, consider the
case where the robot is holding a pneumatic cutting tool, and a
solenoid is used to turn the tool on and off. If the solenoid fails
in the open (on) state, the cutting tool may be activated at an
unsafe time. It is tempting to address this hazard by putting a
second solenoid in series with the first, as shown in Figure 6.
This is not an acceptable solution, however, because if one sole-
noid fails in the open state, the system will appear to operate
correctly (i.e., the software can still turn the cutter on or off ).
Therefore, this system once again has a single point of failure.
This is not a hypothetical scenario—it actually appeared in the
risk analysis for the ROBODOC system, which uses a pneumatic
cutting tool. The concern was that a failed solenoid could cause

injury to the surgeon if the failure occurred while the surgeon
was inserting or removing the cutting bit. ROBODOC adopted
a simple method of control, which was to display a screen
instructing the surgeon to physically disconnect the pneumatic
supply prior to any cutting tool change.

Validation
Validation of computer-integrated systems is challenging
because the key measure is how well the system performs in an
operating room or interventional suite with a real patient.
Clearly, for both ethical and regulatory reasons, it is not possi-
ble to defer validation until a system is used with patients. Fur-
thermore, it is difficult to quantify intraoperative performance
because there are limited opportunities for accurate postopera-
tive assessment. For example, CT scans may not provide suffi-
cient contrast for measuring the postoperative result, and they
expose the patient to additional radiation. For these reasons,
most computer-integrated systems are validated using phan-
toms, which are objects that are designed to mimic (often very
crudely) the relevant features of the patient.

One of the key drivers of surgical CAD/CAM is the higher
level of accuracy that can be achieved using some combination
of computers, sensors, and robots. Therefore, it is critical to eval-
uate the overall accuracy of such a system. One common tech-
nique is to create a phantom with a number of features (e.g.,
fiducials) whose locations are accurately known, either by precise
manufacturing or measurement. Some of these features should
be used for registration, whereas others should correspond to tar-
gets. The basic technique is to image the phantom, perform the
registration, and then locate the target features. By convention,
the following types of error are defined [28] as follows:

u fiducial localization error (FLE): the error in locating a
fiducial in a particular coordinate system (i.e., imaging
system or robot system)

u fiducial registration error (FRE): the root mean square
(RMS) residual error at the registration fiducials, i.e.,

FRE ¼

ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
1

N

XN
k¼1

~bk � T �~ak

�� ��2

vuut

where T is the registration transform and (~ak,~bk) are matched
pairs of homologous fiducials (k ¼ 1, . . . , N )

u target registration error (TRE): the error in locating a fea-
ture or fiducial that was not used for the registration;
if multiple targets are available, the mean error is often
reported as the TRE.

Although it is necessary to validate that a surgical robot meets
its requirements, including those related to accuracy, it is
important to realize that higher accuracy may not lead to a
clinical benefit. Validation of clinical utility is often possible
only via clinical trials.

Summary
This article presents the first of a three-part tutorial on surgical
and interventional robotics. The core concept is that a surgical
robot couples information to action in the operating room or
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Figure 6. Example of poorly designed redundant system. The
second solenoid does not provide sufficient safety because the
system cannot detect when either solenoid has failed in the
open state.
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interventional suite. This leads to several potential benefits,
including increased accuracy and the ability to intervene in
areas that are not accessible with conventional instrumenta-
tion. We defined the categories of surgical CAD/CAM and
surgical assistance. The former is intended to accurately exe-
cute a defined plan. The latter is focused on providing aug-
mented capabilities to the physician, such as superhuman or
auxiliary (additional) eyes and hands. These categories will be
the focus of the final two parts of this tutorial.

There are numerous challenges in surgical manipulation,
sensing, registration, user interfaces, and system design. Many
of these challenges result from the requirements for safety,
sterility, small size, and adaptation to a relatively unstructured
(and changing) environment. Some software toolkits are avail-
able to facilitate the design of surgical robotics systems.

The design of a surgical robot should include a risk analysis.
Established methodologies such as FMEA/FMECA can be
used to identify potential hazards. Safety design should con-
sider and eliminate single points of failure whenever possible.
Validation of system performance is critical but is complicated
by the difficulty of simulating realistic clinical conditions.

Surgical robotics is a challenging field, but it is rewarding
because the ultimate goal is to improve the health and quality
of human life.
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Lethality and Autonomous Systems:
Survey Design and Results

According to a recent report by Moshkina and Arkin of
the Georgia Institute of Technology, already there are

armed robot systems deployed or being deployed in
Afghanistan and Iraq [1], [2], the Israeli-Palestinian Border [3],
and the Korean Demilitarized Zone [4]. According to them,
there is also a likelihood of an increasing role of autonomy for
these battlefield robots as humans are gradually moved further
and further out of the loop [5], [6].

When we consider the use of deadly force by robots, it is
crucial that we ask the question, ‘‘What is acceptable?’’ As a
part of an effort to ‘‘understand, define, and shape expecta-
tions regarding battlefield robotics?’’ Moshkina and Arkin
conducted a survey of researchers, policymakers, military
personnel, and the general public to ascertain the current
point of view maintained by various demographic groups on
this subject.

As part of this study, the team conducted an online public
opinion survey on the use of robots capable of lethal force in
warfare. The main objective of the survey was to determine
the level of acceptance by various demographic groups of the
employment of potentially lethal robots in warfare as well as
their attitudes toward related ethical issues.

The questions dealt with the use of human soldiers, robots
as extensions of the human soldier, and autonomous robots
in a variety of roles and situations. The researchers also com-
pared the attitudes of the different community types, i.e.,
those who identified themselves as having had an experience
in the military, as policymakers, or as robotics professionals.
Those with none of these experiences were classified as gen-
eral public.

The authors summarized the survey responses as follows:
u As far as the community types are concerned, regardless of

roles or situations, in most cases, the general public found
employment of soldiers and robots less acceptable than
any other community type, and, conversely, military and
policymakers found such employment more acceptable.

u The most acceptable role for using both types of
robots in is reconnaissance; the least acceptable is for
crowd control.

u With respect to levels of autonomy, regardless of roles
or situations, the more the control shifts away from
the human, the less such an entity is acceptable to the
participants; a human soldier was the most acceptable
entity in warfare, followed by a robot as an extension
of the warfighter, with autonomous robot being the
least acceptable.

u As far as the situations are concerned, covert operations
were less acceptable to the entire set of participants

than open warfare for all three entities: soldiers and
both types of robots (whether on home or foreign
territory).

u The majority of participants, regardless of the commu-
nity type, agreed that the ethical standards, namely,
Laws of War, Rules of Engagement, Code of Con-
duct, and Additional Moral Standards, do apply to
both soldiers (84%) and robots (72%).

u More military and policymakers were in favor of the
same standards for both soldiers and robots than gen-
eral public and roboticists, who were more in favor of
higher standards for robots.

u 59% of the participants believed that an autonomous
robot should have a right to refuse an order it finds
unethical, thus in a sense admitting that it may be more
important for a robot to behave ethically than to stay
under the control of a human.

u As the control shifts away from the soldier, the robot
and its maker should take more responsibility for its
actions, according to the participants. A robot
designer was blamed 31% less for the mistakes of
robot as an extension than for those of an autono-
mous robot.

u ‘‘Saving lives of soldiers’’ was considered the most clear-
cut benefit of employing robots in warfare; the main
concern was that of risking civilian lives by their use.

u The majority of the participants (69%) believe that it
would be easier to start wars if robots were employed
in warfare.

u Sympathy was considered to be beneficial to a military
robot by over half of the participants (59%) and guilt
by just under a half (49%).

Although, in general, the difference in opinions between
the community types was slight, it is interesting to note that
the general public and roboticists were less likely to identify
‘‘saving civilian lives’’ as a benefit than politicians or military,
and fewer roboticists believed that robots could help produce
better battlefield outcomes.

Since resource constraints prevented the authors from
mailing surveys to a randomly distributed population, par-
ticipants were recruited using a variety of means and venues,
most of them were online based. Of the 430 participants
who completed the survey, 234 (54%) self-identified them-
selves as having had robotics research experience, 69 having
had policymaking experience, 127 having had military expe-
rience, and 116 having had none of the aforementioned
(therefore categorized as general public). Participants were
primarily male (89%) and ranged in age from 18 to older
than 66, with 43% between 21 and 30 and 22% between 31
and 40; most were well educated (only 4% had no post-
secondary education) and international (45% were raised
outside the United States).
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2008
20–23 June ICIA 2008: IEEE International Conference on Infor-
mation Automation. ZhangJiaJie, Hunan, China. http://www.
ieee-icia.info

25–28 June RSS 2008: Robotics: Science and Systems. Zurich,
Switzerland. http://www.roboticsconference.org

2–5 July AIM 2008: IEEE/ASME International Conference on
Advanced Intelligent Mechatronics. Xi’an, China. http://www.
aim2008.info

1–3 Aug. RO-MAN 2008: IEEE International Symposium on
Robot and Human Interaction. Munich, Germany. http://www.
ro-man2008.org

5–8 Aug. ICMA 2008: IEEE International Conference on
Mechatronics and Automation. Takamatsu, Japan. http://
www.icma2008.org/

20–22 Aug. MFI 2008: IEEE International Conference on
Multisensor Fusion and Integration for Intelligent Systems.
Seoul, Korea. http://www.mfi2008.org/

22 Aug. SICE 2008: Annual Conference. Chofu, Japan. http://
www.sice.or.jp/sice2008/

23–26 Aug. IEEE-CASE 2008: 4th International Conference
on Automation Science and Engineering. Washington, District
of Columbia, USA. http://www.ieee-case.org

1–3 Sept. ICAL 2008: IEEE International Conference on
Automation and Logistics. Qingdao, China. http://myweb.dal.
ca/jgu/ical08/

16–17 Sept. IEEE-CYBER: IEEE International Conference
on Automation, Control, and Intelligent Systems. Shenyang,
China. (Contact: E-mail: tarn@wuauto.wustl.edu)

22–26 Sept. IROS 2008: IEEE/RSJ International Conference
on Intelligent Robots and Systems. Nice, France. http://www.
iros.org

19–22 Oct. BioRob 2008: International Conference on Bio-
medical Robotics and Biomechatronics. Scottsdale, Arizona,
USA. http://www.biorob2008.org

28–31 Oct. SSRR 2008: IEEE International Workshop on Safety,
Security, and Rescue Robotics. Sendai, Japan. http://www.rm.is.
tohoku.ac.jp/ssrr2008/cfp.html

10–12 Nov. TePRA 2008: IEEE International Conference on
Technologies for Practical Robot Applications. Woburn, Massa-
chusetts, USA. http://www.ieeerobot-tepra.org/

17–19 Nov. DARS 2008: 9th International Symposium on Dis-
tributed Autonomous Robotics Systems. Tsukuba, Japan.

2–5 Dec. ICARV: 10th International Conference on Control,
Automation, Robotics and Vision. Hanoi, Viet Nam. http://
www.icarcv.org/2008/

4 Dec. SI International 2008: IEEE/SICE International Sympo-
sium on System Integration. Nagoya, Japan. http://www.rm.is.
tohoku.ac.jp/SIInt08/

14–17 Dec. ROBIO’08: IEEE International Conference on
Robotics and Biomimetics. Bangkok, Thailand. http://www.
ee.cuhk.edu.hk/�qhmeng/robio/ROBIO2008-CFP.pdf

2009
11–13 Mar. HRI 2009: ACM/IEEE International Conference
on Human-Robot Interaction. San Diego, California, USA.
http://www.hri2009.org/
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Thus, the authors describe the data presented as mostly
descriptive and qualitative, presenting a big picture rather than
a more rigorous statistical analysis, although they did some
more intensive statistical analysis of the robot professionals
who made up nearly half the respondents.

The Georgia Tech team is currently working on the second
thrust of the study, which addresses the question ‘‘what can be
done?’’ They are designing a ‘‘computational implementation of an
ethical code within an existing autonomous robotic system, i.e., an
‘artificial conscience,’ that will be able to govern an autonomous
system’s behavior in a manner consistent with the rules of war.’’

A detailed report of the survey and its finding is reported in
technical report GIT-GVU-07-16, which is available online at
http://www.cc.gatech.edu/ai/robotlab/onlinepublications/
ArkinMoshkinaISTAS.pdf.
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By Javier Ruiz-del-Solar and Alfredo Weitzenfeld

IEEE Region 9, Latin America, is the fastest growing of the
IEEE’s ten geographic regions. Currently, there are 497
IEEE Robotics and Automation Society (RAS) Members

in the region. With the leadership of Alfredo Weitzenfeld,
chair of the Mexico Chapter, and Javier Ruiz-del-Solar, chair
of the Chile RAS Chapter, and with the help of the 2007 RAS
New Initiative Grant and the support of the Region 9 IEEE
Sections, RAS Members and others in the region have created
the IEEE RAS Latin American Robotics Council, with the
mission to unify, coordinate, and strengthen robotics activities
in the region.

The US$9,200 RAS grant was used to support primarily
student travel and provide prizes for the first Latin American
(LA) Summer School on Robotics, the sixth Latin American
Robotics Competition in Monterrey, Mexico, 5–7 November
2007, and the sixth Chilean Student Robotics Contest, in
Santiago, Chile, 4–5 October 2007.

The first IEEE RAS LA Summer School on Robotics was
organized jointly with the fourth IEEE Computational Intelli-
gence Society (CIS) LA Summer School on Computational
Intelligence. Both events took place at the Universidad de
Chile, on 12–14 December 2007. The organizing chair of the
IEEE RAS LA Summer School on Robotics was Prof. Javier
Ruiz-del-Solar, while the organizing chair of the IEEE CIS
LA Summer School on Computational Intelligence was Prof.
Pablo Est�evez.

The two summer schools featured 11 plenary talks and 13
tutorials. The 150 participants included 100 undergraduate
and graduate students. The summer school also included a
student paper competition, which had six entries. The judges
were Alicia Casals and Kim Boyer. The winning papers are as
follows:

u First Place: Mat�ıas Arenas and Rodrigo Verschae for
‘‘Detection of Humanoid Robots Using Cascades of
Boosted Classifiers’’

u Second Place: Berardi Sensale, Pablo Romero, Diego
Astessiano, and Rafael Canetti for ‘‘Development of
an Autonomous Robotic Fish—Preliminary Results’’

u Third Place: Roberto Cabrera for ‘‘Intelligent Self-
Parking System.’’

The Sixth Latin American Robotics Competition
The Sixth Latin American Robotics Competition was organ-
ized in collaboration with the third RoboCup Latin American
Open 2007 in Monterrey, Mexico, 5–7 November 2007.

Forty-seven teams with a total of 171 participants competed in
the two events. Although most of the competitors were from
the Latin American countries of Mexico (with the largest
number), Colombia, Chile, Brazil, and Venezuela, teams from
other countries such as China, the Netherlands, Japan, and
Iran also took part. About 1,500 members of the general public
came to watch the competitions.

The Sixth Chilean Student Robotics Contest
This competition took place at the Universidad de Santiago de
Chile on 4–5 October 2007. The main organizer was Prof.
Renato Salinas. The competition had 36 participants and was
organized into nine teams (six in the open category and three
in the LEGO category). About 250 members of the general
public also attended this event.

The council also carried out the following activities suc-
cessfully during this year:

u National Activities
u Fifth Brazilian Student Robotics Contest, Floria-

nopolis, Brazil, 7–12 October 2007
u Fourth Colombian Student Robotics Contest, Car-

tagena, Colombia, August 2007
u Third Colombian Workshop on Robotics and

Automation, Cartagena, Colombia, August 2007
u Third Mexican Student Robotics Contest, Puebla,

Mexico, 27–31 August 2007
u First Peruvian Student Robotics Contest, Lima,

Peru, 11–12 September 2007
u Third Venezuelan Student Robotics Contest, Mara-

caibo, Venezuela, 8–10 October 2007
u Regional Activities

u Sixth Latin American Robotics Competition (LARC)
2007, Monterrey, Mexico, 5–7 November 2007

u Third RoboCup Latin American Open 2007, Mon-
terrey, Mexico, 5–7 November 2007

u Fourth Latin American Robotics Symposium
(LARS) 2007, Monterrey, Mexico, 8–9 November
2007

u First and the Fourth Latin American Summer
School on Robotics

u School on Computational Intelligence, Santiago,
Chile, 12–14 December

For detailed information about all national and regional
activities, visit the council’s Web site http://ewh.ieee.org/
reg/9/robotica/.
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2009
11–13 Mar. HRI 2009: ACM/IEEE International Conference
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Thus, the authors describe the data presented as mostly
descriptive and qualitative, presenting a big picture rather than
a more rigorous statistical analysis, although they did some
more intensive statistical analysis of the robot professionals
who made up nearly half the respondents.

The Georgia Tech team is currently working on the second
thrust of the study, which addresses the question ‘‘what can be
done?’’ They are designing a ‘‘computational implementation of an
ethical code within an existing autonomous robotic system, i.e., an
‘artificial conscience,’ that will be able to govern an autonomous
system’s behavior in a manner consistent with the rules of war.’’

A detailed report of the survey and its finding is reported in
technical report GIT-GVU-07-16, which is available online at
http://www.cc.gatech.edu/ai/robotlab/onlinepublications/
ArkinMoshkinaISTAS.pdf.
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